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Abstract
Software constitutes a major cost factor when developing technical systems. To reduce
this cost, systematic reuse of assets is necessary from early on when developing similar
products—an approach that has become known as software product line engineering. The
automation of product derivation, that is, the automated product creation from core assets,
is one of the success factors of product line engineering. It has two facets: automated
support during configuration of a product, such as configuration consistency checks and
automated fixes, and automation of the actual generation of the product, via generative
technologies, which produce product artifacts from the configuration.
Three critical factors, however, currently hamper the use of automated derivation techniques in industry: the heterogeneity of product derivation mechanisms, the stages in the
derivation process, and the composition of several product lines to multi–product-lines.
From feature modeling to C-preprocessor–based configuration, from the first decision
taken during the initial customer contact stage to the last option set in a configuration
file at the system startup stage—each of possibly multiple involved product lines brings
distinct product configuration and generation facilities to be used by different stakeholders
at dedicated stages in the derivation process.
Up to now, there are hardly any solutions neither for heterogeneity, nor for stages, nor for
multi–product-lines—product derivation in industry results in an immense manual effort.
No technical support is provided for configuration checking across heterogeneous configuration mechanisms, product lines, or configuration stages. Configuration inconsistencies
remain unnoticed and produce high cost due to prolonged testing and reconfiguration
cycles and, ultimately, due to the delivery of defective products to customers.
This thesis contributes the PLiC approach, which automates staged product derivation
for heterogeneous multi–product-lines. Multi–product-lines are split up into product
line components (PLiCs), which base upon three principles: extraction, declaration, and
restriction. The legacy configuration data of each PLiC is automatically and transparently
extracted into models. The product line engineer declares further information on stages
and multi–product-lines in additional, concise models. This facilitates defining modelbased constraint checks and fixes that ensure consistent product configuration and product
generation over the whole staged derivation process of heterogeneous multi–product-lines.
The validation results show that the approach is comprehensively applicable to legacy
product lines in a light-weight, little-invasive, and scalable manner. In doing so, this
thesis opens the way for bringing automated product derivation from research and insular
productive use to broad applicability in industrial practice.
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Zusammenfassung
Bei der Entwicklung technischer Systeme stellt Software einen bedeutenden Kostenfaktor
dar. Sind gleich mehrere, ähnliche Produkte zu entwickeln, hilft der SoftwareproduktlinienAnsatz durch frühe und systematisch geplante Wiederverwendung von Softwareanteilen
die Kosten zu reduzieren. Insbesondere die automatische Produktableitung kann hierzu
bedeutend beitragen, indem sie Konfigurationsbeschreibungen automatisch auf produktspezifische Sofwareanteile abbildet. Die Automation bezieht sich hierbei einerseits auf
die Produktkonfiguration, welche durch automatische Überprüfung und Reparatur der
Konfiguration deren Konsistenz sicherstellt, als auch auf die eigentlich Produktgenerierung,
welche die Konfiguration auf Produktartefakte abbildet.
Bisher behindern jedoch drei Faktoren die industrielle Anwendung automatischer Produktableitungstechniken: die Heterogenität der Produktableitungsmechanismen, mehrere
Stufen innerhalb der Produktableitung und die Komposition von mehreren Produktlinien zu Multiproduktlinien. Von Merkmalmodellen bis zur Konfiguration über den C
Präprozessor, von der ersten Entscheidung des Vertriebs beim Kunden bis zur letzten
Konfigurationsoption vor dem Systemstart – jede der beteiligten Produktlinien bringt ihre
eigenen Produktkonfigurations- und Produktgenerierungsmechanismen mit, welche von
Benutzern unterschiedlichster Rollen während der verschieden Produktableitungsstufen
verwendet werden.
Für die heterogene und gestufte Produktableitung von Multiproduktlinien gibt es bisher
kaum automatisierte Ansätze, so dass die Ableitung von Produkten in der Industrie weiterhin mit einem immensen manuellen Aufwand verbunden ist. Es gibt keine technische
Unterstützung für die Konfigurationsüberprüfung über die Grenzen von Konfigurationsmechanismen, Produktlinien oder Ableitungsstufen hinaus. Konfigurationsinkonsistenzen
bleiben daher unerkannt und erzeugen hohe Kosten durch erhöhten Test- und Rekonfigurationsaufwand – und führen schlimmstenfalls zur Auslieferung defekter Produkte an den
Kunden.
Der PLiC-Ansatz automatisiert die Produktableitung von gestuften und heterogenen Multiproduktlinien. Zunächst werden diese in Produktlinienkomponenten (product line components, PLiCs) zergliedert, welche auf drei Prinzipien basieren: Extraktion, Deklaration und
Restriktion. Jegliche Konfigurationsdaten werden zunächst automatisch und transparent
in ein einheitliches Modellformat überführt. Der Produktlinienentwickler deklariert zusätzliche Informationen bezüglich der Produktableitungsstufen und der MultiproduktlinienStruktur in weiteren Modellen. Dies ermöglicht die einheitliche Definition von Konfigurationseinschränkungen und Reparaturanweisungen auf Modellebene, womit die konsistente
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Produktkonfiguration und -generierung über den gesamten gestuften und heterogenen
Produktableitungsprozess von Multiproduktlinien sichergestellt wird.
Die Validierung zeigt die umfassende Anwendbarkeit des Ansatzes auf bereits existierende
Produktlinien auf, wobei er sich weiterhin als leichtgewichtig, gering-invasiv und technisch skalierbar erweist. Dadurch bereitet diese Arbeit den Weg, die automatische Produktableitung von der Forschung und von vereinzeltem produktiven Einsatz in eine breite
Anwendung in der industriellen Praxis zu überführen.
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Introduction

1.1. Motivation
Technical systems comprise a steadily increasing amount of software that adds to the cost
of the product under development. In order to minimize this cost, reuse of knowledge and
assets from early on is necessary when developing similar products. This insight resulted in
the discipline of software product line engineering [WL99, Bos00, Atk01, CN01, PBvdL05].
In a nutshell, software product line engineering comprises a collection of engineering
techniques for the efficient development of a set of similar products. A common set of core
assets is developed in the so called domain engineering phase. Then, in the application
engineering phase, these assets are reused to derive a concrete product [CN01].
One product line technique that particularly has helped to achieve major improvements
is the automation of application engineering. It is also often referred to as automated
product derivation. Its core is the automated mapping of a declarative configuration to a
specifically tailored product using product generators (basing on generative technologies
[CE00]), such as preprocessors or code generator templates. The automation of product
derivation, therefore, has two important facets: automated support during configuration of
a product, such as configuration consistency checks and automated fixes, and automated
generation of the product, via such generative technologies. If customer demands can
be sufficiently anticipated, the one-time effort put into development of such automated
configuration and generation mechanisms during domain engineering pays off each time
a product is derived with less effort.
Despite the great potential of automation in product derivation, numerous reports point
out the immense manual effort and difficulty of product derivation in industry [CDM04,
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Figure 1.1.: Product derivation from a magnetic resonance tomography product line.

DSB05, ORRT09]. The low degree of automation has become the top research issue in
product derivation [RGD10]. Up to now, industrial practice still heavily bases on textual
production plans [CM02] and tacit expert knowledge [DSB05], even when no additional
individual customer requirements need to be implemented.
Why is this the case? Figure 1.1 illustrates the derivation process of the software part
of a magnetic resonance tomography product line. The product line reveals both a
staged derivation process and heterogeneous derivation mechanisms. Up to now, both
characteristics constitute serious “show stoppers” for automated product derivation.
Staged Product Derivation Process. As can be seen, the product derivation process
is split up into distinct stages: product specification stage, development stage, and onsite configuration stage. In each of the stages, different stakeholders configure various
configuration artifacts, such as spreadsheets, domain-specific models, or XML files. Build
tasks take them as input and produce product artifacts, ranging from textual documents
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to the actual software. Automated support for staged derivation processes at minimum
needs to describe which configuration option need to be set at which stage. However,
there are further challenges that have been vastly overlooked up to now:
Stakeholder Support. In each of the stages, different stakeholders are involved, such as
salesmen, product experts, and administrators. Each stakeholder needs individual
process guidance. A salesman, for example, has less experience than the product
expert; he or she needs more configuration hints and guidance to assess the side
effects of configuration decisions. Some crucial configuration choices even might
strictly require the expert’s knowledge—a salesman should be actively hindered
from taking them.
Build Task Integration. In each of the stages, build tasks need to be invoked to generate parts of the product, such as document or code generators, preprocessors, or
installation scripts. Stakeholders would greatly benefit from a tighter integration
of these build tasks into the derivation process. They need to know which build
tasks are mandatory or optional at which stage. They need to manage the execution
dependencies among the build tasks, which possibly base on different build tools
(e.g., make, ant, or binary executables). Finally, each build task requires a distinct
set of configuration options to be set—tailored support could inform a stakeholder
as soon as the particular execution prerequisites for a certain build task are fulfilled.
Automated tooling that provides stakeholders with individual guidance during staged
product configuration—and that integrates build tasks during staged product generation—
would significantly improve on the use of textual production plans as it is currently found
in industrial practice. However, an automation concept for staged derivation would still
be of less practical use, unless an even more fundamental problem is addressed: the
heterogeneity of derivation mechanisms.
Heterogeneous Derivation Mechanisms. In industrial practice, a multitude of different
derivation mechanisms, that is, configuration and generation mechanisms, are leveraged
by a single product line. The product line for magnetic resonance tomography in Figure 1.1,
for example, reveals such a heterogeneity in its configuration mechanisms. A spreadsheetlike configuration language enables high-level configuration during the first stage. At
the development stage, we find that configuration takes place both via domain-specific
configuration models and C preprocessor #defines. At the customer site, finally, the
startup variability is bound via an XML-based language.
Heterogeneity becomes problematic as soon as configuration dependencies exist across
different mechanisms: Some options in the spreadsheet configuration language may
impede certain choices in the domain-specific model, while setting a preprocessor variable
in turn may presuppose an XML option to be set. An approach is needed that enables
automated configuration, this is, configuration inconsistency checking and fixing, across
heterogeneous configuration mechanisms. Otherwise, if inconsistencies are not detected
at configuration time, errors only manifest at later phases of product derivation, such
as testing, installation, or at run time. Then, resolving of inconsistencies does not only
become more costly—even severe configuration inconsistencies may be introduced and
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Figure 1.2.: A hierarchical product line of medical imaging devices. Several product lines all base on a
common base product line, which provides core functionality for medical image processing.

may remain undetected, possibly resulting in fatal system failures that manifest at run
time at the customer site.
Eventually, next to derivation stages and heterogeneity, there is a third big challenge that
adds to the difficulty of automated product derivation in industry. Vendors of devices such
as magnetic resonance tomographs usually have a very large product portfolio. Often,
they also run further product lines for other medical devices (e.g., for X-ray computed
tomography or for ultrasound-based diagnostic devices). Vendor reports reveal [RW05]
that all these product lines base on a common core: the product portfolio of medical
imaging devices constitutes a multi–product-line.
Multi–Product-Lines. A multi–product-line is a consequent progression towards optimized software reuse. Several product lines are considered in conjunction in order to
leverage their commonalities and offer more advanced products to the customer. The
nature of the medical imaging domain makes it particularly suited to be implemented
as a so called hierarchical product line [Bos06] (cf. Figure 1.2): All devices base on a
common core product line for medical image processing. Other product lines are built on
top of it to also benefit from the commonalities of certain subsets of devices (e.g., those
for magnetic resonance tomography).
Providing for automated product derivation becomes even more challenging in case of
a multi–product-line: Due to the different origins of its sub–product-lines, the likeliness
of heterogeneous derivation mechanisms increases. Furthermore, the differing staged
derivation processes of the sub–product-lines need to be aligned.
The example of the magnetic resonance tomography product line illustrates the three
main challenges that will be tackled in this thesis. Heterogeneous derivation mechanisms
and the staged derivation process pose significant challenges to automated product
derivation support, whereas multi–product-lines add further complexity. Proper automated
concepts must be developed. Otherwise, comprehensive configuration automation, this is
configuration consistency checking and inconsistency fixing, basically remains impossible,
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and stakeholders are neither provided with individual guidance nor with support for build
task execution. Lacking automated support, in turn, results in slower, manual, and more
error-prone product derivation. To avoid this, the challenges imposed by derivation stages,
heterogeneity, and multi–product-lines must be addressed so that comprehensive adoption
of automated product derivation becomes feasible.

1.2. Question and Objectives of This Thesis
This thesis targets a new “method or means of development” for product lines according
to the classification provided in [Sha03]. It answers the following question:
(Q) How can we automate the product derivation process for multi–product-lines with
heterogeneous product configuration and generation mechanisms, whereas each
product line comprises different configuration stages, stakeholders, and build tasks?
Automated product derivation comprises both automated configuration, this is, checking
and fixing inconsistencies in configurations, as well as automated generation of product
artifacts, via executing build tasks of various kinds. The aspired result of this thesis is a
new approach (a “procedure or technique” according to the classification in [Sha03]), as
well as corresponding tooling that achieves the automation of product derivation in such
complex settings. The overall result can be broken down into the following objectives:
• Analysis: Identify the challenges of automating heterogeneous and staged product
derivation processes for multi–product-lines and identify the crucial requirements
for a corresponding approach.
Analyze the concepts of heterogeneity and stages and the challenges they pose to
existing, industrial product derivation. Analyze how previous approaches for automated product derivation address these challenges. Identify the crucial requirements
of a new approach to overcome the weaknesses of the previous approaches.
• Approach: Develop a new approach for automated product derivation in heterogeneous and staged multi–product-lines that meets the identified requirements.
• Elaboration: Elaborate the approach for addressing the challenges.
Automate configuration checking for heterogeneous multi–product-lines. Automate
configuration fixing for heterogeneous multi–product-lines. Automate the configuration and generation process for heterogeneous and staged multi–product-lines.
• Validation: Show that the approach fulfills the identified requirements.
Prototypically implement a corresponding automation tool. Apply the approach and
the tool to suitable example product lines. Show that the identified requirements
are actually fulfilled.
The goal of the thesis is to show that the new approach improves on existing product
derivation approaches by enabling automated configuration checking and fixing and
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product generation for heterogeneous and staged multi–product-lines. In particular, it
shall be shown that it only has little introduction effort, requires only few changes to
the involved product lines, is scalable, and is comprehensively applicable to a variety of
different legacy product configuration and generation mechanisms.
1.2.1. Research Scope

In general, product derivation automation requires anticipation of future product characteristics in domain engineering. This, however, is not always possible to a full extent
[DSB05]. Unforeseeable requirements demand customer-specific additions and changes
in application engineering. Naturally, for such product characteristics, neither automated
configuration nor generation support can be provided and additional manual development
becomes necessary. However, both practices are orthogonal and can be combined, also for
industrial-size product lines [DSB05].
The question whether to implement assets for reuse or specific to individual products,
in turn, is a matter of product line scoping [Sch02, Sch03]. This thesis focuses on the
technical aspects of product derivation; therefore, economic aspects, such as scoping,
business case analysis, or project management [CN01], are not explicitly considered.
This thesis will address derivation automation as far as consistent product configuration
and generation is concerned. It will not investigate consistency checking on implementation level, this is, whether each allowed configuration also produces a correct
program. Research in this field incorporates variability-aware checking of Featherweight
Java [KATS11], feature-oriented languages [AKGL10], or C preprocessor annotations
[KKHL10, KGO11, TLSSP11]. Such implementation level checking is orthogonal to the
approach presented in this thesis. While not further investigated, most approaches should
be combinable with this thesis’s approach.
1.2.2. Research Method, Contribution, and Validation

The aspired research result is a new and improved technique and corresponding tooling
for product derivation in staged and heterogeneous multi–product-lines. The research
objectives already mentioned in this section have been chosen to achieve this purpose:
First, the state of the art in research and industry is analyzed in order to identify the
particular challenges and requirements of such complex product lines. Based on this
analysis, a new approach for automating product derivation is proposed, elaborated, and
validated. In doing so, the research method used in this thesis resembles what Basili
calls the “scientific method” [Bas93]: “observe the world, propose a model or a theory of
behavior, measure and analyze, validate hypotheses of the model or theory, and if possible
repeat the procedure”.
The approach developed in this thesis makes several contributions. They range from
a metamodel-based approach for extracting configuration data from virtually arbitrary
configuration file types, over a declaration language for staged derivation in heterogeneous
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multi–product-lines, to a semi-automated constraint checking and fixing approach for
such kinds of product lines. The conclusion of this thesis provides a complete list of all its
contributions (Section 9.2).
The validation of the approach and the corresponding tooling centers around its application to two example multi–product-lines. According to Shaw [Sha02, Sha03], various
validation methods, ranging from analysis and practical experience to plain persuasion,
are all being used in software engineering research—with varying degrees of success.
The use of examples is a common and among the most successful validation practices in
software engineering, as long as they constitute a “slice of life” (cf. Shaw [Sha02, Sha03]):
Although simplified, the essence of the problem being solved must be retained. As Chapter 2 will show, the examples exhibit exactly those characteristics that, up to now, have
hampered automation of product derivation for staged and heterogeneous multi–productlines. Hence, the application examples cannot only show principal applicability of the
approach, but their quantitative and qualitative aspects can serve as an indicator for
similar settings.
Finally, other validation methods are used to validate characteristics that the exemplary
application cannot provide. For example, principal scalability aspects are measured via
tooling benchmarks, and the improvements on configuration time have been gathered in
an experimental user study.

1.3. Structure of This Thesis
This thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2: Background, Problem Analysis, and Introduction of Example Product Lines
The second chapter provides a brief background in product line engineering with
a particular focus on product derivation, its automation, and multi–product-lines.
The concepts of heterogeneity and stages are analyzed and their specific challenges
are identified. The challenges are illustrated via two exemplary multi–product-lines,
I4Copter and SafeHome, which serve as running examples throughout this thesis.
Chapter 3: State of the Art
The third chapter discusses in how far previous approaches have addressed the
challenges of heterogeneity and staged derivation. From their shortcomings, three
essential requirements are derived that a new approach should fulfill: light-weight,
little-invasive, and comprehensive applicability.
Chapter 4: The Product Line Component Approach
The fourth chapter gives an overview of a new automated product derivation
approach, the product line component approach (PLiC approach). Its three principles
of extraction, declaration, and restriction are capable of addressing the identified
requirements.
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Chapter 5: Checking Consistency
The fifth chapter constitutes the first of three chapters elaborating the PLiC approach.
It focuses on the checking of configuration consistency during product derivation for
the case that multiple, heterogeneous configuration mechanisms, possibly spread
over multiple sub–product-lines, are involved.
Chapter 6: Fixing Inconsistencies
The sixth chapter builds on the preceding chapter on configuration checking of
heterogeneous multi–product-lines. It adds capabilities for solving detected inconsistencies by applying (semi-)automated fixes on configuration files of various different
mechanisms.
Chapter 7: Staged Derivation
The seventh chapter presents the facets of the approach dealing with staged configuration and product generation. It adds the capabilities to ensure configuration
consistency dependent on the current configuration stage, on the prospected build
task to be executed, or on the configuring stakeholder. Additionally, product generation capabilities are provided for various different generation mechanisms.
Chapter 8: Validation and Lifecycle Discussion
The eighth chapter validates the applicability of the overall approach and of the
developed tooling. The validation proofs that the approach actually is light-weight,
little invasive, and technically scalable for a variety of different derivation mechanisms.
Chapter 9: Conclusions, Contributions, and Further Research Directions
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an outlook on future research directions.
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2
Background, Problem Analysis, and
Introduction of Example Product Lines

This chapter provides the necessary background on product line engineering, analyzes
the concepts of heterogeneity and staged derivation, and presents the example product
lines. It starts by introducing crucial terms and concepts of product line engineering
with a particular focus on multi–product-lines and automated product derivation. Then,
it identifies and analyzes the challenges of heterogeneous derivation mechanisms and
staged derivation processes. The challenges are illustrated with two example product
lines, I4Copter and SafeHome, which both serve as running examples and validation
subjects of this thesis.

2.1. Software Product Line Engineering
Traditional software engineering considers each software product to be developed separately. Software product line engineering [Bos00, Atk01, CN01, PBvdL05, WL99], in
contrast, denotes a shift in development strategy. It comprises a collection of engineering
techniques that supports efficient reuse when a whole set of similar, yet distinct software
products are to be developed. Various companies report on significant improvement
on development time, cost, product quality, and reduction of expert load by systematically reusing commonalities and managing variability from early on in the life cycle
[spl, vdLSR07].
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2.1.1. History

One fundamental concept of software product line engineering—the early analysis of
commonalities during design and implementation of a set of similar programs—has been
proposed by Parnas in 1976 [Par76], calling the set of programs a “program family”.
The term “software product line” emerged in the 1990s and, initially, considered sets of
software programs solely from a business and organizational perspective—for analyzing
markets, assigning responsibilities, and managing risks [BCK03]—regardless of program
implementation. In contrast to this, the term “software product family”, was defined to
denote a set of products that have a “shared architecture, using assets from a platform”
[Wij02].
Whereas this conceptual separation of business and software architecture perspective was
never strictly maintained by all authors, it was further loosened by the absorption of the
Product Family Engineering (PFE) conference by the Software Product Line Conference
(SPLC) in 2005. Since then, the term product line has widely prevailed, both for the
business and the technical context. Unless stated otherwise, this thesis focuses on the
technical aspects of product line engineering—business issues are merely touched in so
far as the software product line paradigm is driven by economic considerations.
2.1.2. Definition of Terms

The term “software product line”, as it will be used in this thesis, is in line with the
probably most cited definition, which brings together marketing and implementation
aspects. It stems from Clements and Northrop [CN01]: “A software product line is a set of
software-intensive systems sharing a common, managed set of features that satisfy the
specific needs of a particular market segment or mission and that are developed from a
common set of core assets in a prescribed way”. In correspondence, the term “software
product line engineering” denotes a collection of engineering techniques and practices
that supports the efficient development of such software-intensive systems (or “products”).
Typically, development in software product line engineering is split into two phases. In
domain engineering, reusable core assets are developed for reuse. In application engineering,
also called product derivation, products are created by reuse of the core assets previously
developed, in order to maximize the overall return on invest [Bos00]. Domain engineering
and application engineering both comprise a dedicated requirements engineering, design,
realization, and testing phase [PBvdL05]—the former in order to develop the core assets,
the latter to derive the actual products from them.
2.1.3. Maturity and Complexity of Product Lines

Software product lines come in various different degrees of maturity and complexity.
The reuse maturity may range from a set of products that only share few infrastructural
components to a fully-fledged, integrated product generator that is capable of generating
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all products automatically from configuration input. The complexity of a product line, on
the other hand, ranges from ordinary product lines to various forms of combinations of
multiple product lines, which possibly even span organizational boundaries.
2.1.3.1. Maturity Levels

Bosch [Bos02] distinguishes four different product line maturity levels regarding reuse. In
the initial level, products only share the same (1) standardized infrastructure software (e.g.,
operating system, database). One step further, they share the same (2) platform, that is, all
common domain functionality (e.g., the basic flight functionality of a quadrotor helicopter).
When having a (3) software product line in the narrow sense of words according to Bosch,
the product line comprises both the common and the variable functionality that is reusable
in several products (e.g., optional components, such as a GPS module). Finally, a (4)
configurable product base comprises all common, variable, and product-specific parts
together with a generator that allows deriving the final products solely by giving a
configuration as input.
2.1.3.2. Structural and Organizational Complexity

In order to account for the structural complexity of larger-scale product lines, Deelstra
et al. [DSB05], based on earlier ideas of Bosch [Bos02], distinguish three archetypes of
larger-scale product lines, sometimes also called multi–product-lines:
Program of Product Lines. In case of a program of product lines (Figure 2.1, a), several
product lines (PLs) together contribute sub-products to a complete product (P).
Whereas a shared architecture defines the overall structure, each involved software
product line is developed separately. This notion is also related to so called “system of
systems” engineering [Jam08]. Nokia networks, for example develops the software
for their telecommunication switches as a program of product lines [Bos02] [Vik06,
p. 25-29].
Hierarchical Product Line. A hierarchical product line (Figure 2.1, b) stacks several
layers of product lines. The base product line comprises functionality shared by
all products; while the other product lines specialize for sub-sets of products on
the upper levels. This approach is particularly applicable in situations where the
number and variability of the involved products is large, while there is still high
reuse potential for certain sub-sets [Bos00]. Philips, for example, hierarchically
builds its medical imaging device product lines (e.g., the magnetic resonance, the
X-ray, and the ultrasound tomography product lines) upon a common base product
line for medical imaging [RW05], as motivated previously in Section 1.1.
Product Population. A product population (Figure 2.1, c) denotes a set of product lines
that share components (C) from a common component repository. Each product
line has its dedicated architecture, from which products are derived. It wires up
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Figure 2.1.: Different types of multi–product-lines: program of product lines (a), hierarchical product line (b),
and product population (c). They differ in the way they arrange product lines (PLs), products (Ps),
and components (C), in their overall architecture.

components from the repository and, possibly, additional product-specific components. The flexibility of this composition-oriented approach is best suited when a
very broad domain needs to be covered, so that there is few global reuse potential,
but flexible reuse across sub-domains shall be fostered. The Koala component model,
for instance, enables building of product populations in the consumer electronics
domain [vO02].
Next to this structural complexity, we also find the recent trend towards involving other
parties into software development. This adds a further dimension of complexity: organizational complexity.
Software Ecosystem. A company that decides to open their product line platform in
order to allow others to develop extensions creates a software ecosystem [DGM03].
Both, the architecture and the organization, need to support this “open world
scenario”, for example, to manage dependencies between extensions and to enable
customers to configure and derive their individual product [Bos09]. Prominent
examples for software ecosystems are the iPhone App Store and the application
programming interfaces (APIs) of Microsoft Office [Bos09].
Software Supply Chain. Software supply chains emphasize the fact that more and more
software is being developed from external, commercial, and often highly-configurable components instead of developing it in house [WHS01, HTM09]. Large
car manufacturers, for example, often have several different suppliers for their
infotainment systems [HTM09]. The infotainment systems, in turn, need to be
supplied with operating systems to run on, which again are developed by a different
party. Architecture, organization, and dependency management need to take into
account that the total product line is spread over different institutions with different
strategies, technical knowledge, and interests. Similar challenges also occur when
integrating open source components [dJ09, vdLG06, vdLL07] into a product line.
Due to the prospected benefit, the endeavor increases to make reuse of ever larger chunks
of assets. This includes building more complex product lines from simple ones, as well
as spreading of the development over organizational boundaries. In the following, the
various flavors of these larger-scale product lines will be called multi–product-lines. As will
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be shown, multi–product-lines challenge several of the classical assumptions often found
in product line engineering. Configuration via a single, integrated mechanism becomes
more and more unlikely, while the number of involved steps to derive a product increases.
Multi–product-lines require a more light-weight and more flexible approach, as it will be
developed in the remainder of this thesis.

2.1.4. Variability and Variability Modeling

Variability is the “ability of a software system or artifact to be efficiently extended, changed,
customized or configured for use in a particular context” [SvGB06]. In product line
engineering, one can generally distinguish between common parts, which are contained
in all products, variable parts, which are only part of some products, and product-specific
parts, which are never reused and only contribute to one single product. The variability
among the products is a central aspect in software product line engineering. It must
be “managed” over the whole product line lifecycle: It must be identified, documented,
implemented, evolved, and so on.
The identification and decision process regarding common, variable, or product-specific
parts is called asset scoping [Sch02]. Variability modeling techniques document the
outcome of the scoping process [SD07]. Well-known representation techniques are
feature modeling [KCH+ 90, CHE05b], orthogonal variability modeling (OVM) [PBvdL05],
and decision modeling [Atk01, SJ04a, DRG07].
A variability model describes the common and variable characteristics of the product of
a product line in the so-called “problem space”. It abstracts from the implementation
assets, which reside in the “solution space”. Once established, the variability model can
support various tasks in domain engineering. It may guide tendering, cost planning, serve
as a common basis for communication of sales, marketing, and development, and help
scheduling development releases, testing, and evolution [SGEL09].
Variability models usually adopt a top-down view on the product line variability. When
used for early domain analysis and planning purposes, blurry concepts and terms and only
very coarse-grained variability prevail. This is a different purpose than using techniques
such as feature modeling for technical configuration when deriving actual products from
a software product line. For this purpose, the feature model must describe the product to
derive exactly and completely.
A lot of research for product configuration actually uses feature modeling as configuration
technique (e.g., [BSTRC07, WSB+ 08]). Operating systems, such as Linux or eCos [eCo],
as well leverage languages similar to feature modeling for configuration [SSSPS07]. It is,
however, still an open research question how to combine the blurry and coarse domain
analysis information with the preciseness and completeness requirements for product
derivation within a single variability model. As this thesis targets product derivation,
feature modeling or decision modeling will subsequently only be addressed insofar as
product derivation and its automation are involved.
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2.1.5. Product Derivation and Automation

Product derivation is a key activity in application engineering. It addresses the construction
of a concrete product from the product line core assets [DSB05]. Automating product
derivation means automating this construction process. This presupposes that at least the
maturity level of a “software product line” [Bos02] (cf. Section 2.1.3.1) is reached, so that
both the common elements and a significant amount of variable elements are provided as
core assets.
This thesis will explicitly distinguish two sub-processes in product derivation: product
configuration and product generation. The process of product configuration can at best
be semi-automated. A human stakeholder can be provided with tool support when he or
she translates the product requirements into a machine interpretable form, the so called
configuration. Such a configuration describes the characteristics of the product (or of a
part of the product) in an unambiguous and consistent manner. A product generator then
takes the core asset base and the configuration as input in order to build the final product
(or parts of it, such as, executables, documentation, tests, etc.).
Note that the “generation” (also called the “building”) of the product, or of parts of the
product, is taken in a wider sense throughout this thesis. The generation process covers any
build task in product derivation that produces output from core assets and configuration
input. An “offer generator” generates an offer document from the customer’s configuration
input, a compiler generates object files from source code. An installer executable generates
a deployed system from install packages and a deployment configuration, and, when
taking the analogy even further, a running system may be “generated” by executing the
corresponding binaries, feeding in a startup configuration file as further input.
The following sections will give an overview of the commonly used mechanisms for product
configuration and generation, as well as the means to provide them with automated
support.
2.1.5.1. Product Configuration

Classical variability modeling, as argued in Section 2.1.4, originally adopts a top-down
view from a domain analysis perspective. When used in practice, it is often only applied to
model a subset of the products’ actual variability. Product configuration, in contrast, will
be considered from a bottom-up perspective in this thesis. It will comprise all variability
that is actually present in the product line artifacts. Various configuration mechanisms
are in use for this purpose. Compile time configuration switches may be implemented as
#define preprocessor directives in C header files [Int05], startup configuration may base
on domain-specific text files (e.g., the Apache web-server configuration file), and code
generators may require domain-specific configuration models [KT08] as input.
These actual configuration mechanisms found in the product line assets commonly reveal
an enormous amount of variability. In realistic examples, ten thousands of configuration
options are available and, by allowing unbounded instantiation of configuration elements
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(e.g., the Apache web-server does not limit the number of configured domains, users, or
URL rewrites) the number of possible product configurations easily becomes infinite.
During the configuration process, textual or orally-stated customer requirements must
be translated into a machine-interpretable form, the configuration. This translation is
an intellectual accomplishment that cannot be automated to a full extent. However,
automated techniques can provide for consistency of a product configuration—by checking
and ensuring previously defined consistency constraints on the configuration—and can
improve the efficiency of the configuration process—by providing (semi-)automated fixing
or configuration selection support.
2.1.5.2. Automation in Product Configuration

Mature configuration mechanisms, such as feature modeling or decision modeling, but
also custom-built domain-specific configuration models1 , can provide automated product
configuration support. On the one hand, configuration checking ensures the correctness
of a configuration. On the other hand, configuration fixing allows automated propagation
of configuration values to the settings of other values, as well as automated repairing of
flawed configurations, thereby reducing the time effort required for configuration.
Configuration checking verifies that all consistency constraints defined hold for a configuration. The definition and the checking of such constraints is a standard function
of all available configuration tools. For example, the product line tool pure::variants
[Beu06] by itself supports three different types of constraints: They can be defined in
the feature tree hierarchy (e.g., as “XOR” feature groups), as propositional constraints
(e.g., A “excludes” B), or can be programmed in Prolog. We can distinguish hard and soft
consistency constraints. Tool support for hard constraints detects or prevents the selection
of conflicting configuration options. Soft constraints, on the other hand, inform or warn
the human configurator on noticeable side effects of a configuration action, for example,
on code size, execution time, or price.
Configuration fixing further improves the configuration efficiency. On the one hand, we find
mechanisms and tools that are able to automatically calculate and select configuration
options that stringently follow from the current set of already selected options. The
automated specialization of feature models [CHE05b], or the calculation whether a partial
configuration selection can be completed at all (satisfiability, [BSTRC07]) constitute
examples for this. On the other hand, we also find research on automated configuration
fixing of inconsistencies in temporarily flawed configurations [WSB+ 08, Egy07]. The
need for such mechanisms stems from the fact that the appearance of inconsistencies is
often indispensable, as unsynchronized, complex changes almost unavoidably result in
incomplete and temporarily inaccurate data [Bal91].
By far not all configuration mechanisms can provide such automated configuration support.
For example, there are no built-in means to check or fix product configurations based on
1 Representative

frameworks for developing domain-specific metamodels and languages are the Eclipse
Modeling Framework (EMF) [emf] and the JetBrains Meta Programming System (MPS) [mps].
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plain C preprocessor #defines. In order to provide such product lines with configuration
checking or fixing support, we often find that a further configuration layer is introduced.
A configuration space model (this can be a feature model [Beu06] or a decision model
[DGR11], together with a set of constraints) describes the valid set of products on product
line level. A configuration model (e.g., a feature model configuration or the set of taken
decisions) describes a concrete product instance. Automated tool support now can inform
or prevent that a configuration model is invalid with respect to its configuration space
model (configuration checking), or even can help repairing or auto-completing an invalid
model (configuration fixing). Finally, for automated product building, a generator must
exist or must be developed that maps the configuration model to the configuration
mechanism implemented in the core asset base, for example, to header files with #defines,
or to a generator for Apache configuration files.
Note that the term “configuration space model”, as coined in the preceding paragraph,
should not be confused with the term “problem space model” as defined previously in
Section 2.1.4. A configuration space model is a strict and complete specification of all the
configuration options required to specify a product unambiguously. The problem space
model, in contrast, classically is the result of a domain analysis. It not only differs in the
fact that it also models the commonality of all products [KCH+ 90]. It only comprises very
coarse variability in order to guide development planning. Commonly, the problem space
model is neither strict nor complete enough to provide for automated product generation.
2.1.5.3. Product Generation

The other part of product derivation is the product generation process. In product
generation, the product configuration and the product line core assets are taken as
an input to produce product-related artifacts. Is the product line of low maturity, this
production process may solely be a manual engineering task according to guidelines
documented in textual production plans [CM02].
In more mature domains, however, the generation process can be automated. Commonly,
there are various different generation tasks, or build tasks, in order to generate different,
possibly intermediate, product parts from a configuration model. From a software perspective, these tasks can be, for example, model-transformations and code generation
[SV06], aspect weaving [KHH+ 01], feature module composition [BSR03], preprocessing,
compiling, packaging, installation, or the “transformation” of the passive binary into an
active running program. But also the generation of offer, commercial condition, or product
specification documents, as well as tools for calculating the total costs, the return on
invest, or the dimensioning of machines in automation engineering, can be regarded as
such build tasks.
In various cases, the associated generation mechanism of a build task comes with a
dedicated configuration mechanism. For example, a model-transformation build task
requires domain-specific configuration models as input, a C preprocessor build task is
configured via #define preprocessor variables, whereas a dimensioning tool in automation
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engineering may simply require a filled spreadsheet as input. The combination of a
configuration mechanism and a generation mechanism will be called derivation mechanism
in the following. As will be shown subsequently, most product lines comprise several of
such derivation mechanisms.

2.1.5.4. Product Generation and Automation

In the wider sense, already a single build task, such as the C compiler, provides an
“automatic” mapping from C files to object files. In the narrower sense, automation of
product generation will, subsequently, refer to the management of multiple build tasks, in
particular regarding their wiring and dependency management.
For full automation, there is the need to wire up the single build tasks of a product line
to achieve a fully automated generator sequence. Such build dependency and execution
management is commonly done via classical build tools, such as GNU make [mak],
Apache ant [ant], or, in case of model transformation workflows, via the MWE workflow
engine [mwe]. Build scripts developed with these tools as well generate a set of productrelated artifacts. Therefore, tools such as make and ant can be considered as “generation
mechanisms” themselves and the developed make or ant scripts as well constitute build
tasks—just at a more coarse level of granularity.
Whereas product line tools, such as DOPLER [DGR11] and pure::variants [Beu06], usually
do not provide for build tasks dependency management, they offer extensible generator
frameworks. DOPLER, for example, provides an extensible generator framework that
enables adding further build tasks implemented in Java; pure::variants, in turn, facilitates
implementation of further build tasks in XSLT. On the one hand, these frameworks are
used to forward product building to other build tasks of virtually arbitrary kinds, for
example, to make files. On the other hand, custom build tasks can be implemented, which
have convenient access to the configuration model (e.g., the feature model configuration).
This mechanism can be used to generate lower level configuration files (e.g., header
files with #defines) from the configuration model. The configuration model then can be
enriched with configuration constraints (e.g., feature A excludes feature B) in order to
provide for automated product configuration checking and fixing, which is not supported
by plain #define-based configuration.

2.1.6. Summary of Background Section

This section has provided a background on product line engineering, in particular, on
product derivation automation and multi–product-lines. In a nutshell, product derivation
automation comprises configuration automation (configuration checking and fixing) and
generation automation (management of build tasks) (cf. Figure 2.2). A comprehensive
derivation automation approach must include all those elements. Multi–product-lines,
in turn, increase the difficulty of automated product derivation. The different origins of
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Product Derivation Automation
Product Configuration Automation

Configuration Checking

Example:
Pure::variants consistency checker

Product Generation Automation

Configuration Fixing

Example:
Pure::variants autoresolver

Build Task Dependency and
Execution Management

Example:
GNU make

Figure 2.2.: The essential ingredients of product derivation automation.

their sub–product-lines make integration of their product configuration and generation
facilities more challenging.
The characteristics hampering product derivation automation in multi–product-lines
already appear in regular product lines. The remainder of this chapter is dedicated
to two crucial challenges of product line engineering practice: the heterogeneity of
derivation mechanisms and stages in the derivation process. Each of the two following
sections will therefore first introduce an example product line revealing the corresponding
characteristic, then provide a more detailed problem analysis, and, finally, state the
concrete challenges issued to product derivation automation.

2.2. Heterogeneity of Derivation Mechanisms
Various derivation mechanisms, this is, configuration and generation mechanisms, have
been proposed and are being used in product line engineering. Configuration mechanisms
range from #define-based configuration to feature models, generation mechanisms from
general-purpose compilers to specifically implemented domain-specific model transformations.
This section provides evidence and reasons that these different derivation mechanisms
do not simply coexist peacefully, in separate, independent product lines. Already single
product lines often comprise a variety of different derivation mechanisms—which is even
more the case for multi–product-lines. Homogeneity, in particular the homogeneity of
one single configuration mechanism, cannot simply be presupposed upfront. This has the
consequence that product derivation approaches must provide means to deal with this
heterogeneity, in order to provide for automated configuration.
Using an inductive approach, this section will first introduce the heterogeneous multi–
product-line I4Copter. Based on its internals and further evidence from product line
research, the characteristics, the roots, and the relevance of heterogeneity will be analyzed.
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I4Copter
CopterSwHw

CPP
CiAO

XML

CPP
PXROS

FM

DSL

Figure 2.3.: The heterogeneity of configuration mechanisms of the I4Copter. The multi–product-line consists
of three sub–product-lines: CopterSwHw, PXROS, and CiAO. They are configured via C header
files with #defines (CPP), an XML-based language (XML), a feature model (FM), and a textual
domain-specific language (DSL).

Finally, the Heterogeneity Challenge is formulated, which states that automated product
derivation approaches must provide means to deal with heterogeneity.
2.2.1. I4Copter: A Heterogeneous Multi–Product-Line

The I4Copter [UKH+ 11] quadrotor helicopter is a heterogeneous multi–product-line and
constitutes the first validation platform of this thesis. A quadrotor helicopter is a micro air
vehicle that has vertical take-off and landing capabilities and that is controlled by varying
the rotation speed of four fixed-pitch propellers. The I4Copter platform has been designed
and developed to resemble embedded real-time systems in industry. The modular, open
architecture of the platform makes it adaptable to various kinds of research and education
projects that target challenges in real-time and embedded systems, distributed systems,
robotics and cybernetics [UKH+ 11]. At the same time, the flexibility of its platform makes
the I4Copter an excellent example for the implementation of a heterogeneous product
line that serves as a suitable validation subject.
The I4Copter is implemented as a multi–product-line. It integrates three other software
product lines that are highly configurable and can be obtained and used separately.
These are (cf. Figure 2.3): one product line for application logic, which also models the
interface to the hardware (CopterSwHw), the commercial operating system product line
PXROS [Hig], and, as an alternative, the aspect-oriented CiAO operating system product
line [LHSP+ 09].
The CopterSwHw product line is implemented in C++ and comprises approximately
20.000 lines of code (LOC) [UKH+ 11]. Various software features are optional and
alternative (approximately 50 configuration options in total). There are several hardware
variants of the I4Copter, comprising different frames, sensors, and actuators, so that
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the hardware as well forms a product line. The software depends on information about
the available hardware components (approximately 60 configuration options). Both the
software part and the available hardware components of the CopterSwHw product line are
configured via C preprocessor directives (#defines).
The application logic may run either on the operating system product line PXROS or on
CiAO. PXROS is a commercial-grade operating system for hard real-time systems and has
been applied in domains ranging from communications technology to factory automation
and safety-critical applications (SIL-4). For configuration of PXROS (tasks and other
operating system parameters), a textual domain-specific language (DSL) is used. A
source code generator takes the domain-specific configuration file as input to create the
corresponding C start-up code.
The operating system product line CiAO, in turn, is much more versatile. It has been
developed using the principles of aspect-aware operating system development [LHSPS11],
so that even fundamental architectural properties are configurable. It uses pure::variants
[Beu06] feature models for configuration of its over 350 features that are implemented,
including drivers, in approximately 21.000 LOC in C++. In order to specify and instantiate
tasks, it uses an own XML dialect, defined in XML Schema [WWWC11]. Similar to PXROS,
a source code generator takes such an XML configuration file as input to create the
corresponding C++ start up code for instantiation of tasks.
The heterogeneity of configuration mechanisms in the I4Copter product line has the
immediate effect that it becomes impossible to check for the validity of a configuration,
as each automated configuration checking technique (as described in Section 2.1.5) only
is able to deal with one particular homogeneous configuration mechanism. However,
constraints exist across configuration mechanism boundaries. The exclusion of a feature
in a feature model configuration of CiAO makes certain XML task attributes become
unusable, whereas a C preprocessor #define of CopterSwHw in some cases requires a
feature to be set. Similar dependencies exist from and to the DSL-based configuration file
of the PXROS product line.
In case these dependencies are not checked, configuration errors are likely to be introduced.
As they can neither be detected nor corrected on configuration level, only subsequent
compiling and testing may be used to trace back possible configuration errors. This
increases development cost. However, no guarantees can be provided that configuration
errors, in particular when they only happen sporadically, are detected through testing. In
the worst case, errors may not manifest as failures until hand-over to the customer, with
possibly fatal consequences at the customer site.
Due to the complexity of the I4Copter configuration facilities, it is a suitable subject to
analyze the characteristics and roots of heterogeneity. This will be done in the following
section, which will also answer the more fundamental question: Is heterogeneity a rare
symptom of bad design and can it be avoided, or is it an inherent phenomenon, which
can hardly be prevented upfront?
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2.2.2. The Roots of Heterogeneous Derivation Mechanisms

In the following, the I4Copter will serve as illustrative example to fathom the roots of
heterogeneous derivation mechanisms in larger-scale software product lines. In addition
to that, questionnaires, case studies, and experience reports will provide further evidence.
The I4Copter illustrates three reasons that increase the likeliness of heterogeneity: different binding times, different needs of variability representation, and multi–product-lines.
Different Binding Times. One indicator for multiple different derivation mechanisms
is that most product lines have multiple different variability binding times. The
binding time of a configuration option is the point in time when the option becomes
manifest in an actual product artifact, such as in the source code, in an object file, or
in the running system (cf. [KCH+ 90], or [SJ04b]). Common binding times, at which
the configured options are “transfered” into—or bound to—the software product,
are source code generation time, compilation time, installation time, or software
startup time.
I4Copter Example. The I4Copter reveals different binding times. Some amount of
variability is bound at source code generation time, via generators that take XML
and DSL files as input. Another part of the variability is bound at compilation time
via aspect weaving and configured via feature models. Finally, some of the compile
time configuration options are bound via the C preprocessor, which takes as input
#define preprocessor variables defined in C header files. Note that, in contrast to
many other product lines, the I4Copter does not have any installation, startup, or
runtime variability. This is a highly desired property in safety-critical systems, as
it reduces runtime complexity in order to guarantee worst case execution times,
whereas the implementation of specifically tailored measures for robustness (e.g.,
parameter checks, or watchdog functionality) becomes possible.

Studies provide further evidence that different
binding times are a rather common characteristic of industrial product lines. Chastek
et al. [CDM04] performed a study on product derivation in industrial software
product lines. Their questionnaire was distributed to stakeholders from domains
such as medical, automotive, and telecommunication.2 Whereas the vast majority
(over 90 percent) resolved some amount of variability at design time, by using plain
implementation mechanisms, half of them also used program generators of some
kind to build parts of the products. Moreover, most participants (over 85 percent)
bound variability at compile time, while still half of all respondents resolve variation
at install and run time. In total, 50 percent of all respondents resolved variability at
all four points: design, compile, install, and run time.3
Further Evidence and Reasons.

2 In

total, the authors received 22 questionnaires in response.
the number of study participants is too small to provide representative data, the fact that the vast
majority of the investigated product lines actually has multiple binding times still constitutes an indicator
of the relevance of this topic during industrial product derivation.

3 Whereas
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Deelstra et al. [DSB05], in turn, performed a case study on three industrial product lines. Each of the three product lines studied comprises at least two of the
following mechanisms: component composition, compile time variables, run-time
configuration variables.
Binding times indirectly indicate different derivation mechanisms. Only little research exists on derivation mechanisms for which binding times can be flexibly
adapted (e.g., [DFdJV03, SJ04b, SE08]). Commonly, at different binding times,
different derivation mechanisms (both configuration and generation mechanisms)
are used. In the I4Copter case, for example, source code generators are configured
via XML and DSLs, whereas compile time variability is bound via feature modeling
and CPP header files. Installation, startup, or run-time binding, in turn, usually is as
well configured differently, for example, via simple text files that assign values to
certain properties.
Different Representation Needs for Variability. Furthermore, the representation of
variability is an issue. It needs to be tailored to the involved stakeholders and
the technical needs, both during domain and application engineering.
I4Copter Example. Interviews with the CopterSwHw developers revealed a strong

desire to “stick to the basics” of C preprocessor configuration when describing the
variability during domain engineering and when deriving products in application
engineering. Due to their background in primarily code-centric development, they
have been reluctant to introduce more advanced configuration techniques.4 On
the other hand, the CiAO operating system has been designed from bottom up by
developers with profound product line background, so that feature models have been
used for describing configurative variability. However, some parts of the problem
domain were not suited for being described with feature models. The declaration
and arbitrary instantiation of tasks is a concept that requires so called “structural
variability” [VG07], which feature modeling cannot provide. In order to model
this kind of variability during domain engineering, an additional, supplementary
XML-based language was developed.
Both the authors of [RGD10] and [ORRT09]
identify that the presentation of variability to different application engineering stakeholders with their different backgrounds (customers, sales, developers, mechanical
engineers, administrators) in a suitable manner is an important research issue.
As well, the participants in a survey of contemporary challenges from industrial
practitioners [CB10] mentioned that “the variability modeling approaches are not
very user friendly. How to document variability in a way that is easy to understand
and use by different stakeholders is an issue.” However, it is not only the different
stakeholders that have an influence on the representation of variability. The participants in [CB10] affirm that different technical needs require different forms of
representation: Variability is not always just a “bunch of numbers”—it might be
Further Evidence and Reasons.

4 This

has only recently changed by introduction of the Kconfig language [SB10], known from the Linux
kernel, for configuration.
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the individually different system behavior (“a whole algorithm”) that represents a
variability.
Domain-specific languages [MHS05] and modeling [KT08] have been developed
to address the variability needs of the users reflecting their particular problem
domain more specifically. Usually more expressive than classical product line
techniques, such as feature modeling, they support instantiation and references of
concepts and can be equipped with a syntax particularly suited to the knowledge
of the domain experts (e.g., mechanical or electrical engineers). Whereas there
are rather widespread domain-specific languages, such as SysML [Obj10b] and
Matlab/Simulink in the embedded domain, or business process models (BPEL)
[ftAoSISO07] in the enterprise area, it becomes more and more common to devise
special-purpose languages for expressing the structural and behavioral variability of
individual product lines (e.g., [BJMvH02, VG07, VV11]).
Composition to Multi–Product-Lines. Finally, larger-scale product lines are in numerous cases not developed from scratch as a single integrated platform. Assets are
reused and composed from existing software components and product lines. Due to
the different origins of the constituent elements, there is a much higher likelihood
of different derivation mechanisms.
As already stated, the I4Copter constitutes a multi–productline. It leverages the existing configurable operating system product lines PXROS
and CiAO to build domain-specific functionality upon it (CopterSwHw). Due to the
different origins of its constituent elements (commercial vs. research, open vs. closed
source, operating system engineering vs. real-time system engineering), different
derivation mechanisms needed to be put together, resulting in a heterogeneous
multi–product-line.
I4Copter Example.

Further Evidence and Reasons. In general, there is an increasing tendency towards

more reuse and composition from existing software components and product lines
[Bos10]. Reasons to do so are the widening of the portfolio of a product line
[vOB02] or the enabling of distributed (“global”) software development or software
ecosystems [BBS10]. In particular, reuse of existing artifacts is crucial from an
economical perspective. In order to keep development costs low, intra-organizational
reuse [Atk01], but also leveraging off-the-shelf or open source components [dJ09,
vdLG06, vdLL07], is widely advocated for. As a result of integrating components or
product lines from other departments, companies, or from open sources to multi–
product-lines, the number of different derivation mechanisms increases, as each
composed element usually brings its very own means of handling variability.
Next to those arguments that can be illustrated via the I4Copter, there exist reasons for
heterogeneity concerning the technical diversity of derivation mechanisms and that regard
reports on the difficulty of derivation mechanism integration.
Technical Diversity of Derivation Mechanisms. Different derivation mechanisms not
only appear due to different binding times (e.g., code generation and compile time
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binding) or multi–product-lines. If considered beneficial, several derivation mechanisms might be employed in a single product line at the same binding time. For
example, solely during compile time, variability may be bound all via preprocessors,
aspect-oriented programming, and via linking of different modules. This technical
diversity increases even further when a product involves multiple different technologies (e.g., a JavaScript-based browser client together with a C++- or Java-based
server).
Reports on Difficulty of Technical Integration. In order to shield a configuring engineer from the heterogeneity of multiple different derivation mechanisms, product
line approaches suggest to express all relevant product line variability in configuration space models, such as feature models, define dependencies among the
configuration entities, and generate other, lower-level configuration files out of the
configuration model (as already mentioned in Section 2.1.5.2). This, however, was
considered difficult by several practitioners.
In the case studies of Deelstra et al. [DSB05], expert knowledge on derivation
dependencies turned out to be difficult to document and maintain in a technical
manner. It was perceived as expensive, an add-on of day-to-day derivation business,
and difficult to formalize. Furthermore, the high upfront investment into the tooling
infrastructure and training of personnel to enable the modeling of configurations
and dependencies in an integrated, variability-mechanism–spanning manner was
considered as an obstacle.
A survey on the most common research issues in product derivation research by
Rabiser et al. [RGD10] indicates as well that one general, integrated variability
approach with automated product derivation support is difficult to achieve in practice. This can be interpreted as a symptom of heterogeneity. Among the challenges
mentioned most often by the survey participants were the “weak process integration
and tool interoperability” and the “low degree of automation”. As in this thesis,
the term automation refers to both automatic product generation and to providing configuration support when stakeholders take decisions. Similarly, O’Leary et
al. [ORRT09] report on two independent research projects on product derivation.
Both projects identify the lack of process and tool integration as one of the main
issues in product derivation.
The technical multitude of derivation mechanisms and the reported difficulty of their
consolidation provide further evidence that heterogeneity is a widespread, highly relevant,
and currently not sufficiently tackled issue. In particular when software is complex and
involves multiple stakeholders and technologies, the presence of heterogeneous derivation
mechanisms in a software product line must be considered as a “natural” phenomenon. It
is not the inherent result of a badly designed system that can simply be avoided upfront.
The negative consequences of heterogeneous derivation mechanisms primarily concern the
multitude of configuration mechanisms. Having various different generator mechanisms,
such as, various kinds of code generators, or different preprocessors and compilers, is not
an immediate problem. Common build tooling (ant, make, etc.), as well as product line
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tooling (DOPLER, pure::variants) can be extended to invoke build tasks of diverse nature.
Having multiple different configuration mechanisms, in contrast, results in a severe
drawback: The configuration space becomes cluttered. Automated product configuration
techniques have no means to deal with this heterogeneity—the configuration checking and
fixing techniques presented in Section 2.1.5 cannot be applied anymore. Configuration
errors that span the different mechanisms can neither be detected nor corrected, so that
errors propagate into the product, and can only be resolved later on—with possibly drastic
consequences on development cost and product quality.
2.2.3. The Heterogeneity Challenge

The classical configuration automation approaches for checking and fixing configurations,
as described in Section 2.1.5, cannot deal with heterogeneous product lines, that is,
product lines that comprise a multitude of different derivation mechanisms. Evidence and
reasons have been provided that numerous product lines in industry actually are of such
a heterogeneous nature. In particular, this is true for multi–product-lines, of which the
constituent elements come from various different contexts.
Therefore, each product line approach that claims to provide automated product derivation
for realistic legacy product line settings must answer the following challenge:
The Heterogeneity Challenge: In order to facilitate automated product configuration,
this is automated configuration checking and fixing, a product derivation approach
must handle product lines that use a variety of different, “heterogeneous” derivation
mechanisms.
The Heterogeneity Challenge constitutes the first challenge that will guide throughout the
remainder of this thesis. Existing product derivation approaches will be evaluated in how
far they are able to address it. Their shortcomings will serve as an input to propose a new,
improved product derivation approach that is free of their conceptual weaknesses. In the
following section, the second big challenge of this thesis, the Staging Challenge, will be
derived.

2.3. Staged Derivation Processes
This section identifies and analyzes the challenges when the product derivation process is
split up into dedicated stages, as initially proposed by Czarnecki et al. [CHE05b]. First,
the staged and heterogeneous multi–product-line SafeHome is introduced in order to
illustrate concrete staging challenges. Then, an analysis of the staged product derivation
process will be provided. It reveals that comprehensive automation must not regard
configuration stages as mere black boxes; the stakeholders and build tasks within each
stage need to be considered as well in order to provide specifically tailored, automated
support. Finally, the individual challenges are subsumed under the Staging Challenge,
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Figure 2.4.: The heterogeneity of configuration mechanisms of SafeHome. The multi–product-line consists
of two sub–product-lines: SmartHome and SafetyPLiC. These are configured via feature models
(FMs), domain-specific models (DSMs), and property value files for OSGi (OSGi Prop) and for ant
build scripts (Ant Prop).

which any comprehensive approach that aims at process support for staged derivation
needs to address.
2.3.1. SafeHome: A Staged Multi–Product-Line

SafeHome [ESSPL10] is a staged and heterogeneous multi–product-line and constitutes
the second validation platform of this thesis. It bases on the demonstrator product line
SmartHome [VG07, EFG+ 08], which has been developed for construction experts such
as architects and interior designers. SmartHome enables construction experts to model
a building and its electrical interior devices. The models serve as input to generate the
software for automatically controlling the building’s devices. SafeHome constitutes an
extension to SmartHome. It incorporates additional safety features, such as triple modular
redundancy devices and error monitoring. The safety extensions have been implemented
separately from the base product line SmartHome. Doing so, the extension constitutes
a separate (yet dependent) sub–product-line, called SafetyPLiC, which can be included
into the build process of SmartHome if the customer is willing to pay for it. Figure 2.4
illustrates the structure of the SafeHome product line and its configuration mechanisms.
2.3.1.1. Heterogeneous Derivation Mechanisms in SafeHome

SmartHome has been created in the context of the research project AMPLE [amp]. It
is based on the model-driven framework openArchitectureWare (oAW) [oaw], which
builds upon the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [emf]. It consists of hand-crafted
Java of 6.000 LOC and model transformations, code generators, and modeling workflows
(languages oAW Xtend, Xpand, MWE workflow language) of 3.300 LOC. The constructive
variability of the product line for modeling the rooms, windows, heating, lamps, and
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switches of a house is bound via domain-specific models (DSMs) based on EMF metamodels (70 classes and attributes in total). The configurative variability, this is, global
options, such as air conditioning, temperature management, or security, is configured via
a pure::variants feature model with 38 features and attributes. The startup variability of
the used OSGi framework Knopflerfish [kno] is bound via a simple, property-value–based
configuration file (format: <property>=<value>). The Knopflerfish framework supports
hundreds of configuration variables, of which around 40 are in actual use, such as, for the
telnet remote console, the http front-end, or the log level.
The SafetyPLiC extension has been implemented as a separate sub–product-line to evaluate separation of concerns at the extent of an entire product line [ESSPL10]. It adds
functionality for enabling devices for triple modular redundancy and for error injection
and monitoring. When applied to SmartHome, it adds further Java code, model transformations and code generators of approximately 1.150 LOC into its build process. Similar to
the SmartHome case, constructive variability is bound via an additional, domain-specific
safety model (based on an EMF metamodel, 20 classes and attributes in total). The global
options, in turn, reside in an additional pure::variants feature model for safety (5 features
and attributes). Finally, the variability of the Apache ant build task that triggers the triple
modular redundancy model transformation is controlled via a textual configuration file,
which is also property-value–based (format: <property>=<value>). The interested
reader may find details on the internal implementation of the SafetyPLiC in [ESSPL10].
As can be seen, the SafeHome product line, just as the I4Copter product line, constitutes a
heterogeneous multi–product-line. As well, the reasons for its heterogeneity go in line
with the evidence and reasons provided in the previous Section 2.2.2.
• First, there were different needs for the representation of variability in SmartHome.
Global options of the product line are configured via a pure::variants feature model.
Feature models, however, have a fixed syntax and are not well suited to model structural variability, which is needed to express arbitrary instantiation and referencing
between configuration elements. Therefore, an additional domain-specific house
modeling language has been devised to describe the concepts and interrelations of
house elements and interior devices [VG07].
• Furthermore, different binding times result in heterogeneity within SmartHome.
Whereas the domain-specific house configuration models serve as input for code
generation, the feature model configuration controls both code generation and
compilation, as well as the linking of further AspectJ [KHH+ 01] aspects into the
compiled binaries. Startup variability, in turn, is bound via a property-value–based
OSGi configuration file.
• Finally, SafeHome is a multi–product-line consisting of SmartHome and the SafetyPLiC. However, as the SafetyPLiC has been developed with the intention to be
applied to SmartHome, no artificial complexity is added. This is why the SafetyPLiC
as well uses pure::variants feature models for global configuration options and an
EMF domain-specific model to describe the safety characteristics of certain parts
of the house. However, in order to tailor the ant build task that controls the triple
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modular redundancy model transformation for safety to specific needs, an additional,
property-value–based configuration file was added.
2.3.1.2. The Staged Derivation Process of SafeHome

In addition to its heterogeneity, SafeHome will be used to illustrate the challenges and
solutions for staged derivation throughout this thesis. For this purpose, a staged derivation
process has been devised for SafeHome. As the product line has been developed as a
research demonstrator, it has no dedicated business or marketing concept. Therefore, its
derivation stages related to marketing and sales are derived from industrial experience
of the author [RHE+ 10]. Later derivation stages follow the characteristics of the house
automation software and its actual derivation mechanisms. As the stages required for
deriving a SmartHome and a SafeHome are mostly similar, primarily the SmartHome
derivation process will be described in the following. Only the differences will be pointed
out at the appropriate locations.
The derivation process comprises four configuration stages: initial contact, contract
negotiation, development, and setup. In each of the stages, one or several STAKEHOLDERS,
adapt configuration files in order to execute build tasks. Figure 2.5 provides an overview of
the process.
In the following, each of the four stages is shortly characterized:
SmartHome Stage 1: Initial Contact. During initial contact, the SALES ARCHITECT, or,
in more complex cases, the SENIOR ARCHITECT, consults the customer and adapts
the feature model configuration according to his or her wishes. Three build tasks—
generate offer document, generate commercial conditions document, and calculate returnon-invest (ROI) of energy saving feature—take the feature model configuration as input
to create product-related artifacts. Each build task requires a distinct set of features
to be set for proper execution.
SmartHome Stage 2: Contract Negotiation. During contract negotiation, the SALES
ARCHITECT or the SENIOR ARCHITECT , refine the feature model configuration and initially create the domain-specific house model according to customer data. Exemplary
build tasks are create 3D simulation and generate contract document.
SmartHome Stage 3: Development. During development, the DEVELOPER refines the
feature model configuration and the domain-specific house model. Various build tasks
related to development (model transformations, code generation, compilation, testing)
need to be executed.
SmartHome Stage 4: Setup. In the final setup stage, an administrator installs the devices at customer site, sets up the OSGi configuration file, and starts the home
automation software.
Using the staged process of SmartHome, three challenges of comprehensive staged configuration support can be illustrated: basic staged derivation support, build task integration,
and stakeholder guidance.
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Figure 2.5.: An overview of the staged derivation process of SmartHome. It involves several stages, at
which stakeholders create or adapt different configuration files in order to execute build tasks that
produce product parts.

• Example Challenge 1: Basic Staged Derivation Support. Certain feature attributes,
such as the customer name attribute, must be set in order to finish the initial contact
stage. Basic staged derivation support must check, during each stage, whether all
data has been gathered and is consistent in order to proceed to the next stage.
• Example Challenge 2: Build Task Integration. Build tasks should be integrated
into the staged derivation process. For example, the build task for calculating
the ROI of the energy saving feature in the initial contact stage is optional. Its
execution is not necessary in order to proceed to the next stage. The build task
requires that the attribute “number of permanent inhabitants” is set in the feature
model configuration. A respective consistency check must depend on the build
task—an error message reporting that the attribute is not correctly set should only
be displayed if the customer actually desires the calculation to be made. Build-task–
specific consistency checks are needed.
The build tasks for generating the offer and the commercial conditions documents,
in turn, are mandatory during initial contact. A tool should enforce their execution.
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It must be secured that all required build tasks are executed in order to proceed to
the next stage. If a build task depends on others, all dependent build tasks need
to be executed as well, in the correct order. Build-task dependency and execution
management is required.
• Example Challenge 3: Stakeholder Guidance. Finally, the involved stakeholders
should receive detailed warnings or should even be actively hindered from performing certain actions, depending on their stakeholder role. During initial contact, only
the feature model configuration must be edited; warnings should be displayed when
the domain-specific house model is going to be edited. The sales engineer, in turn,
should receive detailed configuration hints when selecting certain features. The
experienced senior architect, in contrast, shall not be obstructed by such detailed
guidance.
During contract negotiation stage, both the senior and the sales architect may edit
the feature model configuration and the domain-specific model. Due to lacking
knowledge, however, the sales architect must not edit any features or model elements
that relate to security. After handover to the developer, neither sales nor senior
architect may continue editing the feature model configuration or the domainspecific house model, in order to avoid desynchronization.
Basic staged derivation support, build task integration, and stakeholder guidance will
be analyzed more thoroughly in the following section. Before that, the requirements
for staged derivation in multi–product-lines will be illustrated with a further example of
SafeHome, which combines SmartHome with the SafetyPLiC.
In order to develop a SafeHome product, each stage of the SmartHome product line
needs to be refined with regard to the SafetyPLiC. This makes SafeHome a staged multi–
product-line. The SafetyPLiC has four configuration stages as well, similar to those of
the SmartHome product line. The first stage—the safety initial contact stage—-must not
start until SmartHome’s initial contact stage is completed. The other three SafetyPLiC
stages—safety contract negotiation, safety development, and safety setup—run in parallel
to the corresponding stages of SmartHome. Each of the SafetyPLiC’s stages contributes
further configuration files, build tasks, stakeholder roles, and relations among those
entities.
In the following, SafeHome’s development stage, which is composed of SmartHome’s and
the SafetyPLiC’s development stage, is described as one example:
SafeHome Stage 3: Development. During the SafeHome development stage, the DEVEL OPER refines the feature model configuration and the domain-specific house model of
SmartHome. The SAFETY DEVELOPER (possibly the same person as the DEVELOPER),
refines the SafetyPLiC’s safety feature model configuration, the safety domain-specific
house model, and the ant property file for configuration of safety-related build
tasks. Both SmartHome and the SafetyPLiC comprise model transformations and code
generators, which need to be executed in the right order for building products.
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The composition of staged derivation processes for multi–product-lines adds a fourth
challenge to the list:
• Example Challenge 4: Composition of staged derivation processes. All challenges
mentioned before—basic staged derivation support, build task integration, and
stakeholder guidance—must support multi–product-lines. For example, build task
dependency and execution management must ensure that the model transformations
and code generators of the two product lines SmartHome and SafetyPLiC are
correctly configured and executed in a particular order as, otherwise, erroneous
source code will be generated.
The four example challenges illustrate that, for a comprehensive automated staged
derivation approach, basic staged configuration support is not nearly sufficient. To solve
this, build tasks, the configuration stakeholders, and multi–product-lines need to be taken
into account in addition.
The following section will provide a more thorough analysis of staged derivation. It
provides further arguments and evidence underpinning that stakeholders and build
tasks are crucial elements in the staged derivation process, which explicitly need to be
considered.

2.3.2. An Analysis of Staged Derivation

Originally introduced by Czarnecki et al., “staged configuration” denotes the case that “the
process of specifying a family member . . . (is) . . . performed in stages, where each stage
eliminates some configuration choices” [CHE05b]. In line with the terminology of Czarnecki et al., the main entity of the derivation process will be called “configuration stage”.
Stages are product line specific and can range, for example, from first customer contact
and contract negotiation, over platform derivation and product-specific development, to
installation and startup of the product at customer site.
This thesis explicitly considers two aspects of product derivation: product configuration
and product generation (cf. Section 2.1.5). To highlight this fact, the staged process as
a whole will be referred to as “staged derivation” (as opposed to staged configuration,
as defined in [CHE05b]). This emphasizes that not only configuration, but also product
generation needs to be considered for fully-fledged automation support.
Accordingly, the following sections analyze staged derivation from two view points.
The first adopts a configuration-oriented perspective, as also done by Czarnecki et
al. [CHE05b]. It will reveal that individual stakeholder guidance is an important, although currently neglected issue in staged derivation. The second section addresses
the impact of product generation on the staged derivation process and highlights the
importance of build task integration.
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2.3.2.1. The Impact of Configuration on Staged Derivation

After a brief discussion of the configuration stage dimensions of Czarnecki et al. [CHE05b],
this section proposes its own classification in order to decouple the identified elements
more strictly. Based on the analysis, the staging challenges with regard to product
configuration can be formulated: basic staged derivation support and individual stakeholder
guidance.
Czarnecki et al. propose a classification of configuration stages along three “dimensions”:
time (stages induced by the lifecycle phase, such as, development, roll-out, deployment),
target (stages induced by the system to be configured, such as, component type configuration, component instance configuration), and role (stages induced by the different
configuration stakeholder roles involved). The authors, however, do not analyze the interrelations of the three dimensions any further. Whereas the term “dimension” indicates
orthogonality, the proposed solution of Czarnecki et al., “multi-level feature models”,
cannot support multiple dimensions. As will be shown subsequently in Section 3.3.1, it is
only capable of modeling one linear sequence of stages, which supports only one single
dimension at a time.
The following classification intends to decouple the involved entities, so that a more
thorough analysis of the concepts becomes possible. Furthermore, configuration options
receive a more prominent role in the classification. Stated in a different way, a staged
configuration concept should answer the question “when” (at which lifecycle or targetspecific configuration stage) “what” (which configuration option) may be configured “how”
(to which configuration values) by “whom” (by which stakeholder roles).
The “when” denotes the series of configuration stages to run through. These stages
need to match the lifecycle phases of the product line, as well as its target-specific
configuration needs. The stages may, for example, comprise initial customer contact,
platform derivation, product-specific development, and installation. The “what” refers
to the set of configuration options that need to be configured appropriately within a
stage. Note that, in larger scale scenarios, configuration options will be spread over
configuration files of multiple heterogeneous configuration mechanisms. So, in general,
configuration files will be orthogonal to configuration stages—one single configuration
file may require successive adaptation at different configuration stages. Note that the
“how”, the configuration checks that define to which values configuration options may
be set, is as well a dedicated dimension. This highlights the fact that configuration
restrictions can differ in separate stages, for example, more and more restrictions can be
added in each stage. Eventually, the “who”, which is the set of configuration stakeholders
involved, will also be orthogonal to the configuration stages. Different stakeholders (e.g.,
salesmen, developers, administrators) may require individual process guidance: They
may have different configuration permissions and restrictions and will require different
configuration hints depending on their experience at each of the stages.
Based on the four concepts of “when”, “what”, “how”, and “who”, the challenges for
automated staged derivation regarding the configuration process can be split up into basic
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staged derivation support and individual stakeholder guidance. On the one hand, it must
be possible to define configuration checks and fixes (“how”) on configuration options
(“what”), whereas the checks and fixes may be relative to the current configuration stage
(“when”). This corresponds to basic staged configuration support in its classical sense
defined by Czarnecki in [CHE05b]. On the other hand, the different stakeholders (“who”)
should receive stakeholder-individual process guidance in order to tailor their permissions,
restrictions, and possible configuration hints to their experience.
Each approach for automating staged product configuration needs to evaluate its capabilities with respect to these concepts. A fully-featured approach would enable full
orthogonality of all involved concepts: configuration options, checks and fixes, configuration, stages, and stakeholders. In Section 3.3.1, existing approaches and concepts will be
analyzed with respect to their capabilities to address basic staged derivation support and
individual stakeholder guidance.
2.3.2.2. The Impact of Generation on Staged Derivation

After having addressed the configuration aspect of the staged derivation process, this
section analyzes its impact on product generation.
As a starting point, we usually find that various different build tasks are involved in
generating a product from a product configuration. They start from offer document and
product description generators during initial contact, over model-transformations, code
generation, aspect weaving, preprocessing, and compiling build tasks during development,
to installer and initialization scripts during deployment and startup.
The individual build tasks are usually not wired together to a monolithic “generate-all”
task. This is particularly true when different stages are involved—an offer document
generator is executed at a totally different time than a compilation build task or an install
script. Next to this relation of build tasks to stages, within each stage, partial execution of
build task sequences may be required. For example, when developing product-specific
code during product derivation, most of the time, the software is only partially built.
Examples include: Only generating source code for static analysis, compiling only a single
component in order to perform unit tests, or compiling the whole system for sandbox
testing, but without building of an installer package.
Such dependency and execution management for partial building is usually done via common build tools, such as GNU make and Apache ant. Therefore, a comprehensive product
line approach for automated, staged generation must reuse such tools or provide own
means to manage the execution of the various different build tasks in each stage. Furthermore, the relations between build tasks and stages need to be defined. One possible
relation, for example, would be that the execution of a build task is mandatory in order to
complete a stage.
When partial execution of build task sequences is supported, it should be checked whether
the configuration is valid—with respect to the build tasks that actually shall be executed.
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For example, when only the build task for source code generation shall be executed to
do a static analysis, it does not matter whether the configuration for the build tasks of
compilation, linking, and packaging is valid. When the sandbox testing build task shall
not be executed, in turn, an inconsistent sandbox configuration should not be considered
a configuration error. Therefore, to comprehensively support automated generation, a
concept is needed for build-task–specific consistency checks and fixes in order to assign
checks and fixes to specific build tasks.
To sum up: The integration of product generation into the concept of staged derivation
contributes further challenges. In order to support not only staged configuration, as
previous approaches, but also the actual generation of products artifacts, build task
integration is needed. It comprises dependency and execution management for build tasks
as well as a configuration automation concept that allows defining build-task–specific
checks and fixes.
The integration of build tasks into the staged derivation process fosters comprehensive
derivation support and extends staged configuration to actual staged derivation. An
analysis of the capabilities of current tools and approaches to address these challenges
will follow in Section 3.3.1.
2.3.3. The Staging Challenge

The previous sections have illustrated and analyzed a refined staged derivation concept,
which allows stating its challenges more clearly. Subsuming them under one single notion,
a comprehensive approach for automation of the derivation process in staged product
lines needs to address the following challenge:
The Staging Challenge: To support the staged product derivation process, a product
derivation approach must provide basic support for stages to answer the question
which configuration options may or must be set to which values at which stage.
In order to provide more comprehensive process support, stakeholders should
receive individual process guidance, at each stage, according to their experience.
Additionally, the product derivation process should integrate build tasks in order
to enable dependency and execution management of build tasks and allow for
build-task–specific consistency checks and fixes at each of the stages.
The Staging Challenge, together with the Heterogeneity Challenge (cf. Section 2.2.3)
will guide through the remainder of this thesis. Existing approaches will be evaluated
with respect to these challenges. Their shortcomings will serve as an input to propose an
improved product derivation approach that is free of their conceptual weaknesses.

2.4. Chapter Summary
This chapter provided a background on product line engineering with a particular focus
on multi–product-lines and product derivation automation. The concepts of heterogeneity
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and staged derivation were discussed, which lead to the identification of the Heterogeneity
Challenge and the Staging Challenge for automating large-scale product derivation.
In a nutshell, the Heterogeneity Challenge requests that product derivation approaches
need to provide means to deal with legacy product lines that use various different configuration and generation mechanisms internally. The Staging Challenge, in turn, not
only demands that stages receive a first class representation during product derivation.
All important participants of the derivation process, in particular the configuring stakeholders and the build tasks to be executed, need a proper representation. Finally, both
challenges need to be approached in the context of multi–product-lines, in order to adapt
to large-scale settings.
The I4Copter and the SafeHome example product lines were presented in order to
illustrate the challenges of automated product derivation in staged and heterogeneous
multi–product-lines. The product lines will also serve as running examples and validation
subjects throughout this thesis.
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State of the Art
This chapter analyzes the state of the art in automated product derivation regarding
multi–product-lines, heterogeneity, and staged derivation. After a general outline of
previous derivation approaches, with a particular focus on approaches supporting multi–
product-lines, their handling of heterogeneity and staged derivation and their respective
deficiencies are discussed. Based on these deficiencies, the requirements for an improved
automated product derivation approach are identified.

3.1. Overview of Product Derivation Approaches
This section gives a general overview of tool-supported product derivation approaches
and distinguished multi–product-line approaches.
3.1.1. Technical Product Derivation Approaches

This thesis targets technical product line approaches, with a particular focus on their
product derivation support. Approaches that focus solely on the methodological level,
such as, the Product Line Software Engineering Method (PuLSE/PuLSE-I) [BFK+ 99,
BGMW00], KobrA Component-Based Product Line Development [Atk01], the SEI Product
Line Practice Initiative [CN01], Product Line UML-Based Software Engineering (PLUS)
[Gom04], and the Orthogonal Variability Modeling Approach (OVM) [PBvdL05]1 , are not
further considered.
1 The

VarMod-PRIME tool allows to model the variability of a product line using variation points and variants,
but, at the time of writing, does not yet allow for describing concrete product instances or generating
products. VarMod-PRIME homepage: http://www.sse.uni-due.de/wms/de/?go=256, visited 2011-11-12.
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Tool-supported product derivation approaches combine methodological support with
automated derivation mechanisms. Typically, each approach provides only one single,
“homogeneous” configuration mechanism for automated configuration checking and fixing. A set of generator mechanisms is then provided to actually build products from
configurations.
The individual tool-supported derivation approaches base on multiple different configuration mechanisms for expressing variability: pure::variants [Beu06] and Gears [Kru07]
use feature models, the DOPLER approach [RGD07] decision models, and COVAMOF
[SDNB07] variation point and variant modeling. Koala product populations [vOvdLKM00,
vO02] and the Com2 approach [PHSK07] (pronounced com square) use variability-aware
component architecture models. Kumbang and Koalish [AMS07, ASM03], in turn, model
variability by combining feature modeling with a configuration domain ontology and
Koala, respectively. Autobundle, finally, uses a string-based property value mechanism for
configuration, as provided by the autoconf and automake tool suites [dJ05]. All product
derivation approaches, except for autobundle, offer automated configuration support
via configuration checking and fixing. Pure::variants, for example, uses a Prolog engine,
DOPLER a rule engine, and COVAMOF an inference engine [SDH06] for this purpose.
The set of supported generation mechanisms differs among the approaches. Those
that configure via architecture and component models [vO02, ASM03, AMS07, ASM03,
PHSK07] restrict their generation mechanisms to composition and parameter settings for
software components. For product generation, they basically wire up the implemented
components according to the input configuration models. Additionally, the implemented
components need to follow strict rules. For Koala and the Com2 approach, for example, C
is the required implementation language, specific descriptor files need to be provided, and
strict naming conventions must hold. The build-system–centered approach autobundle, in
turn, presupposes the use of the automake tool suite for product generation [dJ05]. The
other product line approaches, such as, pure::variants, Gears, DOPLER, and COVAMOV,
do not restrict the possible generator mechanisms and provide extensible generator
frameworks for this purpose. Usually, they are already shipped with a set of predefined
build tasks, which take their configuration model as input to produce artifacts. Example for
such build tasks include file copying, file preprocessing, or template-based text generators.
In addition, these product lines tools provide an interface for implementing arbitrary
additional build tasks.
DOPLER and pure::variants have, as an additional feature, the capability to map the
respective configuration model to an intermediate domain-specific model (called family
model in pure::variants). This model is then fed into the product generators. Doing so,
the generators are decoupled from the configuration model and can easier be reused.
As mentioned, one striking commonality of all product derivation approaches is that
they determine a specific configuration mechanism to be used, for example, feature
modeling or component modeling. All 33 variability modeling approaches identified
in a systematic literature survey by Chen et al. [CBA09] reveal this characteristic. This
leads to the following question: How do the approaches adapt to legacy settings, where
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multiple different, heterogeneous configuration mechanisms are already in place? For
example, in the I4Copter product line, we find domain-specific text files, C preprocessor
variables, XML files and feature models. Their strategies to address this will be discussed
in Section 3.2.1. Before that, the following section will give a short outline of multi–
product-line approaches.
3.1.2. Related Work on Multi–Product-Lines

Related work on multi–product-line roughly can be separated into two groups: work
that concentrates on domain engineering tasks, and work that also concerns automated
product derivation.
Dhungana et al. [DGRN10], for example, discuss different strategies how to structure the
modeling space of large-scale product lines in domain engineering. Altintas et al. [AC08]
propose to bundle the artifacts of each product line together with their development and
execution environments into so called domain-specific kits. This allows for managing and
measuring the reuse across all assets related to the different product lines. In [BLP05],
Bühne et al. propose an extension of the orthogonal variability model [PBvdL05] for
multi–product-line modeling.
Set-theoretic approaches towards modeling multiple product lines in domain engineering
have been proposed by Thompson et al. [TH01, TH03] and Parnas [Par08]. In both
approaches, the product portfolio is partitioned in several sub-sets (sub–product-lines)
based on the characteristics of the products (e.g., by hardware platform, display type,
or programming language). Finally, Reiser et al. [RW06, RW07] present a framework
for decentralized evolution of multiple feature models and dependencies among them.
Therefore, each feature model has assigned a reference feature model, which models its
“public interface”. Modeling of dependencies is only allowed towards the reference feature
models, so that stability of references can be assured.
All previously mentioned related work only concerns domain engineering and does
not deal with technical derivation of products, which is the main topic of this thesis.
Several product population approaches (as introduced in Section 2.1.3.2), provide for
automated derivation of products, in particular, Koala [vO02], the Com2 component model
[PHSK07], and the build-level components approach [dJ05]. All these product population
approaches have in common that they tightly limit the set of derivation mechanisms to use;
in each case, the configuration mechanism (e.g., property-value–based), the generation
mechanism (component-based composition), and the implementation style for the source
code (according to the component model) is fixed.
Holl et al. [HVH+ 11] propose to bundle the configuration models of each product line
with product-line–specific tooling, such as custom visualization, calculations, and product
generator components. Delivering this tooling as an entire bundle to the stakeholders
lowers the deployment effort in multi–product-line derivation scenarios. Additional
tooling that targets distributed configuration and configuration constraint mining and
enforcement is currently being developed [Hol11].
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Finally, further multi–product-line approaches base on feature modeling for product
derivation. Rosenmüller et al. [RS10] use a combination of class and feature models,
whereas Fries [Fri07] uses so called composition models together with feature models
in order to derive products from multiple product lines. The Compositional Variability
Management (CVM) framework [APS+ 10], finally, extends the feature-model–based
approach of Reiser et al. [RW06, RW07] for product derivation.
All mentioned product derivation approaches for multi–product-lines, similar to those for
common product line engineering presented in the previous section, are homogeneous—
they do not tackle explicitly how to integrate different heterogeneous derivation mechanisms.

3.2. State of the Art in Heterogeneity and Its Deficiencies
This section analyzes the state of the art in heterogeneous product derivation automation.
Two strategies are used, which both base on reengineering the product line to a single
homogeneous configuration mechanism. After describing the strategies, their fundamental
deficiencies will be shown. Various technical and business reasons hinder their applicability,
rendering the automation of product derivation impossible for many practical cases.
3.2.1. Previous Strategies to Address Configuration Heterogeneity

All derivation automation approaches described in the previous section are only configured
via one single, homogeneous configuration mechanism, such as feature modeling. The
Heterogeneity Challenge (cf. Section 2.2.3), however, requires the ability to deal with a
variety of different configuration mechanisms. In order to enable the entire product line
for automated product derivation, previous approaches must transform the product line
to a homogeneous one. This includes all configuration options of the product line, from
source code generation to startup configuration switches. Basically, two strategies may be
applied: the invasive strategy or the further layer strategy.
Invasive Strategy. For applying the invasive strategy, all configuration options need
to be ported from their legacy configuration mechanisms to the one mechanism
natively supported by the derivation tool (e.g., feature models). As a consequence,
also the generator mechanisms, such as code-generator templates and preprocessors,
need to be replaced. For example, XSLT constitutes the generation mechanism
naturally supported by pure::variants to create textual files according to feature
model configurations. Similarly, Gears provides its own language for annotating
code for preprocessing, similar, yet distinct from the C preprocessor. A purely invasive approach needs to completely replace all legacy configuration and generation
mechanisms with the ones the desired derivation tool naturally supports.
Further Layer Strategy. The further layer strategy, in turn, allows for keeping the already existing derivation mechanisms in place. In order to homogenize the configu-
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ration, the existing variability, however, must be re-modeled using the configuration
mechanism of the desired product line tool (e.g., feature modeling). Then, generators need to be developed that map from this configuration mechanism to the
legacy configuration mechanisms (e.g., from the feature model to header files with C
preprocessor variables).2 The further layer strategy prevents major invasive changes
to the product line—at the cost of adding a further layer of configuration models
and generators.
To sum up: The invasive and the further layer strategy are the two valid options for introducing automated product derivation to product lines with heterogeneous configuration
mechanisms. Both require some form of reengineering—either by invasively replacing
all legacy configuration and generation mechanisms or by re-modeling all configuration
options on a further layer and developing generators for the mapping to legacy configuration files. The following section will show that both strategies have deficiencies for many
settings highly relevant in industrial practice.

3.2.2. Deficiencies of Previous Approaches Regarding Heterogeneity

Before reengineering a legacy product line to one single homogeneous configuration
mechanism, practical considerations must be taken into account. In fact, the invasive and
further layer strategies are far from generally applicable, what renders comprehensive
automation in many cases impractical, infeasible, or virtually impossible. The needs of
the stakeholders, the complexity of the problem domain, and business considerations are
reasons to doubt that one single configuration mechanism can be a generally applicable
solution for industrial-scale product lines:
1. The “one configuration mechanism fits all” approach ignores stakeholder needs
and practices. Several surveys and experience reports state that the appropriate-

ness of a configuration mechanism to the configuring stakeholders is a crucial issue
in product line engineering [RGD10, ORRT09, CB10]. Choosing one dedicated
configuration mechanism as the one and only, however, directly opposes the aim
to meet the individual needs of the different stakeholders involved in the configuration of a product line. On the contrary, as stakeholder needs are different, the
conclusion may be drawn that there plainly is no general, one-fits-all configuration
mechanism: The appropriateness of a configuration language depends on its users!
Different stakeholders “think different” and therefore prefer different languages.
While business-oriented people often favor configuration via visual or spreadsheetlike languages [RHE+ 10], embedded software developers can be reluctant to use
visual configuration languages and are often fine with classical, text-based configuration practices that are as close as possible to the program source code, such
2 This

strategy is also proposed in an illustrative example provided by the pure::variants vendors. Puresystems homepage:
http://www.pure-systems.com/downloads/flash/pv-spl-10min/flash.html, visited 2011-11-12.
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as C preprocessor defines. Electrical engineers, finally, may rather prefer visual
configuration languages similar to block diagrams.
Compared to
domain-specific languages [MHS05] and modeling [KT08], the expressiveness of
classical product line variability modeling languages, such as feature modeling,
decision modeling, or component-based approaches, such as Koala and Com2 , is
very limited. Commonly, they do not support arbitrary instantiation of concepts
(called unbounded cardinalities in feature modeling [CHE05a]), a mechanism to
reference other concepts (e.g., feature references), or inheritance. The structure
of various configuration problems, however, requires not only “configurative”, but
also “constructive” [Völ09], or even behavioral [VV11] specification of a product.
For example, in order to model the structure of a house with its floors, rooms,
interior devices, and relationships among all these elements (such as in the SafeHome example in Section 2.3.1), a custom-developed metamodel is much better
suited than, for example, feature modeling. For configuring the behavior of web
service compositions, in turn, BPEL is as well much more appropriate. In general,
different problem domains demand languages of different and specifically tailored
expressiveness. Otherwise the language cannot cover the full complexity of the
problem.
2. Different problem domains demand different expressiveness.

3. Business or technical demands may impede reengineering. Even in cases where

a single configuration mechanism can be found for a product line that serves all
stakeholder and expressiveness needs, altering the legacy mechanisms of each component is a considerable effort. The invasive strategy requires replacing the existing
derivation mechanisms, whereas the further layer strategy demands building a
new configuration mechanism on top of the existing one. Both may have considerable drawbacks from a business perspective or may be virtually impossible due to
technical considerations.
Applying the invasive strategy may be hampered by the industrial demand to cost
efficiency. It fosters the reuse of legacy, commercial, and open-source components,
or even the reuse of other product lines as constituents when developing a multi–
product-line. However, replacing the internal derivation mechanisms of a component
to support configuration automation may be disapproved of due to high reengineering cost. Furthermore, and more fundamentally, replacing derivation mechanisms
of one such component is obviously only possible if its source code is available and
may be changed. For commercially purchased components, this is mostly not the
case. Finally, even if a reused component is open source, altering might not be an
option due to licensing or redistribution issues or because a privately managed fork
of the code base would require costly merging in case of updates to the publicly
available fork.
In order to avoid invasive changing of commercial or open source components,
one could apply the further layer strategy. This means re-modeling configuration
option of lower-level configuration files in higher-level configuration space models
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of one single mechanism and use generators to generate the latter out of the
former. Next to introducing a further layer of complexity, the decision which
configuration options to re-model is a tightrope walk: On the one side, the effort for
mirroring basically all configuration options from the lower configuration level on
the upper level—and for developing an appropriate generator to map from one to
the other—can be enormous. On the other hand, limiting the set to too few options
is equally undesirable, especially when the customer strongly influences the product
requirements and can demand individually tailored “solutions” [ELSP09]. This
means that there is an immense amount of potential variability in the product line,
and a reasonably limited subset cannot be determined in advance. This case is quite
common in industry [DSB05]. Siemens AG, for example, attributes at least the same
importance to the delivery of customer-tailored solutions as to the development of
prefabricated products.3
To sum up: There are various cases where the reengineering to one single configuration
mechanism is impractical or impossible. Different stakeholders may demand different
configuration languages, the technical complexity may require high expressiveness to
address the problem complexity, and business or technical demands may impede reengineering. However, all previous product derivation approaches require reengineering to
a homogeneous configuration mechanisms. Basically, up to now, complete automated
product derivation is not possible in such settings.
What is missing is a light-weight approach that renders the integration of heterogeneous
configuration mechanisms possible without laborious reengineering, and that is comprehensively applicable to a wide range of legacy mechanisms, from existing feature–model–based
configuration, over domain-specific models and languages, to fine tuning via #defines in
C header files.

3.3. State of the Art in Staged Derivation and Its Deficiencies
We have seen that previous approaches fall short in numerous ways when the Heterogeneity Challenge shall be addressed. In this section, it shall be shown that the same is true for
the Staging Challenge (cf. Section 2.3.3). First, an overview is given of previous staged
derivation approaches. Then, their fundamental deficiencies are highlighted.
3.3.1. Previous Approaches to Address the Staged Derivation Process

The Staging Challenge concerns the automation of the staged derivation process. As
a minimal requirement, it requires modeling of distinct configuration stages, in order
to describe which configuration option (“what”) may or must be set to which values
(“how”) at which stage (“when”). Furthermore, stages should not merely be black boxes.
3 Siemens Global Website – Strategy: http://www.siemens.com/about/en/values-vision-strategy/strategy.

htm,

visited 2011-11-12.
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In order to provide more comprehensive derivation support, stakeholders should be
explicitly represented so that they can receive individual process guidance within each
stage, according to their experience. Additionally, the product derivation process should
integrate build tasks in order to enable build-task–specific consistency checks and allow
for dependency and execution management of build tasks.
This section gives an overview of how previous approaches have addressed the derivation
process and how they deal with configuration stages, stakeholder process guidance, and
build tasks. As will be shown, previous approaches only can provide basic derivation
support. Advanced functionality that concerns stakeholders or build tasks is hardly
considered by any of the approaches.

3.3.1.1. Configuration Stages

Basic support of distinct configuration stages needs to model which configuration option
may or must be set to which values at which stage. This section gives an overview of
existing automated staged derivation approaches.
Nearly all existing automated concepts are limited to feature models as configuration
mechanism. In particular, their solutions are based on the two related concepts Czarnecki
et al. [CHE05b] proposed for the problem. The first is the “specialization” of feature
models, which denotes the step-wise taking of each configuration choice separately. The
second concept is called “multi-level feature modeling”. In multi-level feature modeling,
each stage or level is modeled in a separate feature model. As soon as one stage or level is
completely configured, the feature model configuration at the lower level is preconfigured
according to the feature model configuration of the upper level. Then, the human
configurator continues to configure the configuration of the lower level. The authors
provide a feature modeling tool that implements the concept. Also, the commercial tool
pure::variants is able to support the approach, as it can deal with multiple feature models
and can propagate configuration decisions.
Almost all further research on staged configuration is based on feature modeling. Most of it
also is rooted in multi-level feature modeling. Classen et al. have developed a formalization
semantics for multi-level feature modeling [CHH09], in order to point out and improve
ambiguous concepts of the original concept. The authors of [BBG+ 10] automate the
configuration choices during specialization using semantic web reasoners. A formalization
of specialization that incorporates fuzzy logic for improving interactive configuration can
be found in [BNGR11]. In [WDSB09], constraint satisfaction programming is used to
select the order of specialization choices in order to optimize external constraints (such
as, the costs of selected features per year must not exceed one million dollar). Finally,
Mendonca at al. [MCO07] extend basic feature modeling with the concept of decision sets.
The set of features of a feature model is partitioned into such decision sets. According
to priorities attached to each decision set, and according to the configuration constraints
between the features, a partial order is calculated for the decision sets. This order then
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is mapped to a staged configuration process so that the sequence of stages is calculated
instead of explicitly defined, as in other approaches.
Rabiser at al. [RWG09] present the only instance of a staged configuration approach
that is based on decision modeling. They use distinct views to assign decisions to three
different stages (called levels in [RWG09]). As they allow decisions to appear in more
than one view, they are more flexible than the previously mentioned approaches, for
which the assignment of features to stages is fixed. Furthermore, there can be more than
one view within a level. This makes the concept of view rather generic. An explicit model
of levels, in turn, which defines the order of levels or the prerequisites to proceed to
the next level, is not provided. Although the authors only present their approach with
respect to a specific instance of a three-leveled configuration process, there seems to be
potential for generalization of the approach to various other kinds of staged configuration
processes.
Hubaux et al. [HCH09, AHH11], finally, contribute an extension to feature modeling for
explicit modeling of configuration stages. The authors combine feature models with a
so called “configuration workflow”. Each stage is assigned a set of configuration options
(a “view” on the feature model) and a condition that needs to be fulfilled in order to
proceed to the next stage. This enables more flexible definition of configuration stages.
In particular, it is not necessary that each configuration stage is modeled as a separate
feature model.
Hubaux et al. provide the most advanced approach up to date by decoupling configuration
stages (“when”) and the configuration options (“what”). Still, the approach is homogeneous (they only support feature modeling) and does not consider build tasks or multiple
stakeholders with different configuration tasks per stage.
3.3.1.2. Configuration Stakeholders

In order to comprehensively support the derivation process, configuration stakeholders
should receive individual support. They should be given individual guidance with respect
to what they must do, what they must not do, and what they might want to do. Actually,
most research on staged derivation mentions different stakeholders as a motivation for
introducing stages [CHE05b, MCO07, CHH09, HCH09, BBG+ 10, BNGR11]. However,
only a simple one-to-one relationship between stakeholder roles and stages is assumed (if
made explicit at all). Each stage corresponds to exactly one stakeholder and vice versa. It
is impossible to have two stakeholders that have different permissions and restrictions, or
that need different guidance hints, within a single stage.
The capabilities to express stakeholder-individual permissions, restrictions, and guidance
hints are therefore limited. In some cases, permissions and restrictions may be mapped
to the access and change permissions of the used product line tool. Pure::variants,
for example, models stakeholder roles in order to manage who may access or change
which feature. DOPLER, in turn, allows to manage the access and change permissions of
stakeholder roles on the basis of groups of decisions. With such purely permission-based
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mechanisms, however, it is not possible to provide individual guidance via presenting
custom textual configuration hints to stakeholders of different roles.
3.3.1.3. Build Tasks

Finally, various different build tasks are required to generate a product from a product
configuration. Examples include model-transformations, compiling, or scripts for installing
the software. None of the mentioned approaches [CHE05b, MCO07, CHH09, HCH09,
WDSB09, BBG+ 10, BNGR11] provides specific additional means for building products.
Therefore, we must assume that the approaches fall back to classical mechanisms for build
task management. In general, existing product line tools use two mechanisms for product
generation: generator frameworks and external build tools.
Generator Frameworks. Mature product line tools provide extensible generator frameworks to integrate build tasks of arbitrary kinds. DOPLER [DGR11], for example,
enables implementing and attaching further build tasks via a Java-based plug-in
mechanism. Pure::variants [Beu06], in turn, facilitates implementation of further
build tasks in XSLT. Usually, the generator frameworks ship with some predefined
plug-ins, for example to generate C configuration files with #define statements from
their configuration model.
External Build Tools. Current product line tools do not manage complex builds with
multiple involved build tasks and dependencies themselves. In order to manage
dependencies among build tasks, for example, to avoid execution of a build task
for which the output is already available, it is necessary to forward the actual build
execution to existing build tools such as Apache ant or GNU make, which provide
this functionality.
While useful, these general build mechanisms cannot provide any advanced staged
derivation support. For example, it is not possible to define a build task to be mandatory
for completing a stage. Neither do they support assigning consistency checks to specific
build tasks to allow for fine-grained control over consistency checking. The following
section will discuss the deficiencies of current product line tools in their capabilities to
deal with configuration stages, stakeholders, and build tasks.
3.3.2. Deficiencies of Previous Approaches Regarding Staged Derivation

The previous section has described previous approaches for staged derivation automation.
This section will point out that all of them have fundamental deficiencies. The following
arguments apply to all existing staged derivation approaches when applying them to
legacy product lines.
1. No staged derivation approach deals with configuration heterogeneity. All previous approaches for automated staged derivation are based on feature or decision
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modeling. No further concepts have been presented how to deal with other configuration mechanisms, such as domain-specific modeling, languages, or XML–based
approaches.
2. Most approaches lack capabilities for explicit stage modeling. Multi-level feature
modeling [CHE05b] only models stages implicitly, by using a separate feature model
for each stage. No concepts are presented for stages that run in parallel, which
would be one requirement for staged configuration of multi–product-lines. During
configuration, features are tightly bound to the configuration stage feature model
in which they are defined. This makes it necessary to fix the stage at which each
individual feature must be set in advance.
Those approaches that merely formalize and optimize the concept further [CHH09,
BBG+ 10, BNGR11, WDSB09] do not add conceptual extensions. Therefore, the
same restrictions hold: each stage must be modeled as a dedicated feature model.
Mendonca supports parallel configuration of decision sets from a single feature
model [MCO07]. An algorithm based on the feature dependencies and decision
set priorities calculates the order of decision sets. No support is therefore provided
for modeling configuration stages explicitly, according to the derivation process as
implemented in practice (first contact, contract negotiation, etc.).
Up to now, only Hubaux et al. [HCH09, AHH11] disentangle feature modeling and
the modeling of derivation processes via their configuration workflow concept. This
allows for parallel configuration stages and does not tightly bind a feature to a
dedicated configuration stage at which it must be configured. Their concept is the
most advanced up to date and their capabilities will serve as a guideline for the
modeling of configuration stages in the context of this thesis.
3. Stakeholders are not provided with individual process guidance. Although most
staged derivation approaches mention different stakeholders [CHE05b, MCO07,
CHH09, HCH09, BBG+ 10, BNGR11], only a simple one-to-one relationship between stakeholder roles and stages is assumed, if the relationship is defined at all.
Stakeholder-specific process guidance, this is enforcing configuration permissions,
restrictions, and guidance hints on individual stakeholders, can therefore not be supported explicitly. As all other approaches up to now are restricted to homogeneous
configuration via feature models, simple access permissions and restrictions could be
modeled on basis of a feature modeling tool. However, permissions and restrictions
that differ in separate configuration stages, or even providing stakeholders with
individual configuration guidance hints, which match their experience, are out of
scope of any existing staged product derivation approach.
4. Build Tasks are not represented. All existing approaches only address the configuration process. The generation of products is out of their scope. Also mature product
line tools, such as Gears or pure::variants, regard build tasks only individually, as
“black boxes” that can be executed via attaching them to their generator frameworks. Existing product line approaches do not manage build task dependencies,
in particular not in connection with configuration stages. Thus, it is impossible to
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answer questions such as “Which build tasks must or can be executed in stage X?”
or “In which order do the build tasks need to be executed?”. Neither is it possible to
model configuration constraints that depend upon build tasks, and which are only
checked if a build task is scheduled for execution. Configuration constraints of an
optional build task (e.g., an optional unit test or the energy saving ROI calculation
of SmartHome, cf. Section 2.3.1) can therefore not simply be switched off when
opting against its execution. Partial valid configurations for partial building can
neither be supported properly. For example, the notion that a configuration is valid
for source code generation, but invalid for subsequent compilation and installation,
cannot be expressed.
Deficiency one corresponds to the failure to approach the Heterogeneity Challenge.
Deficiencies two to four, in turn, match the Staging Challenge with its three constituents:
basic configuration stage support, stakeholder process guidance, and build-task–specific
constraint checks and dependency management. This completes the analysis of the state
of the art with the conclusion that previous approaches cannot meet the challenges of
staged or heterogeneous derivation. A new approach is needed, which is capable of
addressing the challenges.

3.4. Requirements of a New Approach
As has been shown in the preceding sections, all previous approaches have failed to
address the Heterogeneity and the Staging Challenge properly. Whereas process support
for stages is solely in a premature state and requires improvements regarding build tasks
and stakeholder support, the heterogeneity problem is of a more fundamental nature. All
previous approaches require applying the invasive and further layer strategies in order to
reengineer a heterogeneous product line to a homogeneous one (cf. Section 3.2.1). Both
reengineering strategies result in extensive effort, either due to the need of invasively
replacing the configuration and generator mechanisms of a product line or due to the
development of an additional layer of configuration models and generators. Anyway, the
product line becomes locked into the expressiveness and syntax of the chosen homogeneous configuration mechanism (e.g., feature modeling with its lack of supporting the
instantiation of concepts).
The following requirements shall overcome the shortcomings of the invasive and further
layer approach, and prevent locking into a limited homogeneous configuration mechanism. A new approach for automated product derivation needs to fulfill the following
requirements:
Little-invasive applicability. The approach must be applicable to product lines without
changing its internal legacy configuration or generation mechanisms. Adaptations
to single existing configuration and generation artifacts should not be necessary in
the general case. If adaptations are required, the effort should be small and only
consist of localized, refactoring-like operations.
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Light-weight applicability. The approach must be applicable to product lines without
the need to manually create additional product-line–specific configuration models
or generators. The initial introduction effort must be low in order to reduce risk. It
must be possible to introduce the approach in an incremental manner.
Comprehensive applicability. The approach shall be applicable to existing product lines
using various different configuration mechanisms (e.g., feature models, XML, DSLs)
and generator mechanisms (e.g., GNU make, Apache ant, model-driven product
generation, binary executables). It must be extensible to add new configuration and
generator mechanisms.

3.5. Chapter Summary
This chapter has shown that previous approaches for product derivation automation do not
meet the Heterogeneity and the Staging Challenge. They demand laborious reengineering
in order to switch to a homogeneous approach, whereas existing staged derivation
approaches do neither deal with the build tasks of product generation nor do they provide
individual stakeholder guidance. To address their drawbacks, an approach needs to fulfill
the requirements of light-weight, little-invasive, and comprehensive applicability. The
following chapter will propose the product line component approach in order to address
the Heterogeneity and the Staging Challenge while meeting these requirements.
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The product line component approach (PLiC approach) tackles the Heterogeneity and
the Staging Challenge and addresses the requirements of light-weight, little-invasive, and
comprehensive applicability stated in the previous chapter. The approach splits product
lines into entities called product line components. Each sub–product-line or configurable
commercial or open source component usually will constitute a separate product line
component. The concept is hierarchical: Compositions of several product line components
as well are referred to as product line components.
The approach is based on three principles: automatic extraction, additional declaration,
and explicit restriction. After introducing the principles, a preliminary validation discusses
their capability of addressing the requirements of light-weight, little-invasive, and comprehensive applicability. Finally, this chapter outlines the structure of the remaining chapters
of this thesis, which target the elaboration and the validation of the approach.
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Figure 4.1.: The creation of product line components is based on three principles: (1) extraction, (2) declaration, and (3) restriction. (1) Extract automatically any information that already is available in formal
artifacts, such as configuration file specifications, using on-the-fly converters. (2) Declare additional
information that cannot be extracted efficiently. (3) Restrict the valid set of products and the product
derivation process via explicit, tool-enforceable checks and fixes. Declarations and restrictions can
refer to elements of other product line components (the dashed lines in PL Component 1-2 and
1-2-3). This facilitates declaring the structure of multi–product-lines and defining restrictions that
cross product line boundaries.

4.1. Three Principles: Extraction, Declaration, and Restriction
The creation of a product line component for a basic software product line, for a configurable software component, or for a composition of other product line components, is
based on three principles: extraction, description, and restriction. Figure 4.1 illustrates
the use of these principles for the creation of product line components.
Principle 1: Automatic Extraction

The extraction principle is the fundamental principle of the product line component
approach. It stipulates the use of automatic converters to directly and automatically
extract information, such as configuration information, from the existing product
line core assets. The automatic converters work on the fly and transparently to the
user. The information gathered needs to be converted into a common format. In
this thesis, the format will be based on modeling and metamodeling.1
1 The

format must support the expressiveness of principally arbitrary configuration mechanisms, in order to
address the requirement of comprehensive applicability. There are many potential candidates for common
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The unique characteristic of the extraction principle is that the derived models
remain second class citizens. The legacy configuration and build files remain the
first source of all product derivation information. In doing so, the PLiC approach
contrasts all previous derivation automation approaches (Section 3.2), which use
their configuration models as first class citizens to generate the remaining legacy
artifacts from.
Principle 2: Additional Declaration

The declaration principle accompanies the extraction principle in case information
cannot be effectively extracted. This is required in order to provide the meta data
for automatic extraction, as well as further data that is not extractable in an efficient
manner. Meta data is used, for example, to describe in which legacy artifacts
extractors can find extractable product line information. Explicit declaration of
further information, in turn, is required for configuration stages, stakeholder roles,
and the multi–product-line structure of a product line, as corresponding data is
commonly not available in a standardized, extractable format.
Principle 3: Explicit Restriction

The third principle is the explicit formulation of restrictions on the automatically
extracted and the additionally declared information. These restrictions then are
enforced during product derivation. Examples for such restrictions are consistency
checks that merely inform whether the current configuration state is valid and
consistency checks that are also capable of (semi-)automatic repairing of inconsistencies. Finally, in staged scenarios, restrictions may apply only to certain sub-sets
of configuration stages, stakeholders, and build tasks. In doing so, restrictions
bridge the gap between the heterogeneous extracted configuration models and the
declared staged derivation processes, and allows for automation via tool-enforceable
consistency checks and fixes.

4.2. Preliminary Validation of the PLiC Approach Against the
Requirements
The following preliminary validation of the product line component approach shows that
the three principles are, in contrast to all previous approaches, generally capable of fulfilling the requirements of light-weight, minimal-invasive, and comprehensive applicability.
formats. One can choose from different “technology spaces” [Fav04, Bez05]. In the Grammarware
technology space [KLV05], the Backus-Naur Form (BNF) or related notation techniques constitute the
common intermediate format. “Documentware”, in turn, uses XML [Obj03], whereas, in the “Dataware”
world, SQL [CB74] is the common language.
In this thesis, the “Modelware” technology space will be used. It uses the MetaObject Facility (MOF)
[Obj06], or its subset Essential MOF (EMOF), as data description format. The decision for modeling was
driven by pragmatic considerations: Metamodeling has first class constructs for instances, references, and
sub-classing. This is more complex or impossible to express in other technology spaces. Furthermore,
comprehensive and mature tool support is available, such as the Eclipse Modeling Framework [emf].
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Minimal Invasive. Using the extraction principle, configuration information can be acquired without the need for invasive replacing of derivation mechanisms. Individual
configuration artifacts do not need to be changed in the general case.
Light-Weight. According to the declaration principle, only information that is not already
present in artifacts needs to be modeled. The configuration options do not need
to be remodeled, as in the further layer approach, nor is it necessary to develop
further, product-line–specific generators. The principles of extraction, declaration,
and restriction can be used incrementally: The amount of extracted and additionally
declared information and the number of restrictive constraints and fixes can grow
successively.
Comprehensive. Finally, the extraction principle may provide flexible support for various
derivation mechanisms, with the possibility to develop further extractors in order to
extend the approach to new mechanisms.
For full validation against the requirements, the three principles must be elaborated and
prototypical tooling needs to be developed that implements the principles: The product
line component framework. The tooling must be applied to the example product lines in
order to validate its feasibility and benefits.

4.3. Structure of the Remainder of the Thesis
The remainder of this thesis elaborates and validates the PLiC approach. It will address
the automation of product derivation in a bottom-up manner: Each of the Chapters 5
to 7 builds upon the previous one. The following Chapter 5 will first consider automated
configuration checking of heterogeneous multi–product-lines. The subsequent Chapter 6
will add capabilities for automated configuration fixing. Finally, Chapter 7 address the
entire automation of product derivation, including staged configuration und automated
product generation. In doing so, all ingredients of comprehensive product derivation
automation (configuration checking, fixing, and product generation, as also illustrated in
Figure 2.2) are covered.
The Chapters 5 to 7 have roughly the same structure. First, a motivating example is
provided. Then, each of the three principles—extraction, declaration, and restriction—is
elaborated with regard to the needs of configuration checking, configuration fixing, and
staged product derivation, respectively. Afterwards, the motivating example is revisited
and further details are provided.
In each of the three chapters, validation objectives are collected. These validation objectives are then addressed together in Chapter 8 on validation. The overall purpose of the
validation is to show that the PLiC approach in fact fulfills the three essential requirements
of little-invasive, light-weight, and comprehensive applicability and that the approach is
technically scalable.
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4.4. Chapter Summary
This chapter has presented the product line component approach. It bases on three
principles: automated extraction of information from the existing product line core assets,
additional declaration of information that is not yet available in core assets, and explicit
restriction in order to enforce consistent configuration and generation of products.
The following chapters will apply the three principles in a bottom-up manner, starting with
heterogeneous multi–product-line configuration checking (Chapter 5), over configuration
fixing (Chapter 6), to provision of staged product derivation support including product
generation (Chapter 7). Finally, Chapter 8 will validate the approach by providing
evidence that the PLiC approach in fact is applicable in a little-invasive, light-weight, and
comprehensive manner.
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This chapter applies the PLiC principles of Chapter 4 in order to develop a constraint
checking approach for heterogeneous multi–product-lines. It supports software product
lines that are configured via various different configuration mechanisms, which may be
spread over several sub–product-lines and off-the-shelf components.
The developed tooling, called PLiC framework, provides for definition and checking of
constraints across configuration mechanism boundaries. It achieves this by transforming
all configuration files to models in a transparent way. Its extensible plug-in architecture
adapts to a variety of different configuration mechanisms (such as feature models, XML
Schema, DSLs, or C preprocessor defines) and supports multiple languages for constraint
definition (OCL, Xpand Check, Xtend 2, and plain Java).
The structure of this chapter is as follows: Section 5.1 first presents a motivating example
from the I4Copter product line. Section 5.2 describes the application of the extraction
principle to map configuration files of various configuration mechanisms to models. After
a brief outline of the PLiC framework, which implements the checking approach, in
Section 5.3, the principles of declaration and restriction are addressed (Sections 5.4
and 5.5). Section 5.6 describes the architecture and the application process of the PLiC
framework, Section 5.7 revisits related work, and Section 5.8 identifies the objectives for
validation. Finally, Section 5.9 closes this chapter with a summary.
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Figure 5.1.: Exemplary domain constraints within the I4Copter product line.

5.1. Motivating Example: I4Copter Acceleration Sensor
The I4Copter software product line (as introduced in Section 2.2.1) consists of three
sub–product-lines: The product line for application logic and the hardware interface
(CopterSwHw) is configured via C preprocessor directives. The commercial operating
system product line PXROS provides a textual domain-specific language for this purpose.
Finally, the configuration of the alternative operating system CiAO is based on an XMLbased language and pure::variants feature models.
Domain-specific configuration constraints of the I4Copter span several files and are therefore hard to enforce (cf. Figure 5.1). When equipping the hardware with an acceleration
sensor using the Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) bus, for example, this has to be described
in the corresponding hardware header file (AC_PRESENT). The application software product
line usually would (although not necessarily!) be configured with the corresponding
sensor device driver in the software header file (AC_DRIVER). Using any SPI device requires
that an SPI bus controller software module is present, which is implemented as an operating system task. Thus, a corresponding operating system task (SPITask) needs to be
initialized appropriately, either by using the DSL of PXROS or the XML language of CiAO.
When choosing CiAO as the operating system, further configuration details need to be
enforced, as CiAO is highly configurable. When including the SPITask, it must be ensured
that it sends its messages to the bus with the same priority as the task that triggered the
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message. This requires selecting an appropriate priority mechanism in the feature model
configuration, for example the priority inheritance mechanism (kernel_pip).
There are various such domain-specific constraints in the I4Copter product line. Some are
rather recommendations or warnings, others are mandatory. The constraints span several
different configuration mechanisms and product lines. This makes the configuration of the
I4Copter product line sufficiently complex to resemble the challenges faced in industrialscale embedded systems development. In the following, the configuration constraints of
the I4Copter will serve as a running example for illustrating the checking approach.

5.2. Extraction: Product Line Configurations to Models
The following sections apply the PLiC principles in order to bring automated configuration
checking to heterogeneous multi–product-lines. This section starts with the extraction
principle in order to map existing configuration files of various mechanisms to models.
Then, after a short outline of how the PLiC framework is used for product configuration,
the declaration and the restriction principles will be addressed (Sections 5.3 to 5.5).
The extraction principle is based on the assumption that every artifact involved in product
line configuration has a corresponding representation in the modeling world [Bez05].
After introducing general modeling terminology, the analogy between modeling and
product line configuration is drawn. Then, details are given on how to perform the
mapping from original configuration artifacts to models on which constraints can be
defined.
5.2.1. Modeling Terminology

A model is a formal abstraction of a concept (e.g., a physical system or software) describing
its concrete entities and relationships [SV06]. A model is abstract in the way that it is not
tied to a certain textual or graphical representation. The formal rules, which specify the
entity and relationship types allowed in a certain model, are provided by its metamodel. As
an example, a simple metamodel for modeling operating system tasks will comprise the
root entity type TaskList, which contains an arbitrary number of Task elements, which in
turn have a name element of type string and a priority of type integer. A model conforming
to this metamodel, for instance, defines a concrete TaskList comprising exactly one Task
with name = "SPITask" and priority = 1. For specifying metamodels, a metamodeling
technology is used (e.g., the implementation presented in this thesis uses Eclipse Ecore,
which corresponds to Essential MOF [Obj06]). Another well known example of models,
their metamodel and their metamodel technology are UML models, the UML metamodel,
and the MOF metamodeling technology [Obj07a, Obj07b].1
1 In

principle, the relationship between models and metamodels is a relative one, this is, a model can in turn
be a metamodel for another model. For the approach presented in this thesis, this case does not need to
be considered.
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Within one metamodeling technology, it is possible to define constraints, such as the
SPI bus constraints described in Section 5.1, in a formal, machine-interpretable way.
OCL [Obj10a] and Xpand Check [pan] are examples for languages to define constraints
on models. Some languages, such as Xpand Check, explicitly distinguish obligatory constraints, which must hold in any case, and recommendatory constraints or warnings, which
give hints on possible inconsistencies, while the decision if there is a real inconsistency is
left to the human user.
Constraints on models usually are specified using the elements defined in the metamodel. For example, a constraint on a task model can leverage the fact that each
TaskList has a number of Tasks, which in turn have a name and a priority. Querying
whether there is any Task called “SPITask” for the whole system can therefore be formulated very concisely, for example in Xpand Check, which implicitly iterates over sets:
myTaskList.tasks.name.contains("SPITask"). Thus, an expressive metamodel can considerably ease the definition of constraints. Subsequently, the extraction of metamodels
and models from product lines and their configurations will be described.
5.2.2. Extracting Models From Product Line Configurations

A configuration file (e.g., a web-server configuration file, a C header file, or a domainspecific model or text file) is an artifact that specifies the characteristics of a part of the
product. We can say that the configuration of a product is unambiguously described by its
set of configuration files. The product line itself defines, either implicitly or explicitly, the
set of configuration mechanisms that can be used for configuration.
Drawing the analogy, a configuration file corresponds to a model. The elements and the
relations allowed in the configuration file (i.e., the abstract syntax part of the configuration
mechanism, exempt from its concrete syntax) correspond to what is the metamodel of this
model. Accordingly, a configuration of a product line can be seen as a set of models, the
product line itself as a set of metamodels. Although the mapping is straight forward, it is
still open how to actually derive metamodels from a product line.
From a pragmatic point of view, one can distinguish two classes of configuration mechanisms. They differ in the way how to derive their metamodel. Firstly, there are those for
which the product line already provides an explicit specification file that can be converted
to a product-line–specific metamodel. Secondly, there are those where this is not the case,
so that it is more practical to use a less expressive, generic metamodel.
Product-Line–Specific Metamodel via Specification File. Some product lines
comprise an explicit specification of what is a valid configuration file for them. For
example, the CiAO product line defines the format for a valid task configuration
XML file in XML Schema. For PXROS, a simple textual grammar has been developed specifying which constructs are valid in its domain-specific configuration file.
Feature models can be interpreted as metamodels as well [SA08]. Finally, modeldriven product lines, such as the SafeHome product line (cf. Section 2.3.1), specify
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their metamodels explicitly. For other configuration mechanisms, tools exist that
map specification files to such product-line–specific metamodels. For instance, for
XML Schema files and for Xtext grammars there exist converters that derive the
corresponding Ecore metamodels [emf, tex].
Generic Metamodel Without Specification File. There are, however, also configuration files that lack any expressive and formal specification of what the valid
constructs are in the context of one particular product line. This is, for example, the
case for Java property files and for C header files containing preprocessor defines. In
principle, arbitrary identifiers may be set to arbitrary values in a preprocessor define
statement, such as #define AC_PRESENT 1. Which defines are necessarily required,
optional, or unused, or what the permissible value ranges are for a particular product
line, is not specified explicitly and can only be discovered by reading source code
or documentation. Although a product line engineer could use this information to
reconstruct a product-line–specific specification file (e.g., an Xtext grammar), this
will often not be the case due to the effort to invest.
For practical reasons, it is therefore useful to map certain configuration mechanisms
to less expressive generic metamodels. For a C header file with preprocessor defines,
for example, such a metamodel will only specify that a DefineList contains an
arbitrary number of DefineStatements having an identifier of type string and
a value of type string. This fact makes defining explicit constraints more chatty
and error-prone. For example, having a specific metamodel, a constraint on the
debug-level define may be formulated very concisely: copterSwHw.debugLevel == 1.
Having only a generic metamodel, one needs to query the define value in a reflective
way: copterSwHw.getPropByName("debugLevel").toInteger() == 1. However, the
simplicity of such a generic metamodel has one major benefit: it can be reused
across product line boundaries without change.
To sum up, it is possible to map all configuration mechanisms to metamodels and the
corresponding configuration files to models. Tooling for conversion either exists or may
be developed. However, combining all these single technologies and tools in an ad-hoc
manner for a specific product line in order to check constraints is not appropriate. A
product line engineer familiar with a particular domain (e.g., embedded systems) might
not be a modeling expert, who is able to set up, combine, and tame all the modeling
technologies and tools. An infrastructure for heterogeneous constraint checking should be
developed in a generic way in order to apply it to various product lines. The next sections
will therefore present the concept and the implementation of a corresponding generic tool
framework that enables modeling and composing product lines and their configurations.

5.3. Outline of the PLiC Framework For Consistency Checking
The PLiC framework constitutes the prototypical tooling developed for the PLiC approach.
The framework consists of both a conceptual design, which is explained in the remainder
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Figure 5.2.: Product line and configuration engineer using the PLiC framework.

of this chapter, and an implementation part, for which details will be given in Chapter 8 on
validation. Figure 5.2 illustrates the intended use of the PLiC framework for the purpose
of constraint checking.
Using the PLiC framework for checking involves two roles: product line engineer and
configuration engineer. The former declares the set of possible configuration mechanisms
in a so called PLiCFacade model (step 1) and implements the domain constraints (step 2).
The configuration engineer, in turn, creates the PLiCInstance model (step 3), which
specifies the locations of all relevant configuration files. The PLiC framework than
permanently enforces the constraints on the configuration (step 4).

5.4. Declaration: Product Lines, Configurations, and Compositions
According to the general approach presented in Chapter 4, the declaration principle needs
to be applied. This is necessary in order to provide the meta data required for automatic
extraction, as well as for further data that is not extractable in an efficient manner.
Two models are required for the purpose of product configuration. A PLiCFacade model
describes, in a light-weight manner, the configuration mechanisms of a product line
(extraction meta data), and the compositional structure of product lines (further data). A
PLiCInstance model, in turn, declares where the configuration files of a concrete product
reside. These two models contain all information necessary for creating models from
configuration files and for checking of constraints. The elements for modeling both models
are provided by the PLiCMetamodel:
The PLiCFacade model. Within the PLiCFacade model (cf. Figure 5.3), the product line engineer declares three distinct sets of elements: the plug-ins required
(PLiCPlugins), the configuration mechanisms the product line can deal with (ConfigFileTypes), and references to other sub–product-lines (PLiCFacadeRefs). A PLiCPlugin
has a unique ID to identify the plug-ins installed in the workbench. It may either
be a Validator or a Converter. A Validator is parameterized with a set of paths
to files that contain the constraints to check. Converters, finally, exist in two flavors. SpecificConverters (in analogy to Section 5.2.2) convert a specification file to
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Figure 5.3.: First, the product line engineer defines a PLiCFacade model for each product line. It declares
the plug-ins used, the configuration mechanisms available, and references to other PLiCFacades.
The configuration engineer, in turn, defines the corresponding PLiCInstance model. It specifies the
locations of the actual configuration files and references to other PLiCInstances.

a product-line–specific metamodel. A GenericConverter simply provides a single,
nonspecific metamodel (e.g., a C preprocessor define metamodel), which can be
used in various product lines as is.
Accordingly, ConfigFileTypes (i.e., configuration mechanisms) are either specific or
generic. For a SpecificConfigFileType, the engineer needs to provide the URI to a
specification file (XML Schema, grammar, etc.) that may be transformed via the
referenced SpecificConverter. For GenericConfigFileTypes, this is not necessary as the
metamodel of the referenced GenericConverter is generic and fixed.
The PLiCInstance model. In the PLiCInstance model, the configuration engineer
first references the corresponding PLiCFacade model it conforms to. Then he or she
declares all configuration files and their URIs within the file system (ConfigFiles).
Each ConfigFile needs to reference the configuration mechanism (the ConfigFileType)
it corresponds to. Finally, the configuration engineer draws the references to other
used PLiCInstances (sub–product-line configurations).
These two models contain all information necessary to enable the creation of models for
configuration files and the checking of constraints. In order to combine the declared with
the extracted models, a connection between both needs to be established. Therefore, the
ConfigFileTypes and ConfigFiles elements provide the member variables theMetamodel and
theModel, respectively (cf. Figure 5.3). These variables are set to the extracted metamodels
and models during runtime of the framework. Doing so, the PLiCFacade and PLiCInstance
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models provide single entry points to all configuration settings in an integrated manner.
Constraint checks take these models as input and can follow these variables to check for
inconsistencies in the entire configuration.

5.5. Restriction: Constraining Declared and Extracted Model
Elements
The third principle of the PLiC approach concerns the restriction of declared and extracted
model elements. For the purpose of constraint checking only (without fixing, which will
be addressed in Chapter 6), the PLiC Framework imposes only very few requirements on
a checking language. Basically, configuration constraints can be written in any language
that is capable of accessing the declared and extracted model elements.
There are however, quality requirements that a restriction language suitable for constraint
checking should fulfill. Both the language and its editor tooling should ease constraint
writing. In particular, as argued in Section 5.6.4, it should be possible to define the
constraints on basis of the metamodel, so that the delivered editor tooling can easily
detect typing mistakes and related errors.
After a brief overview of the architecture of the PLiC framework and its application, the
following section will address how these quality requirements have been fulfilled for four
different validation languages: OCL, Xpand Check, Xtend 2, and plain Java.

5.6. PLiC Framework Architecture and Application Process
This section presents an overview of the architecture of the PLiC framework, as well as
the process steps for its application, exemplified with the I4Copter product line. In the
following, it will be assumed that the framework is implemented as an extension to an
integrated development environment (IDE), as this is the case for most product line tools
(e.g., Gears, DOPLER, pure::variants). This allows for seamless integration of product line
practices into software development.
The architecture of the PLiC framework is shown in Figure 5.4. It comprises a Core component, which provides general helper functions and contains the PLiCMetamodel, which
defines the modeling elements for PLiCFacade and PLiCInstance models. Furthermore,
the PLiC framework extends the IDE with a Builder component. The builder component
performs model conversion and validation in the background when a configuration artifact
changes within the workspace. Both for model Converters (for the different configuration
mechanisms) and for model Validators (for evaluating constraints in different checking
languages), plug-in mechanisms are provided. Additional configuration mechanisms
and constraint checking languages can be implemented and integrated using clear interfaces. Additionally, the User Interface component implements the functionalities for
user interaction. Finally, for completeness, the architecture also shows the mechanism
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Figure 5.4.: The architecture of the PLiC framework.

for integrating various heterogeneous product generation mechanisms, such as Apache
ant or GNU make (ProductBuilder plug-ins), into the framework. This mechanism will
be described in further detail in Chapter 7, which also focuses on heterogeneous product
generation.
In the following, the builder, the converter and validator mechanisms, as well as the
process steps required to apply the PLiC framework will be presented using the I4Copter
product line example.
5.6.1. Builder

The Builder plug-in works in the background and is invoked on each change of a configuration artifact in the workspace. It keeps the metamodels and models generated for
the configuration mechanisms and configuration files up to date, invokes the constraint
checks, and displays the check results.
The builder initiates the conversion to metamodels and models by invoking the appropriate Converter plug-ins. It stores the metamodels and models in the file system and
sets references to them using the theMetamodel and theModel member variables of all
ConfigFileTypes and ConfigFiles (cf. Figure 5.3). Doing so, the PLiCFacade and PLiCInstance
models provide single entry points for performing constraint checks. Eventually, the constraints checks referenced in the PLiCFacade model (via Validator elements) are evaluated
on the PLiCInstance model calling the appropriate Validator plug-ins. Subsequently, the
concept of converter and validator plug-ins will be described.
5.6.2. Converters

plug-ins perform the actual conversion to metamodels and models. A converter
needs to implement a dedicated programming interface. A generic converter needs to
provide one method for querying its fixed metamodel and one for converting a configuration file to a model conforming to the metamodel (Listing 5.1). A specific converter
Converter
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works similarly, however has in each of its methods the specification file as an additional
parameter, in order to define the product-line–specific metamodel (Listing 5.2).
Listing 5.2: Interface for specific converters.

Listing 5.1: Interface for generic converters.
public i n t e r f a c e I G e n e r i c C o n v e r t e r {

public i n t e r f a c e I S p e c i f i c C o n v e r t e r {

EPackage getMetamodel ( ) ;

EPackage getMetamodel ( F i l e s p e c F i l e ) ;

EObject c o n v e r t ( F i l e c o n f F i l e ) ;

EObject c o n v e r t ( F i l e c o n f F i l e , F i l e s p e c F i l e ) ;

}

}

Implementing a converter mechanisms for the sole purpose of checking is straight forward.
Up to now, the framework is populated with two generic converters and five specific
converters. The generic converters comprise a converter for files containing statements of
the form #define <ID> <Value>. The GNU compiler gcc has an option to generate such
files from source code containing preprocessor directives. Furthermore, a converter for
property value files (format: <property>=<value>), as common for Java-based programs,
is available. Both converters have been implemented in plain Java.
The specific converters create metamodels for specification files in Ecore, XML Schema,
and Xtext textual grammars. EMF already provides Java APIs for this purpose, the
complexity of which is hidden behind the lean converter interfaces. Furthermore, a
specific converter for pure::variants feature models has been developed. Intentionally,
the metamodel generated from a feature model is kept simple. In particular, this means
ignoring any hierarchical or dependency information of features and only create one
metamodel element for each feature, having the same attributes as the feature. Actually,
this is the only information necessary for constraint checking, as the configuration editor
of pure::variants will ensure that constraints defined within the feature model itself are
adhered to. Finally, a specific converter has been developed that generates a metamodel
from Kconfig files, which are used, for example, to specify the configuration options of the
Linux kernel. Both converters are implemented in Java as well. In case of pure::variants,
an XML API is used for parsing feature models and configurations.
5.6.3. Validators

A Validator plug-in evaluates the constraints for a certain constraint definition language.
The corresponding interface comprises only one method, which receives the PLiCInstance
object to check and the set of files containing the constraint rules and returns detailed
information on warnings and errors that accumulated during validation of the models
(Listing 5.3). Note that the builder (cf. Section 5.6.1) has enriched the PLiCInstance object
by setting the theModel property of each ConfFile element to the built models. Doing so,
the PLiCInstance provides a single entry point to all generated models possibly subject to
checking.
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Listing 5.3: Interface for validators.
public i n t e r f a c e I V a l i d a t o r {
public D i a g n o s t i c v a l i d a t e ( P l i c I n s t a n c e p l i c I n s t a n c e , Set < F i l e > v a l i d a t i o n F i l e ) ;
}

Currently, four validator plug-ins have been developed: for the OMG Object Constraint
Language (OCL) [Obj10a], for the Xpand Check language [pan], for the Xtend 2 language
[ten], and for constraints implemented in plain Java. Whereas the former two languages
are directly capable of working with the model element types defined in the metamodels,
the latter two language need to work on a Java API generated from the metamodels.2
The constraints themselves differ in their syntax and their ability to deal with anonymous
functions, also known as closures (cf. Listing 5.4).
Listing 5.4: An example constraint in different validation languages.
/ / / OCL
context plicmm : : P l i c I n s t a n c e inv :
ciAO . ciaoXSD . ciaoApp . task −>e x i s t s ( t a s k | t a s k . name = ’ SPITask ’ )
/ / / Xpand Check
context P l i c I n s t a n c e ERROR ’No SPITask d e f i n e d ! ’ :
ciAO ( ) . ciaoXSD ( ) . ciaoApp . t a s k . e x i s t s ( t a s k | t a s k . name . matches ( ’ SPITask ’ ) ) ;
/ / / Xtend 2
def checkSPITask ( P l i c I n s t a n c e i n s t ) {
ciAO . ciaoXSD . ciaoApp . t a s k . e x i s t s ( t a s k | t a s k . name . equals ( " SPITask " ) )
}
/ / / Java
public s t a t i c boolean checkSPITask ( PLiCInstance i n s t ) {
e x i s t s S P I ( i 4 C o p t e r ( i n s t ) . getCiAO ( ) . getCiaoXSD ( ) . getCiaoApp ( ) . getTask ( ) ) ;
}
/ / / Java h e l p e r f u n c t i o n t o i t e r a t e over s e t s
p r i v a t e s t a t i c boolean e x i s t s S P I ( L i s t <TaskType> t a s k s ) {
f o r ( TaskType t a s k : t a s k s ) {
i f ( t a s k . getName ( ) . equals ( " SPITask " ) ) {
return true ;
}
}
return false ;
}

Each constraint in Listing 5.4 queries whether a task of name SPITask exists. The first
three constraints (in OCL, Xpand Check, and Xtend 2) mainly differ in their syntactic
sugar for this task. All three languages provide a built-in function “exists”. It takes an
anonymous function with a boolean return value as parameter and applies it to each
element of a set until one application returns true. Such anonymous functions ease the
definition of constraints and are planned for Java 8 [SM10]. Up to now, performing an
operation on each element of a set needs to be implemented as a separate function (as
2 As

metamodeling basically has the same expressiveness as class modeling (entities, attributes, inheritance,
etc.), the mapping is straight forward. Eclipse EMF [emf] provides a corresponding generator.
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shown in the listing) or by using (anonymous) inner classes, Java’s substitute for functions
as parameters.
The checking languages differ not only in their convenience, but also in their performance.
Whereas OCL and Xpand Check are textually interpreted using the Interpreter pattern
[GHJV95] (i.e., each grammatical rule is implemented as a dedicated class which interprets
textual statements at run-time), Xtend 2 and Java are translated to byte code of the Java
Virtual Machine. A performance comparison of the different languages will follow during
the validation of the approach, in Section 8.2.6.
The following section presents the application of the PLiC framework to the I4Copter, together with the I4Copter configuration constraints as motivated in Section 5.1, formulated
in the language Xpand Check.
5.6.4. Application Process Exemplified With I4Copter

Using the PLiC framework for a product line requires to follow these seven steps: (1)
identify configuration mechanisms, (2) select or develop converters, (3) prepare product
lines for application, (4) create PLiCFacade models, (5) define initial constraints, (6)
configure products using PLiCInstance models, and (7) constantly maintain and improve
constraints during product line evolution. In the following, these steps are described using
the example of the I4Copter product line introduced in Section 5.1.
1. Identify derivation mechanisms.
The first step is to identify the configuration
mechanisms of each involved product line and configurable component. Section 5.1
already performs this task for the I4Copter. It comprises a hardware product line tangled
with an application logic product line, both configured via header files. The operating
system PXROS is configured via a configuration file DSL, while the operating system
product line CiAO uses an XML dialect defined in XML Schema and a pure::variants
feature model for configuration.
2. Select or develop plug-ins. The initially developed converter plug-ins (cf. Section
5.6.2) resemble the needs of the I4Copter product line. A generic converter extracts
models from C header files. For converting PXROS’ DSL configuration files, a simple Xtext
grammar has been developed (less than 20 rules), which is used to derive a corresponding
metamodel and a parser for converting a configuration file into a model. For the task
configuration file specified in XML Schema and the pure::variants feature model, the
corresponding specific converters are used as well.
3. Prepare product lines for application. In a perfect world, the developed converter
plug-ins are able to deal with any configuration scenario so that there is no need to adapt
any existing configuration artifact. In practice, however, trade-offs may greatly ease the
development of converters. Using small refactorings (e.g., factoring out the #define
variables used for configuration into a dedicated file) converters become much easier to
develop, whereas the required changes to the product line are little. In the I4Copter case,
these refactorings were straight forward and affected around 150 lines in header and DSL
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Figure 5.5.: The PLiC framework facilitates the definition of the configuration dependencies of an acceleration sensor in the Xpand Check constraint language.

files. Details will be provided in Section 8.2.4, where it will be shown that the approach
still can be considered as “little invasive”.
4. Create PLiCFacades and PLiCInstance templates. At this point, the product line
engineer creates a new Eclipse PLiCFacade model file for each of the sub–product-lines
as well as for the overall I4Copter product line, which integrates them. Each PLiCFacade
model declares the product line’s required converter and validator plug-ins, the configuration mechanisms, and, if necessary, the location of corresponding specification files, as
well as references to sub-facades. Furthermore, the product line engineer may create a
PLiCInstance template for an example derivation project. The configuration engineer may
reuse this model during product derivation.
5. Define initial constraints. For defining constraints to make use of the restriction
principle, the product line engineer chooses (or possibly develops) validator plug-ins
for the respective checking languages. In the following examples, the Xpand Check
language will be used. The Xpand editor of Eclipse has an excellent code completion
facility, which can be configured to load all generated metamodels. This eases the
definition of constraints considerably. The PLiC framework generates additional helper
functions for easy navigation through PLiCInstances and generated models. Thus, it is
possible to query the maximum priority of tasks defined in the CiAO feature model from
the top level I4Copter product line configuration leveraging code completion support:
ciAOInstance().fmConf().kernel.maxTaskPriority.
Figure 5.5 shows the Xpand Check code necessary to encode the constraints regarding the
selection of a sensor using the SPI bus as motivated textually in Section 5.1. The example
constraints span #define files, XML files, DSL files, as well as feature model configurations.
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Figure 5.6.: Dedicated view of the IDE for displaying the inconsistencies.

Note that, for a consistent configuration, each constraint needs to evaluate to true. By
initially interviewing the I4Copter experts, it was possible to find several dozens of such
obligatory and recommending constraints.
6. Configure products using PLiCInstance models. Having defined the PLiCFacade
and the initial constraints, the product line configuration engineer can start configuring a
product. This is done by creating a new PLiCInstance model or using a PLiCInstance model
template provided by the product line engineer. The model basically only declares the
locations of configuration files in the workspace. The builder component now constantly
observes the configuration files, converts them to models on each change and checks the
constraints defined in the previous phase in a background process. If constraints evaluate
to false, the textual messages associated with them (the error and warning strings in
Figure 5.5) are displayed in a graphical view of the IDE and the configuration engineer
gets immediate feedback and advice (cf. Figure 5.6).
7. Constantly maintain and improve constraints. The more domain knowledge is
encoded in formal constraints, the more powerful the approach is. When the product line
engineer constantly maintains and improves the set of constraints, and the configuration
engineer contributes as well with constraints gathered during configuration creation, the
framework can give helpful guidance and may considerably shorten time and cost of
product configuration.

5.7. Discussion and Comparison With Related Work
Chapter 3 has already identified the fact that major product line approaches lack techniques to deal with heterogeneity. Related work that specifically tackles heterogeneity
either is restricted to a limited subset of configuration mechanisms or is in an early state
of research.
For example, in [CP06], OCL constraints ensure that UML models enriched with feature templates result in well-formed models when parameterized with valid feature
model configurations. The authors of [MHP+ 07] relate feature models and orthogonal
variability models to each other to facilitate automated reasoning on variability. These
approaches explicitly limit their focus on dedicated configuration model types. Vierhauser
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et al. [VGE+ 10] use incremental consistency checking to check constraints across different
kinds of product line artifacts: decision models, component models, and the source code
base. Constraints are implemented as Eclipse plug-ins in plain Java, so that, in principle,
arbitrary artifacts can be checked. In contrast to the PLiC approach, which provides a
light-weight strategy for mapping configuration data of arbitrary configuration files to
models, and which defines lean interfaces for adding further converters and validator
languages, the design of such a general, extensible configuration infrastructure is out of
scope of the paper.
Recently, however, the idea of heterogeneity has attracted further attention. Instead
of extracting variability information into a common intermediate format, as the PLiC
approach, the Invar approach [DSB+ 11] enables consistent configuration across configuration mechanisms via equipping each different configuration tool with an identical
configuration interface. The current proof of concept interface definition enables setting
boolean options and enumerations for two different configuration mechanisms, DOPLER
[DGR11] decision models and FAMA [BSTRC07] feature models. The authors’ intent is to
successively refine and extend the interface and to support more complex scenarios in the
future [DSB+ 11].
The PLiC approach is unique in its focus on automated extraction of variability information,
regardless of the concrete configuration mechanisms used. In the following, the validation
objectives are identified that need to be shown in order to prove the feasibility of the
approach.

5.8. Validation Objectives of Consistency Checking
The validation (Chapter 8) needs to proof that the approach is applicable in a light-weight,
little-invasive, and comprehensive manner (cf. requirements in Section 3.4) and that
it scales to a large number of defined constraints. Validation regarding all three PLiC
principles—extraction, declaration, and restriction—becomes necessary.
V1: Show that the development effort for converters is reasonable. In order to show
light-weight and comprehensive applicability or the extraction principle, all converters should have reasonable development effort.
V2: Show that applying the declaration principle results in little effort. In order to
show light-weight applicability compared to other approaches, the effort for additional declaration should be small. Instead, the automated extraction principle
should be in charge to do the heavy lifting of creating configuration models.
V3: Show that only little invasive changes are necessary for application. The essential requirement of little-invasive application of the approach must be proven.
V4: Show the scalability of configuration checking. Finally, constraint check execution according to the restriction principle must be scalable. A large number of
constraints should be checkable with a decent performance.
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5.9. Chapter Summary
This chapter has presented an approach and a corresponding infrastructure for constraint
definition and checking across configuration mechanisms and product line boundaries.
Both the converters, which map configuration files to models, and the validators, which
allow constraint checks for a particular constraint check language, are pluggable. In case
the required converters and validators are present, only declarative modeling is required
to provide a legacy multi–product-line with configuration checks that cross heterogeneous
configuration mechanisms.
For the validation of the approach, it needs to be shown whether the requirements of
light-weight, little-invasive, and comprehensive applicability, as well as scalability, can
actually be fulfilled.
In order to provide fully-fledged automated product configuration, a mechanism needs
to be provided to fix configurations in case an inconsistency is detected. Based on the
approach introduced in this chapter, the following chapter will analyze the circumstances
and consequences of providing heterogeneous multi–product-lines with automated configuration fixing.
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The previous chapter has presented an approach for configuration checking of heterogeneous multi–product-lines. It effectively prevents faulty software configuration and
thus increases product quality. Still, the approach requires that configuration engineers
manually adapt configuration files when an inconsistency is detected.
To improve on this, this chapter extends the checking approach with capabilities for configuration fixing. The result is the PLiC fixing framework, which enables the configuration
engineer to apply automated fixes to the converted configuration models. The changes
are then serialized back to the original configuration files. This has a major impact on the
extraction principle, which needs to be extended for such “round tripping”. Furthermore,
the restriction principle needs to provide not only checking mechanisms, but also fixing
mechanisms, in order to repair a detected inconsistency. Finally, the user needs guidance
when applying the fixes. Basically, this chapter gives answers to three questions: (1) How
to develop reliable round-trip mechanisms (i.e., model converters and serializers)? (2)
Which fix mechanisms can and should be provided? (3) How can the user be supported
during fix application?
Section 6.1 starts with a motivating example. Then, Section 6.2 gives an overview of the
fixing approach. Sections 6.3 to 6.5 describe the required adaptations to the three PLiC
principles in order to provide for round tripping and configuration fixing. Section 6.6
presents a tool-supported process for applying the fixes, which provides user control and
guidance functionality and which incorporates additionally semantic checks to ensure
the validity of serialized configuration files. Section 6.7 discusses the fixing approach.
Finally, Section 6.8 collects the aspects of the approach that require validation, whereas
Section 6.9 concludes the chapter with a summary.
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Figure 6.1.: Three constraints regarding flight control redundancy (REDUNDANT_FC).

6.1. Motivating Example: I4Copter Flight Control Redundancy
The starting point for fixing configuration inconsistencies is the configuration checking
approach presented in Chapter 5. Figure 6.1 shows three exemplary constraint checks
in the model-based constraint checking language Xpand Check [pan]. The models are
transparently created from configuration files by the PLiC framework.
All three constraints are concerned with the flight control redundancy. It is activated when
setting the #define REDUNDANT_FC in a header file. The first constraint checks whether the
#define FC_TASKS_PERIOD (the total period length of all flight control tasks) is plausible
in case REDUNDANT_FC is selected. The second constraint ensures that the required timer
support is activated in the feature model configuration (hal_Timer1Feature). Finally,
constraint three checks whether three redundant flight control XML task structures have
been configured (plausibility check on task names).
The characteristics of the example are quite representative for the configuration domain.
Many configuration options, such as those in constraint one and two, work on simple data
types (boolean, integer). When one of the first two constraints in Figure 6.1 becomes inconsistent, fixing basically means switching a boolean (REDUNDANT_FC, hal_Timer1Feature)
or an integer value (FC_TASKS_PERIOD). Nevertheless, constraint two is more complex: It
accesses the boolean feature hal_Timer1Feature in the CiAO feature model configuration.
Switching this boolean feature and serializing it back into the original configuration file
could violate the consistency constraints defined within the feature model. Pure::variants,
for example allows for defining such “semantic” constraints in propositional logic or
Prolog. Semantic constraints constitute one major challenge the fixing approach in this
chapter needs to deal with.
In addition, some fixes can become very complex. In order to fix an inconsistency of
constraint three, it is necessary to create three task structures and populate them with
various additional task properties (e.g., task names, priorities, or entry function names).
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To support this, a practical fixing approach needs facilities to define such complex fixes—
which constitutes the second major challenge a fixing approach needs to address.
The examples are representative for the different types of inconsistencies and related fixes
that have been identified in the I4Copter. Table 6.1 illustrates these different types and
classifies the provided examples accordingly.
hhh
hh

Type of Fix
Only on single basic data type
hhhh
hhhh

Multiple and structural changes

Type of Conf. File

Without semantic checking
With semantic checking

REDUNDANT_FC, FC_TASKS_PERIOD
hal_Timer1Feature

FC_TASK XML structures
Multiple changes within a FM configuration

Conf. File: Configuration File | FM: Feature Model

Table 6.1.: Different types of inconsistency fixes identified in I4Copter, with examples.

6.2. Outline of the PLiC Framework for Inconsistency Fixing
This section gives a general outline of the configuration inconsistency fixing framework.
It extends the PLiC framework for checking that was presented previously (Section 5.3).
As before, the Modelware technology space serves as pivot format for configuration data.
Each configuration file of a product is mapped to a model, each configuration mechanism
a product line provides is mapped to a metamodel. The main extensions in comparison to
Chapter 5 are the additional fixing and round-trip mechanisms.
Temporary toleration of inconsistencies, together with a mechanism for detecting and
resolving them via applying fixes, was initially proposed by Balzer in 1991 [Bal91]. This
chapter extends this idea to basically arbitrary configuration mechanisms. Figure 6.2
shows how the inconsistency fixing framework is set up to cope with principally arbitrary
configuration mechanisms. It requires the same roles as for checking: product line
engineer and configuration engineer. The former specifies the set of possible configuration
mechanisms a product line can deal with (1). The framework converts them to metamodels
using metamodel converters. Then, the product line engineer implements the domain
constraints and, additionally, the fixes (2), thereby using the constructs and types defined
in the metamodels. The configuration engineer, in turn, creates the configuration files of
a concrete product (3), which the framework transforms to models conforming to the
metamodels using model converters.
The framework then performs constraint checks on the generated models (4) in the
background. For each constraint that does not hold, the configuration engineer may choose
to apply fixes (5) associated with the constraint. Finally, a model serializer component
writes the changes back to the original file.
The development of reliable round-trip mechanisms (i.e., the (meta-)model converters
and serializers) and the actual checking and fixing mechanisms constitute crucial parts of
the framework. To accommodate that, the following sections apply the three PLiC principles for the purpose of configuration fixing. First, Section 6.3 concerns the adaptations
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Figure 6.2.: Product line and configuration engineer using the fixing framework.

necessary for extraction of information. It shows that existing tooling and common development practices support the development of reliable round-trip mechanisms for various
configuration mechanisms (Ecore DSMs, Xtext DSLs, XML Schema XML, Java property
files, and C header files with #defines). For some complex configuration mechanisms
(e.g., pure::variants feature models), however, it is not possible to avoid that semantic
inconsistencies are introduced (i.e., that constraints defined in the feature model are
violated) due to fixes. Section 6.4 addresses the extension to the declarative part of the
approach. Finally, Section 6.5 adapts the restriction principle for providing configuration
fixing support. It shows that, although imperatively programmed fixes are unavoidable for
complex fixes, many simpler fixes can correctly be derived from the constraint that checks
for an inconsistency. Therefore, the constraint checking language Xpand Check is extended
both with an imperative fixing mechanism and an adapted version of a derivative fixing
mechanism.

6.3. Extraction: Developing Round-Trip Mechanisms
The PLiC fixing approach, just like the checking approach presented previously, considers
converters for both models and metamodels. This section first explains the benefits of
using metamodel converters to improve the practical applicability of the fixing approach.
Then, it shows how existing tools and common development practices were used to
engineer round-trip mechanisms of reasonable quality for seven different mechanisms.
This chapter ends with a discussion on the future research required to integrate two
further promising round-trip approaches of recent research: lenses [BPV06] and M3-level
bridges [BCC+ 10].
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6.3.1. Metamodels for Efficient Fixing

As mentioned previously (Section 5.2.1), constraints on a model are commonly defined
using the elements defined on metamodel level. With a suitable metamodel, constraints
become more concise and editors can provide richer support (“tab completion”), whereas
meaningful type names help the user to immediately grasp the relevant concepts. The very
same holds true for user-defined fixes—writing them in a language with meaningful types
and editor support can greatly improve quality and efficiency of the fixes. As we will see in
the following section, several existing tools (most notably, tools from the Eclipse Modeling
Framework (EMF)) also follow this paradigm: They create dedicated metamodels from
different input specification files. Thus, they can be reused in the PLiC framework without
major changes.
6.3.2. Pragmatic Round Tripping for Seven Different Configuration Mechanisms

To provide evidence for the general applicability of the approach, the fixing framework
needs to provide round-trip mechanisms for a variety of different configuration mechanisms. This section shows that this is feasible and reveals the implementation strategies
and trade-offs for metamodel converters and model converters and serializers for seven
widespread configuration mechanisms (cf. Table 6.2).
Configuration Mechanisms
Specific Mechanisms
Ecore Models
XML Schema
Xtext Grammars
P::V Feature Models
Kconfig Language
Generic Mechanisms
CPP Header
Java Property Files

Source Files for
Metamodels and Models

Metamodel
Converters

Model Converters
and Serializers

*.ecore/*.xmi
*.xsd/*.xml
*.xtext/*.mydsl
*.xfm/*.vdm
Kconfig.*/*.config

Java (EMF)
Java (EMF)
Java (EMF)
Java (XML)
plain Java

Java (EMF)
Java (EMF)
Java (EMF)
Java (XML)
plain Java

(none)/*.h
(none)/*.prop

(fixed metamodel)
(fixed metamodel)

Java (+CPP)
plain Java

Kconfig: Configuration language used, e.g., for Linux kernel configuration | CPP: C preprocessor
EMF: Eclipse Modeling Framework API | P::V: pure::variants

Table 6.2.: Conversion and serialization strategies applied to configuration mechanisms.

Source Files. As initially introduced in Section 5.2.2, there are generic and specific
configuration mechanisms. For specific mechanisms, a product line engineer must provide
a specification file (e.g., a pure::variants feature model (*.xfm), an XML Schema definition
(*.xsd) or an Xtext grammar specification (*.xtext)), which a metamodel converter will
map to a specific metamodel. For generic mechanisms, a product line does not formally
specify which configuration elements (e.g., Java properties, CPP defines) are considered
as valid. For those mechanisms, a generic metamodel is used, which is identical for all
product lines. When deriving a product, the configuration engineer creates concrete
configuration files, for example, a header file (*.h), a feature model configuration (*.vdm),
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Product Line Scope

CPP Header Files
File Type Spec

Feature Models
Metamodel

File Type Spec

CiAOFM

DefineList
CPP
Syntax
*
Define

CiAO
...

FM
...

...
+ selected: bool

+value : String

Product Scope

File

«
#define  \      
  REDUNDANT_FC
#define  \
  FC_TASKS_PERIOD
...

hal_Timer1
+ selected: bool

alarms

hal_Timer1

+name : String

.h

Metamodel

+ maxNo: int

Model

File

Model

: DefineList
CiAOI4C
: Define
+ name:
REDUNDANT_FC

Conf

...

...

+ value: 1

...

: Define
+ name:
FC_TASKS_PERIOD

: CiAOFM

hal_Timer1

: hal_Timer1
+ selected: true

...

+ value: 9

Figure 6.3.: Mapping configuration mechanisms and configuration files to metamodels and models for CPP
files and feature models.

or an XML file (*.xml). In an IDE background process, the inconsistency fixing framework
transparently maps each configuration file to a model.
Table 6.2 shows
Metamodel Converters and Model Converters and Serializers.
how metamodel converters and model converters and serializers for various specific and
generic configuration mechanisms have been developed:
Specific Configuration Mechanisms. The converters that were easiest to develop were
those for Ecore domain-specific models, XML Schema-based XML files, and domainspecific languages adhering to Xtext textual grammars. For each of the mechanisms,
the EMF framework provides a metamodel converter, which maps the specification of
the configuration mechanisms (in *.ecore, *.xsd, or *.xtext format) to a corresponding
metamodel. EMF also provides an API for converting and serializing the corresponding
configuration files (*.xmi, *.xml, *.mydsl).
For pure::variants feature models, a pragmatic conversion approach is used. The feature model defines all allowed configuration elements (features and attributes). The
developed metamodel converter simply maps each feature to a model element type in
the metamodel (cf. Figure 6.3, right). All relationships between features (e.g., excludes,
implies) are ignored. Appropriate model converters and serializers that map the feature
model configuration (an “instance” of the feature model) to a model and vice versa were
developed as well. The converter for Kconfig works very similar to that of pure::variants:
Each configuration item in a Kconfig specification file is mapped to a model element type
in the metamodel, each chosen configuration option in the *.config configuration file is
mapped to the corresponding model element.
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As the file formats of pure::variants and Kconfig are rather complex, converters and serializers were implemented in plain Java. Although testing can give sufficient confidence
that serializers create syntactically correct configuration files (*.vdm, *.config, conforming
to the syntax), the fixing approach as presented cannot ensure that the configuration is
semantically valid. Semantically valid in this case means that the modified configuration
still meets all restrictions defined in the respective specification files, such as “FeatureA
excludes FeatureB”. As these restrictions can become very complex (pure::variants, for example, allows defining such restrictions between features as arbitrary Prolog statements),
the fixing framework currently refrains completely from trying to ensure them on model
level. Instead, the framework will check for semantic validity only after the fixed models
have been serialized back to their original file format, thereby delegating the “tricky” part
to the respective original tool. More details on this postponed semantic checking will be
provided in Section 6.6, which describes the fix application process developed for the PLiC
framework.
Generic Configuration Mechanisms. In contrast to the aforementioned mechanisms, CPP
header files and Java property files require a generic mechanism: Each model representing
the #defines in a header file will have the same metamodel, as a product line does not
provide a specification file determining all valid #define symbols including their value
types. The metamodel basically only defines a list of #defines with names and values
of type string (cf. Figure 6.3, left). As an exemplary convention, CPP header files used
for configuration via #defines may not define symbols multiple times and may not use
#defines within #ifdefs, such as “#ifdef A .. #define B”. While existing code needs to
be slightly refactored, a great amount of complexity can be avoided. For Java property
files, which basically are lists of name-value pairs as well, the metamodel has the same
structure as for CPP header files.1
6.3.3. Discussion of Round Trip Research

There are many research approaches for converting files of principally arbitrary configuration mechanisms into a processable format (“models” in the wider sense), transforming
them, and serializing them back again. In particular, there are those approaches that provide bidirectional “views” on the original data, as well as so called M3-level bridges. While
both approaches provide techniques that may become useful once they have matured, no
state of the art technique that would improve its current applicability and practicability is
missing in the fixing framework.
Bidirectional approaches [CFH+ 09], such as the lenses approach [BPV06] or triple graph
grammars (TGGs) [SK08], allow deriving both, converters and serializers, from a complex
to a more simple “model” and vice versa using only one single expression (a lens or
a mapping graph, respectively). This eliminates asymmetries between converters and
1 Leveraging

a common practice, content that cannot be parsed as name-value pair is saved as plain strings
in the model. During serialization, these strings are pasted at the appropriate locations of the file, so that
the original file contents are preserved.
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serializers due to improper implementation. However, a lens (or a mapping graph)
is tightly coupled with the metamodel it can map onto. While they might be used to
implement model converters for generic configuration mechanisms, where the metamodel
is fixed, they cannot be used to deal with specific configuration mechanisms (e.g., feature
models), where the fixing approach requires metamodel converters that create a different
metamodel for each distinct feature model. Although the current generic mechanisms,
CPP files and Java property files, are sufficiently simple so that using such techniques
was not necessary, possible future converters may leverage them in order to support the
development of more complex generic mechanisms.
On the other hand, there are approaches for explicitly establishing an automated bridge
between two “metamodels of different metamodeling technologies”, so called M3-level
bridges (e.g., [BCC+ 10]). For instance, when we already consider the original feature
model to be a “metamodel”, which just happens to be defined within another metamodeling technology (the feature model language), what we need to build are M3-level bridges
from the feature modeling language to the modeling technology of the fixing framework
(Eclipse Ecore) and vice versa. However, the current M3 approach is not yet formalized
and rather defines a methodology with mapping guidelines. Therefore, it cannot guarantee symmetric model converters and serializers, as lenses or TGGs can. Furthermore, the
M3 approach aims to match the concepts of two modeling technologies as far as possible.
As shown in [SA08], a one-to-one mapping between feature modeling and metamodeling
can only be achieved by artificially introducing new, semantically unclear constructs into
feature modeling (e.g., feature inheritance). What might be needed is an adaptation of the
symmetric M3-level approach that also supports semantic simplification, for example, as
done in Figure 6.3 (right), where constraints defined in the feature model are intentionally
not mapped to the metamodel.
To sum up: Both approaches provide useful techniques, view-based approaches for
developing generic converters and serializers guaranteed to be symmetric, M3-level
bridges as a method to engineer bridges between semantically similar metamodeling
technologies. Although both are highly relevant and can become useful in future versions
of the framework, they do not improve its applicability currently.

6.4. Declaration: Adaptations for Inconsistency Fixing
The application of the declarative principle for modeling the characteristics of product
lines and their compositions only requires slight adaptations for the purpose of model
fixing. The declarative modeling language, as it has been shown in Figure 5.3, remains
completely unchanged. The only difference regards the implementation of validator
plug-ins.
The adapted interface of validator plug-ins (cf. Listing 6.1) requires a slight extension
in comparison to the interface presented before (cf. Listing 5.3). The only difference is
an additional boolean flag doFixing. If the flag is set to false, the plug-in works in check
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only mode, as it did before, and simply reports detected inconsistencies. If set to true,
in turn, the plug-in may apply automated fixes on the plicInstance model in case an
inconsistency is detected.
Listing 6.1: Adapted interface of validators for fixing.
public i n t e r f a c e I V a l i d a t o r {
public D i a g n o s t i c v a l i d a t e ( P l i c I n s t a n c e p l i c I n s t a n c e , Set < F i l e > v a l i d a t i o n F i l e ,
boolean d o F i x i n g ) ;
}

This approach implies that the constraint checking and the fixing technique are both
handled by the same validator plug-in. This is a reasonable assumption to make, as a tight
integration with the checking technique can make fixes easier and more concise to define,
and, in certain cases, even automatic calculation of fixes from constraint checks becomes
possible. In the following section, this will be illustrated. Two combined checking and
fixing mechanisms are presented that exactly benefit from this tight integration.
In order to deal with round tripping, also the interface of converter plug-ins (cf. Listings 5.1
and 5.2) needed to be extended. For example, each plug-in requires a function that is able
to serialize a fixed model back to its original configuration file. The interested reader will
find a fully documented definition of the interfaces in Appendix A.

6.5. Restriction: Model Fixing Mechanism
This section presents the necessary extensions for the application of the restriction principle
to provide for automated configuration fixing. As motivated at the beginning of this
Chapter (Section 6.1), many fixes are rather trivial and correspond to switching a boolean
or an integer value. Other fixes, however, require multiple complex operations at various
locations in the model. This section contributes two extensions of the Xpand Check
constraint checking language that provide fixing capabilities for these two settings.
First, in order to deal with arbitrary complex fixes, an imperative mechanism for specifying
fixes will be presented. This acknowledges the fact that various fixes require domainknowledge and cannot be derived automatically. Then, from the state of the art in model
checking and fixing, a further declarative mechanism is developed. It automatically derives
correct fix locations from a constraint, based on the approach presented in [Egy07], and
extends the approach with declarative capabilities to reduce the number of derived fix
locations. This then makes it possible to define simpler fixes declaratively instead of
imperatively.
6.5.1. Imperative Fixing Mechanism

For imperative fixes, a mechanism to annotate each Xpand Check constraint with an
arbitrary number or SUGGEST clauses has been developed. The SUGGEST annotation is
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parameterized with a textual description and an Xtend [pan] model transformation
function:2
SUGGEST(String description, XtendFunction action)

The implementation is based on a separate, textual preprocessor step. The preprocessor
records the SUGGEST clauses (the potential fixes) attached to each constraint and removes
them before executing the constraint via the unchanged constraint checking engine. For
configuration checking only, the validator plug-in is invoked in the background with
the doFixing flag set to false, each time an artifact in the workspace changes. The fixes
attached to constraints are ignored, so that the behavior of the framework is the same as
in the previous chapter on configuration checking.
Through the graphical user interface of the IDE, the user may explicitly enter the fixing
mode. In fixing mode, the corresponding validator plug-in is invoked with the doFixing
flag set to true. The validator plug-in is now in charge to apply fixes for each constraint
detected as inconsistent. The Xpand Check validator enables fixing in the following way:
For each constraint that does not hold, a graphical user interface for Fixing (the Fixing
GUI) is shown to the user. The Fixing GUI presents the textual descriptions of each
SUGGEST clause attached to this constraint. The user may select the desired fix according
to the description. On selection, the fix (i.e., the Xtend action model transformation
function) is executed, so that the model is changed.
The implementation of the checking and fixing mechanism for Xpand Check works
incrementally [Egy07]. All constraints are initially checked once and the consistency
status of each constraint, as well as all model elements it has accessed, are recorded.
From then on, each change to the generated models (e.g., when applying a fix to a model,
or when regenerating a model for a configuration file) is traced. When the plug-in is
invoked again, it is only required to incrementally reevaluate those constraint that had
touched one of these changed elements in their last run. This incremental mechanism
is transparent to the source of the change to the model, so that it works equally well for
changes that are caused by model regeneration (due to a change of a configuration file) or
by an automated fix applied via the Fixing GUI. The performance impact of the required
instrumentation of the modeling infrastructure will be evaluated during validation of the
approach, in Section 8.2.6.2.
6.5.2. Model Inconsistency Fixing: Related Work

From a purely functional perspective, the imperative mechanism allows the definition of
any fix a user may desire. Research approaches on model inconsistency fixing intentionally
limit their capabilities, in order to guarantee some desirable properties.
Several further approaches are promising candidates for further integration into the PLiC
framework. Xiong et al. [XHZ+ 09] designed the constraint language Beanbag, which
2 Xpand
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describes both constraints and fixes in one single expression. Whereas they can guarantee correctness of the fixes (i.e., the constraint will hold after appliance of the fix), the
language cannot express arbitrary complex fixes and constraints, and the authors admit
that it might yet be very difficult to devise the actual expression for integrated constraint
checking and fixing. Nentwich et al. [NEF03] evaluate first-order logic constraints in
order to derive the correct and complete set of all possible fixes. Egyed’s “incremental
inconsistency fixing” [Egy07], in contrast, can be used with arbitrary checking languages,
as it instruments the modeling infrastructure to trace all model elements a constraint
accesses. The approach leverages the fact that the set of elements accessed by an inconsistent constraint constitutes the correct and complete set of locations that can potentially fix
the inconsistency [Egy07].
Xiong’s approach is, as admitted by the authors, still rather difficult to handle. Nentwich’s
and Egyed’s approach are therefore the most promising candidates to be integrated into
the PLiC fixing framework. As the former makes strict demands on the constraint checking
language, initially, only Egyed’s approach has been adapted and extended to the needs of
the fixing framework.
6.5.3. Declarative Fixing Mechanism

The declarative fixing mechanism is based on the implicit fixing approach of Egyed
[Egy07]: It uses an instrumented modeling infrastructure that traces all model accesses.
However, Egyed’s approach basically has two drawbacks when it comes to fixing. First, the
complete set of fix locations per constraint can be rather large, in [Egy07], for example, it
has more than 10 entries on average, which hampers usability when having many constraints. Second, the approach does not help with deriving actual fixes (“fix operations”)
from the fix locations when a fix requires complex model changes or additional user
input.3
In order to relieve the user from too many automatically-derived fixes, model access
tracing is combined with a declarative marker mechanism integrated into the constraint
language. This way, the constraint developer explicitly can mark those elements for which
fixes shall be derived. This means that the property of completeness is sacrificed for
the ability to keep track, while it is still possible to guarantee the correctness of each fix
location suggested.
The declarative marker mechanism is implemented via the method suggest(). It can be
called within a constraint on any data type or object. It is an identity function with exactly
one side effect: it informs the tracing facility that the model element last accessed is a
candidate for fixing.4
Object obj.suggest( [Object defaultValue [, String description ]])
3 In

[ELF08], the author shows how to efficiently compute those inconsistency fixes that can be derived
purely from the contents of the current model without further user input.
4 Therefore, the checking language must not reorder function execution for optimization. For Xpand Check,
this is the case.
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Figure 6.4.: The three exemplary constraints (already seen in Figure 6.1), each comprising two suggestion
fixes. Suggestion A1 (as well as B1 and C2) will suggest to toggle the value of the REDUNDANT_FC
define. Suggestion A2 sets the FC_TASKS_PERIOD define to a value queried interactively from the
user (default value: 9 ms). Suggestion B2 toggles the boolean feature hal_Timer1, whereas C1, the
only imperative fix, suggests a triplication of the flight control task instantiated in the CiAO XML file
calling the externally defined Xtend function triplicateFcTask().

Figure 6.5.: The Fixing GUI generated for the suggestions A1 and A2 in Figure 6.4.

Concrete fix actions are then derived automatically depending on the object type and
are also presented in the Fixing GUI (cf. Section 6.5.1). For primitive data types (String,
double, int, boolean) either a user dialog is displayed or the defaultValue is chosen. In
case the object type is a reference, a dialog can be displayed to change the reference to
another object of compatible type. As the incremental consistency checking and fixing
approach is based on [Egy07], the complexity of the approach is linear as well (both in
memory and computation cost). Details on the runtime impact of the required tracing
instrumentation of the used modeling infrastructure (Eclipse Ecore) will be given during
validation of the approach (Section 8.2.6.2).
6.5.4. Example Constraint Fixes

Figure 6.4 shows the constraints of Figure 6.1 with suggestions attached (using both
suggest() functions and SUGGEST annotations). For each constraint that does not hold, the
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user will be presented the set of textual descriptions of the attached suggestions (both
declarative and imperative ones) in the Fixing GUI. On selection, the corresponding fix
action is performed. Figure 6.5 shows a screenshot of the Fixing GUI.

6.6. Inconsistency Fixing Process
In consideration of the worst-case characteristics of round-trip and fixing mechanisms,
the process for applying the fixes should consider two issues. First, in particular when
complex imperative fixes are applied on a model, the user must be kept in control and
must be able to keep track of the actual changes. Second, the process needs to deal
with possible semantic inconsistencies that the round-trip approach for feature models and
Kconfig does not check for. As described in Section 6.3.2, the current round-trip approach
ignores those constraints that are defined within feature models or Kconfig files.
6.6.1. Inconsistency Fixing Process

Figure 6.6 depicts the process for fixing inconsistencies. It addresses user guidance and
semantic consistency by including explicit steps at which the user can review the fixed
models and by implementing additional semantic checking after the fixed model has been
serialized to a file. The process splits up into two major parts: applying fixes (1 to 3) and
semantic checking and resolving (4 to 7).
Applying Fixes (1 to 3). In the beginning (1), the inconsistency fixing framework uses
the appropriate converters for each configuration file to create a model from it (original
models). Then, the models are inconsistency checked and the user may repeatedly apply
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Figure 6.7.: The Reviewing GUI allows to confirm or retract fixes prior to serialization.

fixes using the Fixing GUI to remove configuration inconsistencies (2), resulting in the
fixed models. As the user might want to review how the applied, possibly complex fixes
have actually affected the original model (3), the framework incorporates a facility to
show the difference on model level to the user (Section 6.6.2 will give further details).
Semantic Checking and Resolving (4 to 7). When finished with fix application, the user
may initiate the semantic checking and resolving mode for each model. First, the model is
serialized (4) to its original configuration mechanism. Then, configuration-mechanism–
specific semantic checks and resolvers may be applied on the generated configuration file
(5) (Section 6.6.3 will provide details). The result of resolving is a resolved configuration
file, which is converted back to a model representation (6), called resolved model. Its
differences with respect to the previous fixed model can again be reviewed by the user (7),
who may decide to accept or discard each change, resulting in a new version of the fixed
model. The cycle may be repeated until a semantically valid configuration file is achieved
or the user cancels resolving.

6.6.2. User Control and Guidance

In order to give the user control and guidance over the applied fixes, two mechanisms
have been implemented. First, as already described previously, the Fixing GUI shows the
textual descriptions attached to each fix to provide information about its impact. Second,
a Reviewing GUI is displayed. Similarly to a “diff”-viewer on text level, it shows the
differences between the original model and the fixed model on model level and is also
able to undo already applied changes (cf. Figure 6.7).5 This reviewing mechanism is
particularly useful when complex fixes have been applied, for which the outcome does
not become clear through its textual description.
5 This

diff&merge dialog has been implemented using EMF Compare. EMF Compare homepage:
visited 2011-11-12.

//www.eclipse.org/emft/projects/compare/,
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6.6.3. Semantic Checking and Resolving

After successful serialization, the resulting file can conflict with the constraints imposed
by the specification file (e.g., the constraints defined in the feature model, or in a Kconfig
file). In those cases, it is often possible to semantically validate the files generated from
the fixed models using the original tools, pure::variants and the Kconfig command line
tool, respectively. Interestingly, both not only provide for semantic checking but also
for automatic resolving: Pure::variants via a Java API working with a Prolog engine,
Kconfig via hand-crafted algorithms. In case the semantic checker fails, the user can
choose to apply the respective resolvers, which try to reconstitute a valid configuration
file. Although the tools do not provide the user with control over how a resolver restores
semantic validity, it is nevertheless possible to present the user with the applied changes
in a concise format. For this purpose, again the Reviewing GUI is shown, which presents
the differences concisely on model level.

6.7. Discussion
Two characteristics of the fixing approach require further investigation: the reliability of
the developed round-trip mechanisms and the termination of the fixing process.
Developing bidirectional transformations is not without pitfalls. Nevertheless, the use
of mature frameworks and best practices ease the challenges usually associated with it.
For the round-trip mechanisms of Ecore DSMs, Xtext DSLs, and XML Schema XML, the
widely-used and mature EMF framework was leveraged. Due to the restrictions imposed
on CPP header files, and the simple structure of Java property files, the implementation of
their converters and serializers has been decently simple as well. For complex mechanisms,
such as for feature models and Kconfig files, finally, a pragmatic approach is used that
only aims at syntactical correctness; the heavy lifting is shifted to the semantic checking
and resolving capabilities of the respective original tooling.
The approach supports imperatively programmed fixes on models of arbitrary metamodels.
This has the drawback that it is not possible to determine the impact of a fix until it is
actually applied and serialized. Due to this scenario, it is impossible to guarantee that a fix
will not invalidate other constraints or semantic constraint defined in the specification file.
Furthermore, it is not possible to guarantee that a totally consistent state can be reached
at all. As the process is user guided, cycles in fix application may even be desired (e.g.,
when a user has selected the wrong fix and selects another, reciprocal fix to get back on
track again). The widely used way to enforce termination is to limit the expressiveness of
models (e.g., only finite number of states) or of the constraint and fixing language (e.g.,
to boolean or first-order logic), so that satisfiability solvers (SAT) or constraint satisfaction
programming (CSP) can be used.
Demanding such strict limitations within the PLiC framework is, however, not feasible, as
this course of action would conflict with the requirement of comprehensive applicability
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to virtually arbitrary configuration mechanisms, for example, to legacy domain-specific
configuration languages with an unbounded number of states.

6.8. Validation Objectives for Inconsistency Fixing
The inconsistency fixing framework extends the PLiC checking framework described in
the previous chapter. In addition to the validation objectives identified in this previous
chapter, additional characteristics of the approach need to be validated for fixing:
V5: Show that the development effort for serializers is reasonable. The extraction
principle has received a fundamental extension in this chapter, by adding the capability to serialize back the fixed models. While the basic strategies and trade-offs
for implementing such serializers have been shown in Section 6.3.2, the associated
development effort is still not exactly quantified. What remains to be shown is
that the light-weight and comprehensive applicability of the PLiC approach is not
hampered by extremely laborious converter and serializer development.
V6: Show that the execution impact of declarative model fixing is acceptable. The
Xpand Check extension for declarative model fixes requires to trace all accesses to
model elements. It must be shown that the impact on execution time is reasonable,
so that the scalability of the approach is not inhibited.
V7: Show that automated fixing improves on configuration time. Whereas the configuration checking approach ensures the configuration quality, by detecting inconsistencies, the fixing approach automates the resolving of such inconsistencies. It
still needs to be shown that this automation has a positive impact on configuration
time.

6.9. Chapter Summary
This chapter has presented the design of a framework that allows to specify and to apply
inconsistency fixes on configuration files of various techniques. Modeling has proven to be
a very suitable pivot technology also for fixing; by leveraging existing model-based frameworks and common development techniques, if was possible to develop reliable round-trip
mechanisms of reasonable quality for various configuration mechanisms. Furthermore,
previous research in incremental inconsistency fixing has been adapted and extended by
adding a marker mechanism that limits the number of suggested fix locations. Finally,
the fixing process incorporated in the framework deals with complex fixes and semantic
inconsistencies: For the former, the user is provided with a GUI mechanism to review
and control the actually applied changes on model level, for the latter, the heavy lifting
of checking configuration-mechanism–internal constraints (e.g., constraints in feature
models) is shifted to the respective original tool, which is best suited for this purpose.
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The validation chapter will need to show whether the fixing approach actually reveals
beneficial quantitative characteristics for the development effort of serializers, for the
execution impact of the declarative fixing language extension, and for improvement on
configuration time and effort.
Up to now, the PLiC principles have been applied to address the heterogeneity of multi–
product-lines. The following chapter will provide the necessary extensions to deal with
staged derivation in multi–product-lines. As motivated before, staged derivation involves
much more than simply modeling configuration stages. A comprehensive staged derivation
approach should also manage the configuration stakeholders and build tasks. Doing so,
the PLiC approach not only becomes “staged”—by management of build tasks, it also can
provide for actual product generation. The result is one integrated approach that enables
automated staged product derivation for virtually arbitrary heterogeneous multi–productlines.
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This chapter builds on the configuration checking and fixing approach for heterogeneous
multi–product-lines presented in the previous two chapters. It adds capabilities for
staged derivation and product generation. In doing so, the PLiC approach provides fully
automated product derivation support for staged and heterogeneous multi–product-lines.
Configuration stages have been proposed to describe the phases of the configuration
process of product lines more appropriately. The most advanced automated staged
derivation approaches up to date [CHE05b, HCH09] do, however, not nearly address
the complexity of real-world derivation scenarios: Basically, they merely assign the
features of a feature model to different configuration stages. None of them supports
heterogeneous scenarios with multiple different configuration mechanisms. No existing
approach considers the build tasks to be executed for product generation or the individual
permissions and restrictions of stakeholders configuring the products. Finally, none of the
previous staged derivation approaches provides support for multi–product-lines.
This chapter will address how the PLiC approach achieves staged and heterogeneous
derivation, together with (1) build task support, (2) stakeholder-specific process guidance,
and (3) the composition of those entities for multi–product-lines.
First, Section 7.1 motivates the need for the three characteristics mentioned above via
illustrative examples. Then, Section 7.2 gives a general overview of the prospected use of
the PLiC framework for staged derivation. After discussing the potential of automated
extraction of stage information in Section 7.3, Section 7.4 presents a comprehensive
declarative stage modeling approach. Its expressiveness and the facilitated tool support
is illustrated in Section 7.5, via revisiting the motivating examples. This chapter closes
with a discussion of the approach, the validation objectives to be addressed, and a chapter
summary (Sections 7.6 to 7.8).
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Stage: InitialContact
Build Task:
Name: generateProductSpecification
Type: make file target
Kind: mandatory

Build Task:
Name: generateCommercialConditions
Type: ant target
Kind: mandatory

Build Task:
Name: calculateEnergySavingROI
Type: binary executable
Kind: optional

(2)

(1)

Feature attribute CustomerName
must be set to proceed to the
next stage.

Feature attribute
NoInhabitants must be set
to execute build task.

Figure 7.1.: The build tasks of SmartHome in the configuration stage InitialContact.

7.1. Motivating Examples: SmartHome and SafeHome Derivation
Processes
This section illustrates the requirements for a comprehensive staged derivation approach.
It is based on several examples from the SmartHome product line and its associated multi–
product-line SafeHome, which have been introduced in Section 2.3.1. The first example
will motivate the need for integrating build tasks (both build-task–specific consistency
checks and product generation support) into a staged derivation concept (Section 7.1.1).
The subsequent example will illustrate why stakeholders need individual process guidance
(Section 7.1.2). Finally, the third example will present the challenges of composing staged
derivation processes within multi–product-line contexts (Section 7.1.3).
7.1.1. Build Task Integration

As explained in Section 2.3.1, the SmartHome example product line requires multiple
configuration stages. In each stage, various build tasks may be executed. The starting
stage InitialContact and its build tasks generateProductSpecification, generateCommercialConditions, and calculateEnergySavingROI are depicted in Figure 7.1. The configuration
stage is considered completed when the two mandatory build tasks (generateProductSpecification, generateCommercialConditions) have been executed. In contrast, the build task
calculateEnergySavingROI, for calculating the return of investment (ROI) for the energy
saving feature, is optional; it does not need to be invoked for completing the stage.
Additionally, all build tasks in the initial contact stage (and also most build tasks at later
stages) take the SmartHome feature model configuration as input. However, in order to
execute properly, each build task has different expectations which features and attributes
need to be set. How can we decide whether the data already collected is sufficient and
consistent to execute a particular build task?
For example, let us assume the customer wants a calculation of the ROI of the energy
saving feature. For this build task, the number of inhabitants (NoInhabitants, constraint 1
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in Figure 7.1) attribute must be set. However, if a customer does not want this calculation,
no error message should be shown if the attribute is not set. So, the configuration is not
incomplete in an absolute sense—the consistency of the configuration in this case depends
on a build-task–specific configuration constraint.
Next to such build-task–specific constraints, there may also be stage-specific configuration
constraints. The setting of the customer name attribute (CustomerName, constraint 2 in
Figure 7.1), for example, is required for completing the initial contact stage, although no
build task strictly requires the value for execution.
As a further example for the practicability of build-task–specific constraints, consider the
development stage of SmartHome. In case the developer only wants to generate source
code to analyze it (e.g., its worst-case execution time), the compilation or packaging build
tasks do not need to be properly configured yet. As well, during development, there are
various build tasks (e.g., component, integration, sandbox, and system tests) for which
the proper configuration may not be a strict (although very advisable) requirement to
proceed to the next stage.
As can be seen in Figure 7.1, build tasks can be based on various generation mechanisms,
such as ant, make, or binary executables. During the development stage of SmartHome,
the involved build tasks have complex dependencies among one another. In order to
provide product generation support, it is necessary to provide means to execute such build
tasks and manage their dependencies, regardless of the generation mechanism they are
implemented in.
7.1.2. Stakeholder-Specific Process Guidance

Different stakeholders involved in the derivation process often have different permissions
and restrictions within each configuration stage. Depending on their knowledge, they need
a different extent or quality of process guidance. Let us consider the three stakeholders
roles SalesArchitect, SeniorArchitect, and Developer. Whereas the sales architect markets
SmartHome products based on a limited amount of training, the senior architect also
has an understanding of product internals when marketing products. Therefore, the
former needs more process guidance and more restrictions than the latter. Finally, the
stakeholder role Developer is only involved at later stages, during creation of the actual
product software.
These stakeholders are involved during the first three configuration stages of SmartHome’s
derivation process, InitialContact, ContractNegotiation, and Development. Two configuration files are in use for derivation: a feature model configuration and a domain-specific
house model.
Figure 7.2 shows the permissions, restrictions, and the required process guidance of the
three roles in detail. In the initial contact stage, both the sales and the senior architect
should focus on editing the feature model. Editing the domain-specific house model in this
stage is discouraged. The sales architect should receive derivation process guidance and
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Stakeholder: SalesArchitect

+ May edit feature model configuration
(-) except burglarAlarm feature
+ May edit house model
(-) except AlarmDevice elements

+ May edit feature model configuration

± Must not edit feature model
configuration or house model

± Must not edit feature model
configuration or house model

O

± Must not edit feature model
configuration or house model

Should not edit house model

± Must not edit feature model
configuration or house model

+ May edit house model

«

«

± May edit feature model
configuration or house model

«

Stage:
Development

+ May edit feature model configuration

«

Stage:
ContractNegotiation

+ May edit feature model configuration
(-) except burglarAlarm feature
(i) notify when selecting energy feature
O Should not edit house model

Stakeholder: Developer

«

Stage:
InitialContact

Stakeholder: SeniorArchitect

«

Figure 7.2.: The permissions of SalesArchitect, SeniorArchitect, and Developer.

should be notified to execute the ROI calculation build task if he or she selects the energy
saving feature. The senior architect, in contrast, does not need such detailed derivation
hints and would conceive them as disrupting. The developer, finally, is not involved in the
initial contact stage.
In the following contract negotiation stage, the sales and the senior architect may edit
both the feature model configuration and the domain-specific model. However, the sales
architect may not edit any features or model elements regarding burglar alarm and alarm
devices—due to their relevance to security. Again, the developer is not supposed to edit
any of the configuration files.
Finally, after entering the development stage, the handover of configuration files to the
stakeholder role developer is completed, who is now exclusively in charge of adapting
them. Other roles (e.g., the administrator), other configuration files (e.g., the OSGi
configuration file), and other stages (e.g., the setup stage) must also be considered
for providing SmartHome with stakeholder-specific product guidance, but are omitted in
Figure 7.2 for brevity.
7.1.3. Composition of Staged Product Lines

Finally, in order to support multi–product-lines, mechanisms are necessary to combine the
staged derivation processes of the involved product lines. Such composition is required
on three levels: configuration stage level, build task level, and stakeholder role level. The
following three examples will motivate the combination of SmartHome and the SafetyPLiC
on these three levels, in order to define the composed staged derivation process of the
SafeHome multi–product-line.
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SafeHome Stage: Development
(1)
Each Heating in the house model
requires an OverheatingSensor in
SafeHome context

SmartHome Stage: Development

(2)
The parameter inputModel must be set
WR³/SmartHome/gen/comp.[PL´LQWKH
ant property file in SafeHome context

SafetyPLiC Stage: Development

Stage-internal
build order dependency
Stage-spanning
build order dependency
Stage-spanning
build task
Stage-spanning
build constraint

Build Task:
Name: house2comp
Type: MWE target

Build Task:
Name: TMRtrafo
Type: ant target
Parameters: inputModel, ...

Build Task:
Name: comp2osgi
Type: MWE target

Build Task:
Name: TMRgenerate
Type: ant target
Parameters: ...

Build Task:
Name: osgi2code
Type: MWE target

Build Task:
Name: generateAllCode
Type: ...

Figure 7.3.: Generating the SafeHome software requires executing the build tasks of SmartHome and
SafetyPLiC in a particular order.

7.1.3.1. Composition of Configuration Stages

Basic composition of staged processes basically only requires two operators: sequential
and concurrent composition of configuration stages. For example the SafetyInitialContact
stage must not start until SmartHome’s InitialContact stage is completed. This corresponds
to sequential ordering. The other three SafetyPLiC stages, in turn,—safety contract
negotiation, safety development, safety setup—need to run in parallel to the corresponding
configuration stages of SmartHome: A concurrent composition mechanism is needed.
7.1.3.2. Composition of Build Tasks

When two stages run concurrently, there may be dependencies among their build tasks. It
can become necessary to (1) add further build tasks and execution order dependencies,
and it may be required to (2) add further build-task–specific configuration consistency
constraints.
Figure 7.3 shows the build tasks, execution order dependencies, and additional configuration constraints necessary to generate valid SafeHome source code. SmartHome
contributes three build tasks: two model transformations and one model-to-code transformation (house2comp, comp2osgi, osgi2code). The SafetyPLiC adds two further build
tasks (TMRtrafo and TMRgenerate), which need to be mixed into the original build order of SmartHome build tasks. These build order dependencies, which span both stage
boundaries and product line boundaries, are indicated in Figure 7.3 as dashed arrows.
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Furthermore, an additional build task needs to be introduced to create the SafeHome
software (Figure 7.3, dashed box generateAllCode).
In addition to those order dependencies of build tasks, build-task–specific constraints may
become necessary when a build task is executed in a multi–product-line context. In the
example, two additional constraints are introduced. Constraint 1 demands that certain
model elements (OverheatingSensors) need to exist in the domain-specific house model
when it is fed into the build task house2comp in SafeHome context; constraint 2 confines
the inputModel parameter of the Apache ant build task TMRtrafo, which is configured via
a simple textual property value file.

7.1.3.3. Composition of Stakeholder Roles

Finally, for fully-fledged composition of a staged derivation approach, a mechanism is
necessary to deal with the composition of stakeholder roles. Classical role-based access
control [FK92] already suffices for this. It supports composition of roles via member_of
relationships. All permissions, restrictions, and other characteristics are inherited. For
example, we can define a new role SafeHomeDeveloper that inherits the permissions,
restrictions, and process guidance from both the SmartHome developer and the SafetyPLiC
developer.

7.1.4. Summary of the Motivating Examples

The examples have motivated three major challenges of staged derivation process support:
Build Task Integration. Consistency checks and fixes shall only become active if a build
task is actually scheduled for execution. This is called build-task–specific consistency
checking and fixing. Furthermore, facilities should be offered that manage the dependencies and allow for the execution of build tasks of arbitrary build mechanisms
(e.g., ant, make, or MWE).
Stakeholder Process Guidance. The approach shall provide derivation process guidance to individual stakeholders. Stakeholders shall be informed, warned, or even be
prevented from doing certain edits in specific configuration files at specific stages,
depending on their configuration experience.
Multi–Product-Line Support. The approach shall allow for the composition of configuration stages, build tasks, and stakeholders of several product lines.
The remainder of this chapter will apply the three PLiC principles—extraction, declaration,
and restriction—in order to provide such comprehensive staged derivation process support.
After a brief overview of the staged derivation approach in Section 7.2, the Sections 7.3
to 7.5 discuss the application of the principles.
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Product Line Composition

(2)

Product Composition
references

PLiCFacade

(3')

PLiCInstance

references

references
Product Line
PLiCFacade, models Stages
and Stakeholder Roles

Composition
Engineer
(1 )

Spec

linksTo

CS/F
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Product
PLiCInstance, assigns
Stakeholders to Roles

(3'¶)
linksTo

Build Engineer

Configuration File Types
Configuration Files

Constraints and Fixes
Build Tasks in Build Files

Conf

(4)

(5), (6),
(7)
PLiC Framework

Product Line
Engineer

execute

Build Interpreter

use

Build Plugins

MM
MM

Configuration
Stakeholders

(5) enforce stage-specific and build-task-specific configuration constraints
(6) enforce stakeholder-specific configuration restrictions
(7) build products using various build tools (make, ant, «)

Figure 7.4.: Outline of the PLiC framework for staged derivation.

7.2. Outline of the PLiC Framework for Staged Derivation
This section outlines the extensions to the PLiC approach to comprehensively support
staged derivation.
As mentioned before, the approach splits a large-scale product line into so-called product
line components (PLiCs), which may be sub–product-lines or configurable components.
Each PLiC has its own build system, which consists of a set of build tasks located in build
files (e.g., ant or make files). The intended use of the framework for staged derivation
involves four types of roles: product line engineer, composition engineer, build engineer,
and configuration stakeholders (cf. also Figure 7.4).
The product line engineer is a specialist for a particular PLiC and creates its PLiCFacade
model (Figure 7.4, step 1). As described in the previous chapters, the PLiCFacade model
contains information on the configuration file types the product line can deal with and
it provides constraints and fixes for consistent configuration. However, the constraints
and fixes may now have a restricted scope and can be assigned to particular stages, build
tasks, or stakeholder roles only. To do so, the PLiCFacade model additionally defines the
available configuration stages (e.g., initial contact, development, installation) and the
involved stakeholder roles (e.g., sales architect, developer, administrator) of the PLiC.
Furthermore, for each stage, the model draws links to its main build tasks (e.g., generate
offer document, make test, execute installer), which are implemented in certain build
files.
The composition engineer (step 2) then builds a composed product line by creating a
further PLiCFacade model. It defines its staged derivation process by composing the stages
and by wiring up build tasks defined in other PLiCFacade models. Due to the concise and
technology-independent description of build tasks on model level, the combined build
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infrastructure can completely be defined in the PLiCFacade model, so that the wiring of
build tasks becomes easier and more explicit than by composition via ad-hoc scripts (e.g.,
bash scripts).
On product level, the product engineer creates PLiCInstance models for each of the involved
PLiCFacade models (step 3). In addition to specifying the location of the configuration
files (as explained in the previous chapters), the model assigns the involved stakeholders
to the roles defined in the PLiCFacade model.
Then, the configuration stakeholders can start configuring the product according to the
staged configuration process (step 4). The PLiC framework checks the defined constraints
and allows for automated configuration fixing according to the current stage and the
prospected build task (step 5). In particular, configuration constraints that are not relevant
at the current stage (e.g., that are only relevant during the installation stage) do not
distract the stakeholders of previous stages (e.g., during development). Furthermore,
fine-grained management of stakeholder-specific permissions and restrictions becomes
possible (step 6). A configuration constraint attached to a particular stakeholder can warn
or even prevent particular edits in configuration files of arbitrary types (e.g., forbid the
junior engineer to set the feature attribute numberOfConnections to a value greater than
10.000). Finally, when all constraints attached to a build task—and to all its dependent
build tasks—are fulfilled, a stakeholder may advise the PLiC framework interpreter to
execute the build task (step 7). The interpreter forwards the actual execution of the
build task and each of its dependents to dedicated plug-ins. This way, build management
across build tools becomes possible, while additional build languages can be integrated
easily. Currently, builder plug-ins for ant, make, MWE, and plain executables have been
developed.

7.3. Extraction: Potential for Stages, Stakeholder Roles, and Build
Tasks
The overall PLiC approach presented in Chapter 4 bases on three principles: (1) automatic extraction of available data from the product line asset base, (2) declaration of
additional, previously non-explicit product line data, and (3) using restriction mechanisms
(constraints, fixes) to impose constraints on the data and the product derivation process.
This section analyzes the potential to automatically extract stage information from the
product line asset base for three candidates: configuration stages, stakeholder roles, and
build tasks.
There only exist very few approaches for configuration stage modeling. Czarnecki et
al. [CHE05b] define the configuration stages only implicitly, by modeling a hierarchy of
feature models. Basically, only Hubaux et al. [HCH09] define an explicit workflow model
for the staged configuration model, despite only recently, also tool support is provided
[AHH11]. Up to now, both approaches are limited to feature modeling and are mainly
research driven so that there is no published evidence on adoption in industry. Therefore,
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while inspired by these approaches, the PLiC staged derivation approach will define its
own, integrated language for modeling stages, which will be explained in the subsequent
Section 7.4 on the declaration principle.
Modeling roles, in turn, is a standard mechanism for managing access rights [FK92].
Nevertheless, most simple configuration mechanisms, such as CPP header files, standard
XML files, or custom DSLs, do not have a role concept nor do they support fine-grained
management of access rights. Only few mature product-line tools, such as pure::variants
or DOPLER, provide such support. As role modeling is rather the exception than the
rule, it is only a limited benefit to collect a subset of the role data from some of the
configuration tools. The PLiC staged derivation approach, therefore, comprises its own
role model. This means, if other tools are used that also have role-based access control,
their role models need to be aligned manually. However, as a role model basically only
consists of a set of role identifiers (e.g., sales architect, administrator) and an inheritance
relationship between roles [FK92], the effort necessary for aligning them is limited.
Build tasks, finally, have an immediate, “physical” representation in the product line. The
build tasks of a product line are implemented using various tools, such as make, ant,
MWE, but also CMake [cma], automake [aut], and Maven [mav], as well as shell scripts
and executables. Again, the question arises, which information is actually required and
whether it is more beneficial to extract it or to declare it separately. Regarding the amount
of information, only a small subset of all possible executables in the workspace are “build
tasks” that require a model representation. It applies only to build tasks that need to be
invoked for product generation and to which build-task–specific constraints should be
attached. However, a Makefile easily exceeds dozens of explicit targets and hundreds
of implicit ones (e.g., each individual C file constitutes a separate, implicit build target).
Extraction of all this information on build targets seems not beneficial. Instead, what is
more useful than a complete representation of all possible build tasks is a specification of
a kind of “public interface” of the build infrastructure. This, again, opts for a declarative
approach for defining build tasks. In turn, similar to roles, the modeled build tasks need to
evolve together with the actual build tasks in the product line build system. However, as
only a subset of all build tasks are required to be modeled—those that shall be externally
available—, the effort for this should as well be manageable.

7.4. Declaration: Modeling Staged Derivation in Multi–Product-Lines
As described in the previous section, configuration stages, build tasks, and stakeholder
roles have little potential to be extracted efficiently. The staged derivation approach
therefore centers around explicit, declarative modeling of the staged derivation process.
The approach extends the declaration approach for modeling product lines, their compositions, and their products via PLiCFacade and PLiCInstance models (as presented in
Section 5.4). First, the extended approach supports explicit modeling of configuration
stages, build tasks, stakeholder roles, and the constraints that need to hold for them.
Second, it facilitates the composition of all those entities in multi–product-line contexts.
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the PLiCFacade model required to model staged
buildTask
derivation in the context of a single product line.
ImportConstraint

Validator

Each PLiCFacade model now may have a number of ConfigurationStages assigned. The
stages are ordered via followsOn associations. Each of the stages may have an arbitrary
number ofPLiCFacadeRef
BuildTask elements. These elements represent an actual build task in the
product line
base by describing its file (e.g., src/Makefile), its type (e.g., GNU make),
+ref : asset
PLiCFacade
and its target name (e.g., all). Each configuration stage has a defaultBuildTask that denotes
the final build task that needs to be successfully executed in order to proceed to the next
configuration stage.
Build task order dependencies can be modeled between build tasks of arbitrary type (e.g.,
make, ant, MWE, executables) with dependsOn associations. In some cases, a modeled
build task dependency
has an actual correspondence in the asset base managed by an
children
external tool. One particular example is GNU make, that allows to define prerequisite
targets for a make target. This fact can be modeled with managedDependsOn associations.
This way, the PLiC infrastructure knows about the build task dependency, while it can
leverage the optimization of the external tool during product generation.
Previously (cf. Figure 5.3), Validator elements could only be defined on a global product
line scope. Now, each individual build task can have its own Validator elements assigned.
A validator identifies a set of constraints files to be checked by a particular constraint check
plug-in (e.g., Xpand Check, OCL, Xtend 2, or Java). These build-task–specific constraints
need to hold before the build task can be executed.
Next to these build-tasks–specific constraints, it is also possible to model stakeholder roles
and their configuration permissions and restrictions. In order to do so, each PLiCFacade
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managedDependsOn
StakeholderRole
+name : String

Grant
+stakeholderRoles : List<StakeholderRole>
+configurationFiles : List<ConfigFileType>
Validator

Restriction
+stakeholderRoles : List<StakeholderRole>

+pluginID : ID
+constraints : List<URI>
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imports

PLiCFacade

PLiCFacadeRef
+ref : PLiCFacade

Importing a configuration stage requires that
its corresponding PLiCFacade model is referenced
via a PLiCFacadeRef element.

ConfigurationStage

ImportDependency
-managed : boolean

source
target

BuildTask

buildTask
ImportConstraint

Validator

PLiCFacadeRef
+ref : PLiCFacade

Figure 7.6.: A configuration stage import mechanism and capabilities to add further build task dependencies
and constraints enables the composition of stages in multi–product-line contexts.

defines a set of StakeholderRoles. These roles inherit permissions and restrictions from
other roles via parent associations. Grant and Restriction model elements, which are
children
defined for each configuration stage individually, reference the defined stakeholder roles.
A Grant element defines which stakeholderRoles are generally allowed to access which
configurationFiles in the configuration stage.1 The general allowance to edit individual
configuration files can be limited by Restriction elements. Each restriction assigns a set
of stakeholderRoles to a set of stakeholder-specific Validator elements. The constraints
referenced by those elements denote stakeholder-specific restrictions, which can be used,
for example, to warn or prevent inexperienced stakeholders from editing configuration
options with unexpected side effects. Finally, a mechanism is provided to model the
single stakeholders (e.g., the sales architect Bob) in a product derivation project. Therefore, each PLiCInstance model can define Stakeholders that can be members of multiple
StakeholderRoles from which they inherit the grants and restrictions.
7.4.2. Modeling Compositions of Staged
Product
Lines
List<String>
Grant
VariableBinder

Figure 7.6 shows the extensions of the PLiCFacade model required to model the composition of staged product lines in multi–product-line contexts. As mentioned in the
motivating example in Section 7.1.3, composition is required for configuration stages,
build tasks, and stakeholders, as well as for the constraints assigned to them.
As illustrated previously (cf. Figure 5.3), a hierarchy of product lines is defined via PLiCFacadeRef elements, which draw a reference from the PLiCFacade model of a product line to
the PLiCFacade models of its sub–product-lines. When such a reference is established, a
ConfigurationStage (cf. Figure 7.6) defined in the referencing product line is allowed to
import a configuration stage defined in referenced PLiCFacade models.
The idea behind the stage import mechanism is that the referencing product line has
its own flow of configuration stages, which initially needs to be modeled completely
1 Next

to management of configuration permissions, a similar grant mechanism can easily be implemented
to manage the build tasks execution permissions of different stakeholder roles, if desired.
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and independently of the others. Then, at the appropriate locations, configuration
stages of other product lines can be imported. Using this import mechanism has several
consequences. Primarily, the Grants and Restrictions defined in the imported stage become
activated. Furthermore, the BuildTasks defined in the imported stage become accessible.
In order to leverage an external build task in the importing configuration stage, it can
be wired up with another build task using an ImportBuildDependency element. It affects
the build order calculation as if the build dependencies were modeled with dependsOn in
Figure 7.5. In contrast to the dependsOn association, the ImportBuildDependency can be
used to draw dependencies among arbitrary, in particular imported build tasks. In case
the dependencies of build tasks in different product lines are managed by an external tool,
such as GNU make, the managed flag of the import build dependency can be set to true.
Finally, an importing configuration stage can add further build-task–specific constraints to
an imported build tasks. For this purpose, an ImportBuildConstraint element can be used
to assign a set of further Validator elements to an imported build task.
Finally, it is necessary to support the composition of stakeholder roles across product line
boundaries. The standard inheritance mechanism of role-based access control (association
parent in Figure 7.5) already provides for this functionality. It enables composing more
complex roles out of simpler ones. By creating a new role that has parents located in
referenced PLiCFacade models, and by adding further Grants and Restrictions referring to
this role, the composition of stakeholder roles and of their permissions and restrictions
becomes possible across product line boundaries.

7.5. Restriction: Constraining the Staged Derivation Process
Using the restriction principle, the staged derivation process can be comprehensively automated. This section illustrates how the PLiC modeling approach facilitates describing all
motivating examples from Section 7.1 in a formal manner. Doing so, the PLiC framework
can provide various additional functionalities. Additional tool support is provided for
build task integration (Section 7.5.1), stakeholder process guidance (Section 7.5.2), and
multi–product-line support (Section 7.5.3).
7.5.1. Build Tasks Integration

Figure 7.7 depicts the model for the first illustrative example presented in Figure 7.1. The
figure shows the InitialContact stage modeled in the PLiCFacade model during domain
engineering of the SmartHome product line. It describes the actual build tasks available:
generateProductSpecification, generateCommercialConditions, and calculateEnergySavingROI. The model unambiguously defines the build tasks via denoting their file, their type,
and, if required, the name of their build target. To provide the configuration stage
with a single standard build task, an additional, “virtual” build task model element has
been added (initialContactDefaultTask). It does not represent an actual build task in
the product line asset base. If it is executed via the PLiC build infrastructure, however,
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smarthome : PLiCFacade

InitialContact : ConfigurationStage

// Example constraint from file: /SmartHome/src/energycalc.sh.chk
...
context PlicInstance ERROR "To calculate the energy saving ROI, " +
"the NoInhabitants attribute must be > 0 in the feature model config." :
this.fmConf().energySavingFeature.noInhabitants > 0;
...

standardTask

generateProductSpecification : BuildTask
file : URI = /SmartHome/src/Makefile
type : String = "make"
target : String = "genspec"
generateCommercialConditions : BuildTask

generateccValidator : Validator

file : URI = /SmartHome/src/build.xml
type : String = "ant"
target : String = "generateCC"

pluginID : ID = chk
constraints : List<URI> = {/SmartHome/src/build.xml.chk}

calculateEnergySavingROI : BuildTask

initialContactDefaultTask : BuildTask
file : URI = none
type : String = "virtual"
target : String = ""

energycalcValidator : Validator
dependsOn

file : URI = /SmartHome/src/energycalc
type : String = "system"
target : String = ""

pluginID : ID = chk
constraints : List<URI> = {/SmartHome/src/energycalc.chk}

initialContactDefaultValidator : Validator
pluginID : ID = chk
constraints : List<URI> = {SmartHome/src/initialDefault.chk}

Figure 7.7.: The build tasks of SmartHome in the configuration stage InitialContact.

the two actual build tasks it depends on are invoked: generateProductSpecification and
generateCommercialConditions. Finally, some of the build tasks have Validator elements
attached, which link to implemented constraint files (e.g., in the Xpand Check language).
The example constraint shown in Figure 7.7 defines that the NoInhabitants attribute must
be set to a value higher than zero in order to execute the calculateEnergySavingROI build
task.
The model and the defined constraints serve as input for the tool support developed for
the PLiC approach, which provides for build-task–specific consistency checking and for
dependency management and execution of build tasks of arbitrary build mechanisms. The
implementation of both functionalities in the PLiC framework is explained subsequently.
7.5.1.1. Build-Task–Specific Consistency Checking

For deriving a product from the product line, the configuring stakeholder first selects the
current stage and the prospected build task from a GUI. The prospected build tasks are
those that the stakeholder wishes to execute. When selected, the background builder
(cf. Section 5.6.1) of the PLiC framework traverses the PLiCFacade model and only
evaluates those constraint that are valid for the current stage and the prospected build
task, as well as all constraints of other build tasks it depends on (modeled via dependsOn
associations, managedDependsOn associations, and ImportBuildDependency elements).
The inconsistencies are reported with textual guidance in the Eclipse problems view
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Figure 7.8.: Several GUIs provide facilities to select the current configuration stage, the prospected build
task, or display the currently relevant set of inconsistencies in a dedicated view.

(cf. Figure 7.8), together with those configuration constraints that need to hold always, in
all configuration stages (cf. Chapter 5).
The constraints are reevaluated in the background each time a configuration artifact
changes, or when the current stage or the prospected build tasks are changed in the GUI.
In line with Chapter 6, the (semi-)automated fixing of inconsistencies, both via declarative
and imperative fixes (cf. Section 6.5) is also supported for build-task–specific constraints.
By making the validity of the configuration dependent on the current stage and the
prospected build tasks, the constraint violations that are reported by the tool are minimized
to a subset that is actually necessary to accomplish the prospected build tasks. This allows
the configuration stakeholder to strictly focus on the actually relevant configuration
constraints.
This is particularly useful for stages that are long running and in which, most of the
time, only intermediate build tasks are executed. For example, if the stage Development
of a SmartHome requires the implementation of additional modules, the developer will
most of the time only execute the build tasks for compiling and testing the new module.
Inconsistency messages regarding later build tasks in the same development stage, which
regard the correct configuration of integrated system tests, packaging, and installer
creation, only would distract the developer from focusing on the actual implementation
task. Using the PLiC framework, the developer simply can select the “module test” build
task as the prospected build task, and inconsistency messages regarding later build tasks
are masked.
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7.5.1.2. Build Task Dependency and Execution Management Across Build Tools

By declaring the file, the type, and the target of a build task in BuildTask model elements,
the automated execution of build tasks across various build tools becomes easily possible.
During product derivation, the stakeholder can select the build task to execute from a
further GUI in the PLiC framework. After a final check for build task consistency (as
described in the previous Section 7.5.1) a topological order is calculated based on the
dependsOn links of build tasks.2
Executing build tasks of various build tools via a single integrated GUI eases building
product assets, while build task dependencies across build tools become explicit in models
and are not hidden in any other kind of build script. Note that this mechanism should
not be a replacement of existing build tools, such as ant or make. Rather the build tasks
modeled can be seen as the “public interface” of those tools. They ease product building
for less experienced stakeholders by making the most crucial build tasks explicit.
The actual execution of a build task is implemented via a plug-in mechanism (like also for
configuration and validation mechanisms, cf. Figure 5.4 for the architecture of the PLiC
framework). The currently developed plug-ins support build tasks based on make, ant,
MWE, and arbitrary other executables. The invocation interface is shown in Listing 7.1:
Listing 7.1: Interface to be implemented by product builder plug-ins.
public i n t e r f a c e I P r o d u c t B u i l d e r {
D i a g n o s t i c execute ( F i l e b u i l d F i l e , S t r i n g taskName ) ;
}

The interface function requires the path to the build file and the name of the task to
execute (e.g., the make targets “compile”, or “clean”) as an input. For simplification, it is
assumed that all input parameters of a build task are configured via configuration files
(e.g., such as the property value file of the Apache ant build task TMRtrafo in Figure 7.3).
This way, product builder plug-ins can completely refrain from dealing with parameters in
order to invoke a build task.3
7.5.2. Stakeholder-Specific Process Guidance

Figure 7.9 shows the second motivating example of Figure 7.2 as a model. The PLiCFacade
model of the SmartHome product line defines the three stakeholder roles: SalesArchitect,
SeniorArchitect, and Developer.
Within the InitialContact configuration stage, both the sales and the senior architect is
granted access to the feature model only (salesSeniorInitialGrant). For the sales architect
2 Note,

that build tasks that only depend on others via managedDependsOn links can be ignored for actual
build task execution. The corresponding build tools (e.g., make) decide whether to execute them.
3 A further extension to the PLiC framework [ELSP11b] takes a different approach. It explicitly models build
variables of build tasks in PLiCFacade models and enables binding of the variables in the PLiCInstance
models and in the PLiC GUI directly prior to build task execution.
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smarthome : PLiCFacade
InitialContact : ConfigurationStage

SalesArchitect : StakeholderRole

salesSeniorInitialGrant : Grant
stakeholderRoles : List<StakeholderRole> = {SalesArchitect, SeniorArchitect}
configurationFiles : List<ConfigFileType> = {featureModel}

SeniorArchitect : StakeholderRole

salesInitialRestriction : Restriction
stakeholderRoles : List<StakeholderRole> = {SalesArchitect}

Developer : StakeholderRole
salesInitialValidator : Validator
pluginID : ID = chk
constraints : List<URI> = {/SmartHome/src/salesInitRestriction.chk}
//From: /SmartHome/src/salesInitRestriction.chk
...
context PlicInstance WARNING "(QHUJ\6DYLQJ³+
³IHDWXUHVHOHFWHG. <RXPLJKWZDQWWRH[HFXWHWKH´+
³EXLOGWDVNVIRUFDOFXODWLQJWKHIHDWXUH¶V52,.´:
this.fmConf().energySavingFeature.selected &&
this.fmConf().energySavingFeature.hasChanged();
...

ContractNegotiation : ConfigurationStage

salesSeniorNegotiationGrant : Grant
stakeholderRoles : List<StakeholderRole> = {SalesArchitect, SeniorArchitect}
configurationFiles : List<ConfigFileType> = {featureModel, houseModel}
salesNegotiationRestriction : Restriction
stakeholderRoles : List<StakeholderRole> = {SalesArchitect}

//From: /SmartHome/src/salesNegRestriction.chk
...
context PlicInstance ERROR "&KDQJHRIIHDWXUH³+
³EXUJODU$ODUPQRWDOORZHGIRU6DOHV$UFKLWHFW´:
this.fmConf().burglarAlarmFeature.hasChanged();
«
«
context PlicInstance ERROR "&KDQJHRIHOHPHQWV³+
³RIW\SH$ODUP6HQVRUQRWDOORZHGIRU6DOHV$UFKLWHFW´:
this.houseConf().hasChangedByType(AlarmSensor);
...

salesNegotiationValidator : Validator
pluginID : ID = chk
constraints : List<URI> = {/SmartHome/src/salesNegRestriction.chk}

Development : ConfigurationStage

developerDevelopmentGrant : Grant
stakeholderRoles : List<StakeholderRole> = {Developer}
configurationFiles : List<ConfigFileType> = {featureModel, houseModel}

Figure 7.9.: The permissions and restrictions of the stakeholders SalesArchitect, SeniorArchitect, and
Developer of SmartHome modeled as Grants and Restrictions of PLiCFacade models.

role, a further restriction (salesInitialRestriction) is defined. It contains one validator
element (salesInitialValidator) pointing to an Xpand Check constraint file, which reminds
the sales architect to execute the build task for calculating the return on invest of the
energy feature as soon as it is set from false to true.
Constraints that query whether a configuration option has just been changed need to be
implemented in a different way than constraints for conventional consistency checks. This
is due to the fact that not only information on the new state of the configuration that
shall be saved must be taken into account. The old state of the configuration before the
stakeholder has applied changes needs to be considered as well, in order to evaluate the
differences to check whether to allow or to discard the changes. For this purpose, several
convenience functions have been implemented that provide access to the new state, the
old state, and the differences between the configurations.4 In Figure 7.9, for example, the
4 As
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implemented constraint makes use of the function hasChanged(), which evaluates whether
the selection state of the energy saving feature has been altered during configuration.
In the second configuration stage ContractNegotiation, both the sales architect and the
senior architect are granted access to both the feature model and the domain-specific house
model. Again the actions of the sales architect are restricted. The function hasChanged()
is used again to query whether the burglar alarm feature has been changed. A further
convenience function enables to query whether any model element of a certain type in the
whole subtree of a model has changed: hasChangedByType(). Note that both constraints
are defined using the ERROR keyword of Xpand Check (not the WARNING keyword as in
the previously explained constraint). This indicates that the constraints strictly need to
hold, and the sales architect should not have any measures to circumvent the constraint.
Finally, in the third configuration stage Development, only the Developer role is allowed
to change the configuration models (developerDevelopmentGrant model element). In the
following, the tool support is explained that the PLiC framework provides to stakeholders
on the basis of this model.
7.5.2.1. Tool Support for Stakeholder Guidance

During product derivation, the actual configuring Stakeholders (e.g., sales architect Bob),
and their relation to StakeholderRoles (via the memberOf association), are defined in
the PLiCInstance model (cf. Figure 7.5). Currently implemented via a login GUI, a user
identifies as a certain stakeholder. From this time on, the files the stakeholder opens are
monitored via the Eclipse infrastructure. When opening one of the configuration files
defined in the PLiCInstance model, a lookup is started whether the stakeholder is granted
change rights during the currently running configuration stage (Grant model element). If
this is not the case, the Eclipse infrastructure is instructed to disable saving.5
In case the stakeholder is granted access, editing is enabled. The stakeholder may freely
edit the configuration file of arbitrary type, until he or she decides to save the file. As
the Eclipse IDE enables hooking into the save functionality, it becomes possible to create
a model from the new state of the configuration file, on which the stakeholder-specific
constraints may be executed. As already mentioned, the constraint checks also may
access the differences to the old state of the configuration model (e.g., via the function
hasChanged()). In case all stakeholder-specific constraints hold, the save action will be
completed. Otherwise, the message attached to the constraints is displayed, which will
inform the stakeholder which changes resulted in warnings or errors.
Warnings can be used to explain unexpected side effects or to give further hints how to
proceed in the derivation process (e.g., execution of the build task for ROI calculation).
model comparison framework EMF Compare. EMF Compare homepage: http://www.eclipse.org/emft/
projects/compare/, visited 2011-11-12.
5 Disabling of saving works for configuration files of any type, as long as the files are opened with an editor
that plugs into the Eclipse environment. Currently, all configuration file types supported by the PLiC
framework have such editors.
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Errors result in strictly prohibiting the saving of a configuration file, no matter which
configuration mechanism it is based on. While possible, strict prohibition may not always
be the best option. Sole warnings, together with useful warning messages, may often be
as useful, but less incommoding to stakeholders.6
7.5.3. Composition of Staged Product Lines

The final examples address the modeling of configuration stages, build tasks, and stakeholder roles across product line boundaries. Figure 7.10 shows how the build tasks
of the development stages of the SmartHome product line (left-hand side) and of the
SafetyPLiC (right-hand side) are composed to constitute the SafeHome development
stage (center). The model explicitly formalizes this composition, which has already been
motivated informally in Figure 7.3. The SmartHome product line provides build tasks for
model transformations and code generation (house2comp, comp2osgi, osgi2code) in its
configuration stage Development. The SafetyPLiC, in turn, provides two further build tasks.
One enriches an input model with triple modular redundancy functionality (TMRtrafo)
and the other generates appropriate code (TMRgenerate) from an enriched model.
All model elements required for composing SmartHome’s Development stage and the
SafetyPLiC’s SafetyDevelopment stage are located in the center of Figure 7.10 and belong
to the SafeHome product line. Within SafeHome’s PLiCFacade model, a new configuration
stage (SafeHomeDevelopment) is created. It references the two other configuration stages
via import associations. These denote the fact that the two other stages will run in parallel,
as soon as a stakeholder enters the SafeHomeDevelopment stage.
Basically, all model elements contained in the SafeHomeDevelopment stage serve one
of two purposes: enforcing (1) the correct execution order of the imported build tasks
or enforcing (2) consistent configuration input for the imported build tasks. To ensure
that the build task are executed in the right order, ImportDependencies are defined (id1 to
id5). They have exactly the same semantics on calculation of the build order as dependsOn
associations. Their only difference is that ImportDependencies may add dependency links
from and to externally defined build tasks, whereas dependsOn links always are defined as
part of the dependent build task. The dependencies id1 to id3 impose an order on the
build tasks of SmartHome and the SafetyPLiC. The dependencies id4 and id5, in contrast,
wire up the newly defined build task generateAllCode with the other ones. The build task
generateAllCode is a virtual build task and does not build anything on its own. However, as
it is dependent on the build tasks osgi2code and TMRgenerate, its execution will transitively
trigger the execution of all other defined build tasks.
Finally, the ImportConstraint tmrgenConstraint adds further build-task–specific constraints
to the externally defined build task TMRgenerate. As for ImportDependencies, the semantics
6 As

a further possible alternative, impermissible changes could be logged by the PLiC framework, and a
responsible person could be in charge to approve or discard the changes in question. In the current
implementation, only strict prevention of the save action and the displaying of textual warnings to the
configuring stakeholder are supported.
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safehhome : PLiCFacade

plicFacadeRef

smarthome : PLiCFacade

plicFacadeRef

imports
Development : ConfigurationStage

house2comp : BuildTask
file : URI = /SmartHome/src/h2c.mwe
type : String = "mwe"
target : String = ""
dependsOn
comp2osgi : BuildTask
file : URI = /SmartHome/src/c2o.mwe
type : String = "mwe"
target : String = ""

safetyplic : PLiCFacade

imports
SafeHomeDevelopment : ConfigurationStage

target

source

id1 : ImportDependency

TMRtrafo : BuildTask

managed : boolean = false
source

SafetyDevelopment : ConfigurationStage

target

id2 : ImportDependency

file : URI = /SafetyPLiC/src/build.xml
type : String = "ant"
target : String = "tmrtrafo"

managed : boolean = false
target

source

id3 : ImportDependency
managed : boolean = false

dependsOn
osgi2code : BuildTask

buildTask

tmrgenConstraint : ImportConstraint

file : URI = /SmartHome/src/o2c.mwe
type : String = "mwe"
target : String = ""

dependsOn
TMRgenerate : BuildTask
file : URI = /SafetyPLiC/src/build.xml
type : String = "ant"
target : String = "tmrgenerate"

tmrgenValidator : Validator
pluginID : ID = chk
constraints : List<URI> = {...}

target

target
id4 : ImportDependency

id5 : ImportDependency

managed : boolean = false managed : boolean = false
source

generateAllCode : BuildTask
file : URI = none
type : String = "virtual"
target : String = ""

source

//From: /SafeHome/src/tmrgenConstraint.chk
...
context PlicInstance ERROR "3DUDPHWHU´+
³LQSXW0RGHOQRWYDOLGIRU6DIH+RPH´:
this.antPropConf().getProp(³LQSXW0RGHO´).
suggest(³/SmartHome/gen/osgi.[PL´).
equals(³/SmartHome/gen/osgi.[PL´);
...

Figure 7.10.: Composing the configuration stages and build tasks of SafeHome.
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+nameDeveloper
: String
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With Related Work
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Grant
+name : String
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smarthome : PLiCFacade

plicFacadeRef

safehhome : PLiCFacade

parent
Developer : StakeholderRole

safetyplic : PLiCFacade

plicFacadeRef

parent
SafeHomeDeveloper : StakeholderRole

SafetyDeveloper : StakeholderRole

Inherits all Grants an Restriction from its parents

Figure 7.11.: Stakeholder roles inheriting their permissions via the parent association.

configuration [CHE05b, HCH09, WDSB09, BNGR11], this thesis illustrates its concepts via
“slice-of-life” examples [Sha02, Sha03], retaining the essentials from industrial experience.
The approach improves on existing work in multiple ways: It enables the use of multiple
heterogeneous configuration and product generation mechanisms, provides support for
build-task–specific constraints checks, tool-independent build task execution, stakeholderspecific configuration restrictions, and considers multi–product-lines.
In contrast to previous approaches, configuration models, configuration stages, and
stakeholder roles constitute dedicated entities. This decouples these elements and enables expressing much more complex and realistic derivation settings than in previous
approaches. In [CHE05b], for example, each stage is modeled as a separate feature
model, in [HCH09], in turn, stakeholders cannot be provided with individual process
guidance per stage. In the PLiC staged derivation approach, in contrast, a configuration stage simply denotes one phase during product derivation, without further inherent
semantics. A stage constitutes a mere container, which can be filled with build tasks,
build-task–specific constraints, and stakeholder grants and restrictions. Due to this genericity, it also covers the elements previously suggested for modeling staged derivation
[CHE05b, HCH09, WDSB09, BNGR11] and provides appropriate tool support.
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feature is the composition of configuration
imports
Importing a configuration stage requires that
its corresponding
PLiCFacade model is referenced
stages in multi–product-line contexts. The
import mechanisms
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initialContactDefaultValidator
: Validator
source
productPLiCFacadeRef
lines with it. DueImportDependency
to the difficulty to access
real-worldBuildTask
data and the amount
of: List<URI> = {/SmartHome/src/ene
constraints
pluginID
: ID = chk
target
: List<URI> = {SmartHome/src/initialDef
work associated
with it, such
an: boolean
extensive validation
must be yielded to future constraints
research.
+ref : PLiCFacade
-managed
buildTask

The PLiC staged derivation approach is technology independent and wires up build tasks
ImportConstraint
Validator
of arbitrary technologies while dealing with their dependencies. De Jonge’s build-level
components [dJ05], in contrast, require one fixed toolset. In the notion of the author, a
followsOn
build-level
component consists of one or more directories containing
source files, together
PLiCFacadeRef
with +ref
the: PLiCFacade
logic for building a product from the source files. Just as product line components,
PLiCFacade
ConfigurationStage
build-level components can be hierarchically stacked
[dJ04]. The author proposes to use
+name : String
one dedicated build tool (the “autotools” suite), which provides a standardized build
defaultBuildTask
parent
interface (the targets: all, clean, install, check,
...) for deriving products. Doing so, the
author does neither provide a concept how to integrate different kinds of build tools, nor
StakeholderRole

BuildTask
+file : URI
+type : String
+target : String

Grant
+stakeholderRoles : List<StakeholderRole>
+configurationFiles : List<ConfigFileType>

children
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List<String>
Grant VariableBinder
managed : boolean = false

Restriction
+stakeholderRoles : List<StakeholderRole>

Validator
+pluginID : ID
+constraints : List<URI>

7.7. Validation Objectives for Staged Derivation

does he address how to flexibly wire up elementary build tasks from different build-level
components to more complex ones.

7.7. Validation Objectives for Staged Derivation
The PLiC approach for staged derivation in particular makes use of the declaration
principle. Various elements, from configuration stages over stakeholder roles and build
tasks to their composition, need to be modeled additionally. The extraction principle
remains unchanged. Although the restriction principle now supports constraints with a
scope limited to certain build tasks and stakeholders, its technical foundations of checking
and fixing remain the same.
As the PLiC staged derivation approach is based on the checking and fixing approach, all
validation issues from V1 to V7 need to be shown as well. This is particularly true for the
demand on scalability (V4, Section 5.8): It must be possible to execute a large number of
constraints, spread over multiple constraint files, with a decent performance.
Next to general feasibility, the staged derivation approach adds the following validation
objective to be shown in Chapter 8:
V8: Show that the declaration effort for staged derivation is reasonable. To ensure
the light-weight applicability of the approach, the usage of the staged derivation
approach must not have an overly negative effect on the introduction effort.

7.8. Chapter Summary
This chapter has completed the PLiC approach by adding automated support for staged
derivation and product generation. Its distinguishing feature compared to all previous
approaches is that it explicitly considers build tasks, stakeholders, and multi–product-lines
during staged product derivation. Tool support is provided that facilitates build-task–
specific consistency checks, build task dependency and execution management across
build tools, and stakeholder process guidance, both for single and for compositions of
multiple product lines.
By enabling automated configuration checking, fixing, and product generation, the PLiC
approach is unique in providing complete automated support for staged derivation in
heterogeneous multi–product-lines over the whole product derivation process. In order
to evaluate the full impact of the approach and proof its applicability, the validation
objectives collected in the previous chapters will be addressed subsequently.
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This thesis targets an approach for automated product derivation in heterogeneous and
staged multi–product-lines. The distinguishing requirements with respect to previous
approaches are light-weight, little-invasive, and comprehensive applicability (cf. Section 3.4).
This chapter assesses the fulfillment of these requirements and of other quantitative
and qualitative aspects of the approach, in particular, regarding its technical scalability.
First, general facts are provided on the prototype developed for this thesis: the PLiC
framework (Section 8.1). Then, Section 8.2 addresses the validation objectives gathered
in the previous chapters (Sections 5.8, 6.8, and 7.7). Finally, this chapter discusses the
application of the PLiC approach from a lifecycle perspective, ranging from introduction
and evolution of the approach to its phaseout (Section 8.3).

8.1. Facts on the PLiC Framework
The PLiC framework is a prototypical tool that implements the product line component
approach. It enriches the integrated development environment Eclipse with functionalities
for configuration checking, fixing, and staged derivation. It incrementally adapts to user
needs: It can be used for general configuration checking only (as in Chapter 5), for checking and associated fixing (as in Chapter 6), as well as for fully-fledged staged derivation
process support including stakeholder process guidance and build task integration (as in
Chapter 7). It is based on the Modelware technology space [Bez05] and makes use of
the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [emf], which is based on OMG’s Essential MOF
[Obj06], the de-facto standard for modeling.
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Converter
Converter
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PLiC Framework
Automated Extraction

Additional Declaration

Explicit Restriction

Figure 8.1.: The architecture of the PLiC framework tool.

Figure 8.1 gives a brief overview of the general tool architecture of the PLiC framework
as it already has been introduced in Figure 5.4. Without plug-ins for model conversion,
validation, and product building, it comprises 10.400 lines of code (LOC) in 129 Java
classes. The Core component provides the PLiCMetamodel for describing PLiCFacade
and PLiCInstance models (comprising approximately 30 model classes and 60 model
attributes and references), helper functions, and it also defines extension interfaces.
The Builder component is invoked transparently in the background and makes use of
Converter plug-ins to convert configuration artifacts into models. Validator plug-ins provide
constraint checking functionality for different validation languages. The UI component
implements those functionalities that are explicitly invoked by users. This includes the
Fixing GUI for applying fixes (cf. Figure 6.5), GUIs for entering the current state in the
staging process (the current stakeholder, configuration stage and the prospected build
task, cf. Figure 7.8), and others, for example for invoking build tasks of arbitrary types
using ProductBuilder plug-ins. Converter, validator, and product builder plug-ins extend
Eclipse using its extension point mechanism. Additional plug-ins for new configuration
mechanisms, constraint checking and fixing languages, and other build tools can thus be
integrated using clear interfaces.

Adopting a different viewpoint, the three PLiC principles—automatic extraction, additional
declaration, and explicit restriction—can be located in the tool architecture: The extraction
principle resides in the Converter plug-ins, which extract the configuration data from
configuration files to models and serialize them back again. The declaration principle
is found in the PLiCMetamodel, which provides the modeling language for describing
product line characteristics that cannot be extracted (e.g., stage information). Finally, the
restriction principle is implemented via Validator plug-ins, which provide languages for
inconsistency checking and fixing.
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8.2. Validation
This section validates the practical feasibility of the PLiC approach. After some general
remarks on the validation method (Section 8.2.1), an overview of the validation is
provided (Section 8.2.2). The detailed validation follows subsequently (Sections 8.2.3
to 8.2.8).
8.2.1. General Remarks on the Validation Method

The validation in this thesis centers around exemplary application of the approach to
the two multi–product-lines I4Copter and SafeHome. As explained in Section 1.2.2,
the term validation is used in a general sense throughout this thesis. In line with
Shaw [Sha02, Sha03], any attempt that tries to convince the targeted audience of the
asserted contribution is referred to as validation. Various validation methods are being
used in software engineering: They range from analysis and experience to examples and
plain persuasion.
Shaw assesses the quality of a validation method via comparing the acceptance rates of
papers that use different validation methods at premier software engineering conferences.
For the International Software Engineering Conference 2002, these were: Experience
24 %, Analysis 23 %, Example 20 %, Evaluation 5 %, Persuasion 0 % [Sha03].
According to Shaw [Sha02, Sha03], exemplary application is among the most successful
validation practices, as long as the examples constitute “slices of life”: Despite being
simpler, they retain the essence of the problem to solve. Chapter 2 argues that the chosen
examples are non-trivial and reveal exactly those staged and heterogeneous characteristics
that hamper automation of product derivation and therefore can be considered as such
slices of life.
Next to evaluation via exemplary application, the following accompanying validation
methods were used: The technical scalability was measured via benchmarking, whereas
the improvements on configuration time were gathered in an experimental user study.
8.2.2. Validation Overview

The validation will be arranged along the PLiC application process (Section 5.6.4), which
defines the seven steps to be performed in order to apply the PLiC approach. The seven
steps of the application process have different validation needs. Not all steps are equally
relevant for providing evidence for its applicability:
1. Identify derivation mechanisms.
As the identification of derivation mechanisms is a prerequisite for any form of
product derivation, the associated effort is not further evaluated. The mechanisms
identified for the I4Copter and the SafeHome product line have been reported on in
Chapter 2.
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2. Select or develop plug-ins.
It must be ensured that the development effort of plug-ins does not hamper the
applicability of the approach. The exemplary validation based on the development
effort of seven extractors will follow in Section 8.2.3.
3. Prepare product lines for application.
The changes required for applying the approach to the example product lines need
to be analyzed. The validation based on the two example product lines will follow
in Section 8.2.4.
4. Create PLiCFacades and PLiCInstance templates.
The additional declaration effort for product line and product characteristics (via
PLiCFacade and PLiCInstance models) must be reasonable. The validation based on
the two example product lines will follow in Section 8.2.5.
5. Define initial constraints.
Configuration dependencies need to be identified and formulated as constraints. As
any configuration checking approach requires this task, no explicit validation has
been performed concerning constraint mining and definition. A report on the constraint definition for the two example product lines will be given in Section 8.2.6.1.
6. Configure products using PLiCInstance models.
A checking and fixing approach of practical use needs to scale to a large number of
constraints and should decrease the product configuration effort. The validation via
benchmarks and a user study will follow in Section 8.2.6.
7. Constantly maintain and improve constraints.
Finally, the constraints need to be maintained and improved during evolution of
the product line. No validation data has been gathered regarding evolution. A
discussion that comprises the whole lifecycle of applying the PLiC approach and
that also addresses evolution of constraints and of the created models will follow in
Section 8.3.
Whereas the steps 1, 5, and 7 will be tackled via reports and discussions only, the steps 2,
3, 4, and 6 will be explicitly validated in the following four subsections (Sections 8.2.3
to 8.2.6). Aligned to the goal question metric (GQM) approach [BCR94], each of the
four subsections is dedicated to one goal to be shown for the PLiC approach (e.g., show
little-invasive applicability). The validation objectives V1 to V8 gathered in the previous
chapters (Sections 5.8, 6.8 and 7.7) can be assigned to these four goals. Each objective
characterizes the object of measurement (e.g., changes necessary for application) and
the way to achieve the respective goal (e.g., show that only little invasive changes were
necessary). Therefore, although this thesis does not strictly follow the GQM methodology,
objectives have a similar purpose as the questions of the GQM approach. The following
list shows the assignment of the goals to the objectives, along with the metrics used for
validating the objectives:
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• Section 8.2.3: Show reasonable development effort for the extraction principle.
– V1: Show that the development effort for converters is reasonable.
Used metric: Lines of code
– V5: Show that the development effort for serializers is reasonable.
Used Metric: Lines of code
• Section 8.2.4: Show little-invasive applicability of the extraction principle.
– V3: Show that only little invasive changes are necessary for application.
Used Metric: Lines of code
• Section 8.2.5: Show light-weight applicability of the declaration principle.
– V2: Show that applying the declaration principle results in little effort.
Used Metric: Number of model elements
– V8: Show that the declaration effort for staged derivation is reasonable.
Used Metric: Number of model elements
• Section 8.2.6: Show performance and scalability of the restriction principle.
– V4: Show the scalability of configuration checking.
Used Metric: Constraint executions per second
– V6: Show that the execution impact of declarative model fixing is acceptable.
Used Metric: Constraint executions per second of declarative model fixing
divided by constraint executions per second of imperative model fixing
– V7: Show that automated fixing improves on configuration time.
Used Metric: Time required for configuration with automated fixing divided
by time required for configuration without automated fixing
The rationale for using these particular metrics is given in the respective subsections. The
validation within the following four subsections covers all PLiC principles (extraction,
declaration, and restriction, as presented in Chapter 4), and the two general requirements
of the PLiC approach, light-weight and little-invasive applicability. The requirement of
comprehensive applicability of the approach to a variety of different derivation mechanisms will be discussed, among other issues, in Section 8.2.7. Finally, Section 8.2.8
addresses threats to validity.
8.2.3. Development Effort for Converters and Serializers

The extraction principle fosters the use of automated converters and serializers for dealing
with configuration information. Each time a further configuration technique needs to be
added, additional converters and serializers need to be developed. In the following, it shall
be shown that the development effort for the extraction principle has been reasonably low
for the seven different configuration mechanisms implemented so far. These configuration
mechanisms comprehensively cover a wide range of legacy configuration mechanisms
used in practice.
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Configuration
Mechanisms
Specific Mechanisms
Ecore Models
XML Schema
Xtext Grammars
P::V Feature Models
Kconfig Language
Generic Mechanisms
CPP Header
Property-Value Files

Total
LOC

MM Conversion

Thereof:
M Serializer

M Conversion + Rest

Used
Technology

105 LOC
184 LOC
263 LOC
1573 LOC
544 LOC

10 LOC
62 LOC
121 LOC
245 LOC
124 LOC

22 LOC
21 LOC
29 LOC
971 LOC
214 LOC

73 LOC
101 LOC
113 LOC
357 LOC
206 LOC

Java (EMF)
Java (EMF)
Java (EMF)
Java (XML)
plain Java

487 LOC
216 LOC

(5 MME)
(7 MME)

247 LOC
47 LOC

240 LOC
169 LOC

Java (+CPP)
plain Java

MM: Metamodel | M: Model | LOC: Lines of code | MME: Metamodel elements (classes, attributes, and references)
CPP: C preprocessor | EMF: Eclipse Modeling Framework API | P::V: pure::variants
Kconfig: Configuration language used, e.g., for Linux kernel configuration

Table 8.1.: Development effort of the developed converters and serializers.

As Table 8.1 reveals, the implementation for converting configuration mechanisms to
metamodels, as well as for mapping configuration files to models and serialize them back
again, in most cases only required few hundred lines of code (LOC). For configuration
files based on Ecore, XML Schema, and Xtext Grammars (105, 184, and 263 LOC),
the use of API functions of the Eclipse Modeling Framework considerably lowered the
development effort. The number of lines of code of the generic converters for CPP header
and property value files as well could be kept reasonable small (487 and 216 LOC). Both
generic converters comprise fixed metamodels with only few metamodel elements (5 and
7 metamodel classes, attributes, and references in total, respectively). The additional
lines of code in case of CPP header files implement the more complex parsing and validity
checking required for the more complex file format.
The development effort for pure::variants feature models required most lines of code
(1573 LOC). This is caused by the fact that rather complex XML parsing operations were
required for converting feature models to metamodels and their respective configurations
to models. Furthermore, as the Java API for this purpose is not publicly available, as
well the serialization of changed models back to feature model configurations needed
to be implemented based on plain XML operations. Including the additional code for
semantic validity checking and resolving after serialization (cf. Section 6.6.3), 971 LOC
were necessary in total for implementing the serialization for pure::variants feature model
configurations.
The required lines of code for Kconfig, finally, were significantly fewer. All implemented
facilities (metamodel converters, model converters, model serializers including semantic
checking and resolving) were implemented in 544 LOC in total.
Software cost models, such as COCOMO II [BAB+ 00], take the number of code lines as
the main input for assessing development effort and costs. The few hundred lines of
code required for the currently developed converters and serializers therefore give an
indicator for the moderateness of the associated development effort. In particular, as
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such a development effort only needs to be spent once per configuration mechanism, it is
unlikely that this initial development effort hampers the applicability of the extraction
principle in any significant way.
8.2.4. Little-Invasive Applicability of the Extraction Principle

The PLiC approach shall only require little effort for invasive changes when applied to
legacy product lines.
The extraction principle itself is the first means to achieve this goal: It keeps all existing
configuration mechanisms of a product line in place, so that the involved stakeholders are
not required to switch their existing configuration editors or practices. Nevertheless, some
slight changes to individual artifacts were necessary in order to apply the PLiC approach
to the example product lines. This section accounts for and discusses these changes.
Table 8.2 presents the changes that were required in order to apply the PLiC approach to
the I4Copter and the SafeHome product line. All changes affected configuration artifacts
of I4Copter and were straight forward to implement.
Configuration Artifact

Kind of Change

Affected LOC

I4Copter
CopterSwHw - HW Header File

Refactoring

approx. 70

CopterSwHw - SW Header File

Refactoring

approx. 60

PXROS - DSL

Refactoring

approx. 20

Fix
-

3
-

Extraction of #define configuration variables into a dedicated file, linked to original
file with CPP “include” directive
Extraction of #define configuration variables into a dedicated file, linked to original
file with CPP “include” directive
Extraction of task configuration information into a dedicated file, which is included
from Squirrel script file
Fix of XML Schema error
-

-

-

-

CiAO - Task XML
CiAO - Feature Model Conf.
SafeHome
SmartHome - Feature Model Conf.
SmartHome - House DSM
SmartHome - OSGi Config
SafetyPLiC - Feature Model Conf.
SafetyPLiC - Safety DSM
SafetyPLiC - Apache ant Config

Description

LOC: Lines of Code | Conf.: Configuration | HW: Hardware | SW: Software | -: no invasive change required

Table 8.2.: Required changes for application to I4Copter and SafeHome.

Table 8.2 shows that most effort has been spent on refactoring the hardware and software
header file of the I4Copter product line (130 lines of code in total). Basically, all #define
variables used for configuration were strictly refactored into two dedicated files (approx.
110 variables in total, as described in Section 2.2.1). The newly created configuration files
were integrated via the Makefile directive include at an appropriate point in the original
header file.
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This simple refactoring provides several benefits. First, it can be seen as a good configuration practice, as all configuration variables are located at one dedicated place, without
being cluttered with other implementation information. Second, by strictly separating
configuration statements and code, the plug-ins for conversion and serialization become
easier to develop. If arbitrary C and CPP statements would be allowed, in contrast, the
extractor plug-in would need to deal with macro functions, nested #defines, or #undefs.
This would render extractor development much more intricate and may easily lead to
unexpected results during configuration checking and fixing.
A similar refactoring was necessary for the PXROS DSL for defining operating system
tasks. In its original form, the task configuration structures needed to be defined right at
the beginning of the generator script that creates the C startup code for the instantiated
operating system tasks.1 The task structures of the script were extracted into a dedicated
file and included from the original script. A simple Xtext grammar (approx. 20 grammar
rules, 60 lines of code) was developed in addition. It supplies the converter for Xtext DSLs
with all the necessary information to transform the task structures into a model, on which
constraints can be defined. Finally, a minor syntactic error needed to be fixed in the XML
Schema file that the CiAO operating system provided for the Task XML language.
No other product line artifacts needed to be adapted in any way in order to apply the
PLiC approach. This refers, in particular, to all other involved configuration artifacts:
Ecore metamodels, pure::variants feature models, and property-value–based configuration
files (OSGi, Apache ant). They remained completely unchanged during application. But
also the build tasks of SafeHome and I4Copter, although basing on various different
mechanisms (ant, make, MWE, binary executables), could be considered as “black boxes”
to be invoked via the developed product builder plug-ins, without any invasive change.
In total, the results show that the need for invasive changes has been little for the
I4Copter and the SafeHome product lines. Similar results are to be expected when
applying the framework to other product lines. The following rules of thumb apply: (1)
If CPP-based configuration or script files containing configuration variables are involved,
slight refactoring will be required. (2) For specific configuration mechanisms for which a
specification file (e.g., an Xtext grammar or XML Schema file) is not yet available, this
needs to be developed. (3) Otherwise, no additional development or refactoring effort is
likely necessary.
8.2.5. Light-Weight Applicability of the Declaration Principle

If information cannot be automatically extracted in an efficient manner, the declaration
principle has to be used. This needs to be light weight: The amount of declared data must
remain manageable.
Again, this characteristic can only be shown “in use” of the PLiC framework, when
applying it to the two example product lines I4Copter and SafeHome. Therefore, this
1 The

script is programmed in the scripting language Squirrel.
visited 2011-11-12.

squirrel-lang.org/,
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section gives a general overview of the introduction of the PLiC approach to I4Copter and
SafeHome and a summary of the declaration required for configuration data extraction,
multi–product-line modeling, and stage modeling.
8.2.5.1. Introduction Overview

Table 8.3 summarizes the results of introducing the PLiC framework to I4Copter and SafeHome. Both product lines comprise several sub–product-lines with multiple configuration
files of different types. For both product lines, the time effort for technical introduction
(installation of the framework, declarative modeling of product line components) was
done in less than one person day. Note that the development effort for the used converters and serializers is not included in the figures, as it needs to be spent only once per
configuration mechanism.

Product Line Characteristics
Number of Sub–Product-Lines
Number of Configuration File Types
Required Configuration Files
Introduction Facts
Required Effort for Technical Introduction
Total number of declared elements
Total number of extracted elements

I4Copter

SafeHome

3
4
5

2
3
6

< 1 person day
65
1621

< 1 person day
68
645

Table 8.3.: Characteristics and introduction facts for I4Copter and SafeHome.

For I4Copter, the technical setup included interviews with developers in order to identify
the used configuration and derivation mechanisms and the required source files. In case
of the SafeHome product line, the author of this thesis was already familiar with the
implementation, so that knowledge on its derivation mechanisms was already available.
Table 8.3 also shows that the number of extracted elements far exceeds the number of
declared elements. The following figures will provide further details on this matter.
8.2.5.1.1 Required Declaration for Configuration Extraction and Multi–Product-Lines

The configuration checking and the configuration fixing approach (Chapter 5 and 6,
respectively) have identical requirements regarding declaration. In both cases, the product
line and each involved sub–product-line describe their configuration characteristics in a
PLiCFacade model, each involved product and sub-product in a PLiCInstance model.
Table 8.4 shows, for each of the involved product lines and file types of I4Copter and
SafeHome, the number or declared model elements, the number of extracted model elements
and their ratio (excluding data on stages, which will be addressed separately):
Declared Elements: As can be seen in the left column of Table 8.4, 65 model elements
needed to be declared for the I4Copter. These are distributed over four PLiCFacade (for
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Declared Elements*
Fac.
Inst.
Total
I4Copter
CopterSwHw
HW Header
SW Header
PXROS
DSL
CiAO
FM Conf.
Task XML
I4Copter (model only)
I4Copter Sum
SafeHome
SmartHome
FM Conf.
House DSM
OSGi Conf.
SafetyPLiC
FM Conf.
Safety DSM
Ant Conf.
SafeHome (model only)
SafeHome Sum
Total Sum

7

8

15

6

5

11

11

8

19

10

10

34

31

15

15

Extracted Elements*
MM
M
Total

Ratio Declared/Extracted
MM
M
Total

20

31
31
690
644
46
-

250
172
78
72
72
578
480
98
-

250
172
78
103
103
1268
1124
144
-

-

3.2 %

6.0 %

19.4 %

6.9 %

10.7 %

1.6 %

1.4 %

1.5 %

-

-

-

65

721

900

1621

4.7 %

3.4 %

4.0 %

11

26

2.6 %

4.8 %

26

540
78
422
40
105
6
59
40
-

13.7 %

11

431
39
352
40
98
3
55
40
-

214.3 %

11.2 %

24.7 %

8

8

16

109
39
70
7
3
4
-

-

-

-

38

30

68

116

529

645

32.8 %

5.7 %

10.5 %

72

61

133

837

1429

2266

8.6 %

4.3 %

5.9 %

Fac.: Facade | Inst.: Instance | MM: Metamodel elements | M: Model elements | FM: Feature Model
DSL: Domain-specific language | DSM: Domain-specific model | Conf.: Configuration | PL: Product Line
Valid.: Validation | * Model elements comprise model classes, their attributes, and their references

Table 8.4.: Declared and extracted model elements of I4Copter and SafeHome.

modeling the overall product line and the three participating sub–product-lines) and four
PLiCInstance models (for modeling the overall product and the three participating subproducts). For SafeHome, 68 model elements needed to be declared for three PLiCFacade
and three PLiCInstance models. On average, each created PLiCFacade and PLiCInstance
model required less than ten of such declared data elements. Hereby, each created model
class (e.g., for each configuration file to extract), and also each class attribute (e.g., the
location URI of a configuration file, or its required extractor plug-in), is counted as a
dedicated model element.
Extracted Elements: In order to evaluated the benefit of only declaring additional data
that cannot be extracted, the number of extracted elements is an important indicator. The
number of extracted elements is shown in the central column of Table 8.4.
I4Copter: 250 model elements were extracted from the HW header and the SW header file
of the CopterSwHw product line. No metamodel elements were extracted, as header files
constitute a generic file type. The PXROS DSL in contrast, is a specific file type. Therefore,
both metamodel and model elements were extracted (103 elements in total). For the
CiAO task XML file, the extracted metamodel and model elements sum up to 144. By far
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the highest number of extracted elements could be retrieved from the CiAO feature model
(metamodel elements for 644 features and attributes) and the corresponding feature
model configuration (model elements for 480 feature selections and attribute values). In
total, 1621 elements have been extracted for the I4Copter multi–product-line.
SafeHome: 540 elements were extracted for SmartHome (configured based on a feature
model, a domain-specific house model, and an OSGi property value file) and 105 for the
SafetyPLiC (configured based on a feature model, a domain-specific safety model, and an
Apache ant property value file). This sums up to 645 elements extracted for the whole
SafeHome multi–product-line. The modeled house comprises 10 rooms with 5 devices per
room, whereas 10 devices in total are safety enabled.
Ratio Declared/Extracted: For both the I4Copter and the SafeHome product line, the
ratio of declared to extracted elements reveals a significant leverage effect. For I4Copter,
only 4.0 %, and for SafeHome only 10.5 %, of the declaration effort was necessary to
provide the PLiC framework with all required information to automatically extract the
remaining configuration information. Previous product line approaches, in contrast, have
required reengineering the product line to use their homogeneous mechanism, so 100 %
of configuration options had to be re-modeled.2 In the I4Copter case, only 65 declared
model elements in PLiCFacade and PLiCInstance models were necessary to extract 1621
configuration options and values in total. For the SafeHome product line, 68 model
elements needed to be declared for extracting 645 model elements.
As a general rule of thumb, the PLIC approach performs the better the more variability
a product line has: The more configuration options it provides, the more effort can be
saved using the extraction principle compared to reengineering the product line to a
homogeneous mechanisms.
Considering these figures, the exemplary validation gives evidence that the declaration
effort to introduce the PLiC approach is small: 65 and 68 model elements were required
to model the two multi–product-lines, which in total have 5 sub–product-lines and 11
configuration files basing on various different configuration mechanisms.
Furthermore, the combination of the extraction and declaration principle yields significant
benefits: Little declaration effort is sufficient to extract configuration models of ten to
twenty-five times the size of what has been declared. This shows that the vast amount of
configuration information is already available in the legacy product line’s core assets—it
just needs to be harvested in a pragmatic manner.
8.2.5.1.2 Staged Derivation Declaration Facts

If the distinct configuration stages, build tasks, derivation stakeholders, and their relations
shall be represented explicitly, additional declaration effort becomes necessary. This
subsection will report on the amount of declared elements required for modeling the
staged derivation process of SafeHome.
2 Not

to mention the additionally required development of generators that are capable of generating products
based on this homogeneous configuration mechanism.
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Just as previous approaches for staged derivation [CHE05b, MCO07, CHH09, HCH09,
BBG+ 10, BNGR11] the PLiC staged derivation approach is applied to a devised example
derived from industrial experience [RHE+ 10] for validation. As there is little publicly
available data on industrial-scale staged derivation, a stage modeling language (cf. Section 7.4) cannot be shown to be “sufficient” for real-world scenarios, yet. However, the
PLiC staged derivation approach incorporates and improves on all existing approaches:
All involved participants (stages, build tasks, stakeholders, configuration files) are first
class modeling elements, so that complex relations among them can be flexibly modeled
in order to constrain the staged derivation process of a product line.
An extended version of the SafeHome stage example, as it has been sketched in Section 2.3.1, has been modeled. Table 8.5 gives an overview of the modeled entities (such
as stages, build tasks, and stakeholder roles), as well as the required model elements (in
PLiCFacade models) to describe the process appropriately.
Table 8.5 shows that, on average, three model elements (classes, attributes, or references)
are required to model one entity (163 model elements to 58 entities in total). This ratio is
due to the fact that several entities require multiple data elements for characterization. For
example, for a single build task, five model attributes need to be declared: an identifying
name, the build file location, the build target name, the build tool (ant, make, etc.), and
dependencies to other build tasks. Still, the effort remains in reasonable boundaries, and
all involved data elements actually contribute additional relevant data, which has not had
an explicit, tool-interpretable representation yet.
Product
Line
SmartHome
SafetyPLiC
SafeHome
Total

Configuration
Stages

Build
Tasks

Stakeholder
Roles

Further
Entities

Total Number
of Entities

Declared Model
Elements*

4
4
4
12

10
2
1
13

4
3
3
10

8
6
9
23

26
15
17
58

88
37
38
163

* Including attributes and references

Table 8.5.: Number or elements declared in the SafeHome staged derivation example.

In total, only very limited efforts needed to be put into additional declaration. Basically all
declaration effort was spent for providing information that has not been present in product
line artifacts in any explicit form, for example, regarding the files used for configuration,
the structure of the multi–product-line or concerning the staged derivation process. This
provides evidence that the principle of additional declaration—in combination with the
extraction principle—results in a light-weight applicability of the PLiC approach.
Up to now, it has been shown that the extraction principle is little invasive and that the
declaration principle is applicable in a light-weight manner. The benefits of the restriction
principle remain to be shown. Its performance and scalability will be addressed in the
following section.
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8.2.6. Performance and Scalability of the Restriction Principle

Applying the restriction principle, constraints are declared on the automatically extracted
and additionally declared models. These constraints effectively implement the automated
configuration part of the PLiC approach: They provide for automated configuration checks
and fixes on arbitrary configuration files.
The restriction principle inherently fulfills the PLiC requirements (cf. Section 3.4): It is
applicable in a light-weight manner, as constraints can be added one by one. It is little
invasive, as constraints are implemented in strictly separated artifacts. Finally, as further
validation languages can be integrated via a plug-in mechanism, it is comprehensively
applicable with respect to the desired validation language.
After giving a short report on the constraint mining and definition efforts for I4Copter and
SafeHome (Section 8.2.6.1), this section will evaluate the scalability of the PLiC approach
(Section 8.2.6.2) and the improvements on configuration time when using automated
configuration fixing (Section 8.2.6.3).

8.2.6.1. Constraint Mining and Definition

For completeness, this section gives a short overview of constraint mining and definition
(step 4 of the PLiC application process, Section 5.6.4) for the I4Copter and SafeHome
product lines. Table 8.6 summarizes the results. Although the effort spent in initial
constraint mining was in both cases less than one person week, different approaches were
required—once in a workshop, in the other case through plain reasoning on the code
base.
Constraint Mining Details
Constraint Mining Effort
Constraint Mining Approach
Constraint Formulation Effort
Number of Initial Constraints Mined

I4Copter

SafeHome

3 person days
Workshop
2 person days
30

1 person day
Code Reasoning
1 person day
75

Table 8.6.: Constraint mining facts of I4Copter and SafeHome.

Introducing the approach to the I4Copter by performing an initial workshop for constraint
mining (including two I4Copter developers and the author of this thesis) and formulation
in the Xpand Check language took about one day each. While during the workshop
only few constraints where actually defined, the I4Copter engineers got a feeling for the
potential of the approach and delivered several dozens of constraints in pseudo code
within the following days. A person familiar with modeling (the author of this thesis)
translated the first constraints from pseudo code into Xpand Check. Through learning
by example the I4Copter experts rapidly grasped the relevant concepts and were able to
formulate constraints in Xpand Check themselves. The similarity of the language to Java
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(with functional extensions, such as, closures) and the good editor support significantly
improved the adoption.
Being already familiar with the implementation of the SafeHome product line, the author
of this thesis analyzed the source code and defined the Xpand Check constraints himself.
In total, about 75 constraints could be identified and were formulated within two days
regarding the metamodels and feature models mentioned above. The constraints make
sure, for example, that elements of the SafetyPLiC domain-specific model resemble to
some extent the SmartHome domain-specific model (e.g., equal typing and naming of
elements that shall be safety enabled). Similarly, there were constraints between features
in the SafetyPLiC and the SmartHome feature models and also between feature models
and metamodels.
Mining of constraints is a prerequisite for any configuration checking approach. Furthermore, the PLiC framework supports various different validation languages. Therefore, the
required effort for this task will be on par with existing configuration checking approaches.
No further data has been collected in order to estimate the general effort of constraint
mining and definition of the PLiC approach.

8.2.6.2. Constraint Checking Performance

This section evaluates the performance and scalability of the restriction principle for three
different validation mechanisms: Xpand Check, Xtend 2, and plain Java. Table 8.7 shows
the results of the performance benchmarks:
Table 8.7, shows the performance and scalability benchmarks for the different languages.
All benchmarks have been executed on a laptop with Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz (year of
manufacture: 2008) a hundred times with and without instrumentation of the modeling
infrastructure.3 All benchmarks have been executed in a newly started Eclipse instance.
The initial measurement is shown in a separate column to reveal the additional execution
time for just-in-time compilation of constraints implemented in Java and Xtend 2.
The initially developed Xpand Check validation plug-in (Eclipse 3.5) shows the general
feasibility of the approach. The 30 I4Copter constraints mined were executed in about
half a second on average (513 ms). The impact of instrumentation, that is, logging each
accessed model element, is small (94.8 % of the uninstrumented case, 544 ms). Due to
the fact that the language is interpreted textually, it was foreseeable that the language
would not scale well for a larger number of constraints. Although constraint checks are
executed in the background of the IDE, a delay of dozens of seconds for a larger number
of constraints until a constraint violation is detected can be considered as a disruption of
the configuration process.
3 Instrumentation

of the modeling infrastructure for logging each access to a model element is required
for incremental consistency checking and for the declarative automated inconsistency fixing approach
(cf. Section 6.5.3). If these features are not desired, the constraints checks can be executed without
instrumentation.
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Plug-in Performance
Xpand Check, Eclipse 3.5
30 Constr. (I4Copter), uninstr.
30 Constr. (I4Copter), instr.
Xtend 2, Eclipse 3.7
30 Constr. (I4Copter), uninstr.
30 Constr. (I4Copter), instr.
1000 Constr. (synthetic**), uninstr.
1000 Constr. (synthetic), instr.
10000 Constr. (synthetic), uninstr.
10000 Constr. (synthetic), instr.
Java, Eclipse 3.7
30 Constr. (I4Copter), uninstr.
30 Constr. (I4Copter), instr.
1000 Constr. (synthetic), uninstr.
1000 Constr. (synthetic), instr.
10000 Constr. (synthetic), uninstr.
10000 Constr. (synthetic), instr.

Initial
Execution*

For 100 Executions
Min
Max
Average

Constr./
second

Instrum.
Impact

94.8 %

713 ms
689 ms

425 ms
433 ms

853 ms
938 ms

513 ms
544 ms

58
55

45 ms
64 ms
564 ms
482 ms
5012 ms
4789 ms

1 ms
3 ms
39 ms
82 ms
483 ms
1344 ms

40 ms
105 ms
846 ms
414 ms
1489 ms
2100 ms

4 ms
9 ms
65 ms
117 ms
634 ms
1545 ms

7915
3226
15274
8574
15765
6470

81 ms
35 ms
580 ms
302 ms
2123 ms
3104 ms

1 ms
3 ms
29 ms
61 ms
358 ms
893 ms

66 ms
75 ms
298 ms
367 ms
1033 ms
2211 ms

4 ms
9 ms
41 ms
85 ms
428 ms
1169 ms

7425
3315
24307
11721
23370
8556

40.8 %
56.1 %
41.0 %

44.6 %
48.2 %
36.6 %

Constr.: Constraints | Instrum. Impact: Performance impact of instrumentation | (un-)instr.: (un-)instrumented
* Xtend 2 and Java require just-in-time compilation of constraints when initially loading them.
Therefore, the first execution of constraints in a fresh Eclipse workspace was measured separately.
** Each synthetically created constraint accesses 15 arbitrary elements in the I4Copter configuration models.

Table 8.7.: Constraint execution performance of I4Copter and synthetic constraints.

In order to evaluate scalability, the PLiC framework was ported to Eclipse 3.7 and a validation plug-in for the Xtend 2 language and for Java was developed. Xtend 2 constitutes
the successor of the Xpand Check language family and is compiled to the Java Virtual
Machine. The syntactical differences of the integrated checking languages have been
shown in Listing 5.4.
As can be seen, the performance of both Xtend 2 and Java is around two orders of
magnitude higher than for Xpand Check. In the uninstrumented case, the 30 I4Copter
constraints were executed with a rate of 7.915 (Xtend 2) and 7.425 (Java) constraints per
second. The initialization effort for the startup of the respective validation plug-ins yet
has a strong influence on the results. Therefore, the constraint execution rate improves
when executing more constraints. For executing the 1.000 or the 10.000 randomly created
synthetic constraints without instrumentation, the impact of plug-in initialization becomes
irrelevant. Then, the throughput of the plug-ins is approximately 15.000 constraints per
second for Xtend 2 and 24.000 constraints per second for Java.
In the instrumented case, the required bookkeeping of each accessed model element
decreases the performance.4 For Xtend 2, the performance is between 40.8 % and 56.1 %,
for Java between 36.6 % and 48.2 %, compared to the uninstrumented case.
4 The

bookkeeping consists in two data structures that relate accessed model elements to constraints and vice
versa. For a synthetically created constraint, the bookkeeping requires logging of 30 data elements. This
sums up to the logging of 300.000 data elements for executing 10.000 constraints checks. Considering
that such a data element consumes 36 bytes using 64 bit Eclipse, the memory consumption of these data
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The differences in degradation of performance can be interpreted as follows. For the
only 30 I4Copter constraints, the additional initialization effort for instrumentation
predominates and lowers the results. For 1000 constraints, the relative performance with
respect to the uninstrumented case is best (56.1 % for Xtend 2 and 48.2 % for Java). The
relative performance decreases when executing 10.000 constraints (41.0 % for Xtend 2,
36.6 % for Java). This can be explained with the large amount of necessary bookkeeping
(300.000 data elements). Although these data elements only consume approximately
15 MB, what confirms the beneficial characteristics of the incremental checking and fixing
approach reported in related work [Egy06, VGE+ 10], it is currently not implemented in
an optimized way. It is based on the creation of new Java objects at several locations.
While not further investigated, it is likely that the Java memory management and garbage
collector cause this performance degradation.
The worst-case waiting time of slightly more than two seconds (2100 ms and 2211 ms)
until the results of 10.000 instrumented constraint checks are reported is still acceptable
for practical use. As each constraint is implemented as a separate Xtend 2 function or Java
method, 10.000 implemented constraints can as well be considered as a boundary that
incorporates many practical cases, such as the complete number of cross-tree constraints
in the Linux Kernel [LSB+ 10].
Finally, although there is a certain variance in the performance figures (indicated as
minimal and maximal values of execution times), it is within reasonable boundaries.
Presumably this is due to the Java garbage collector and other IDE and operating system
tasks.
In total, it can be seen that, even when assuming worst-case scenarios in the number
of checked constraints and accessed model elements, an average laptop computer is
able to check the constraints in a reasonable amount of time. Therefore, on the basis of
the performance figures gathered for the Xtend 2 and the Java validation plug-in, the
restriction principle turned out to be scalable.
8.2.6.3. Fixing of Constraints: Configuration Time Improvement

Finally, an experimental user study has been performed in order to test whether the
user-guided fixing process (Section 6.6) speeds up inconsistency fixing compared to
manual adaptation of configuration files. Eight participants fixed inconsistencies in an
ill-configured I4Copter configuration.
About 30 changes in two header files, a feature model configuration, and an XML configuration file were required in order to restore consistency. The participants were split up
into two roughly equally-skilled groups regarding the system’s software; none had used
the fixing framework before. Group 1 first performed the changes by manually adapting
configuration files using the respective Eclipse editors for text, XML, and pure::variants
elements will be about 10 MB. Two data structures referencing these elements add less than 5 MB of further
required memory. These figures illustrate, in line with related work using the same consistency checking
technique [Egy06, VGE+ 10], the beneficial memory consumption characteristics of this approach.
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feature model configurations (Task A). Therefore, detailed textual hints what to edit to
restore consistency were displayed in the Eclipse problems view for each constraint evaluating to false, to avoid pauses for reflection. Then, Group 1 performed the adaptations
by using the process for user-guided fixing of inconsistencies (Task B). Group 2 performed
the same two tasks, but in the reverse order, to be able to sort out learning effects. The
detailed instructions given to the participants can be found in Appendix B.
Participant

Configuration
and System
Know-how
Copter
OS

Task A
(Manual)
Total

Group 1 (first Task A, then Task B)
1
o
o
17:07
2
+
o
15:33
3
o
+
14:06
4
+
+
15:26
Group 2 (first Task B, then Task A)
5
o
o
18:00
6
+
o
12:12
7
o
+
9:30
8
+
+
10:15
All Participants
Average (total)
14:01
Median (total)
14:46

Effort in minutes
Task B
(Tool-supported)
Total
Apply
Serialize
4:33
4:10
5:13
4:39

2:20
2:08
2:51
2:30

2:13
2:02
2:22
2:09

6:47
6:09
6:00
5:25

4:11
3:59
3:36
3:15

2:36
2:10
2:24
2:10

5:21
5:19

3:06
3:03

2:15
2:11

Apply: Time spent in “applying fixes” phase
Serialize: Time spent in “semantic checking & resolving” phase
+: Familiarity with the system and configuration experience
o : No familiarity with the system or configuration experience

Table 8.8.: Time effort for fixing inconsistencies.

All participants, both when performing Task A and Task B, were able to correctly fix all
induced inconsistencies, so that the PLiC framework did not show any more error or
warning messages in the Eclipse problems view. Table 8.8 shows the results of the study
performed. The medial participant was able to perform the configuration task in only 5
minutes and 19 seconds when using the fixing tooling, compared to 14 minutes and 46
seconds when performing the task manually. This corresponds to a relative time saving of
64 percent. All participants considerably gained speed using the tooling.
The fixing tooling works in two phases. In the first phase, the user chooses the fixes from
the GUI, possibly entering some integer or string values (Apply phase in Table 8.8). The
participants performed this task in about three minutes. After applying the changes, each
participant spent another two minutes and eleven seconds in the semantic checking &
resolving phase (Serialize phase in Table 8.8). Most of this time has been consumed for
validating and resolving the feature model configuration; about one minute was spent
solely in the corresponding validation and resolving Java API functions of the used feature
modeling tool. Overall, the validation gives evidence that automatic support for fixing
inconsistencies by encoding configuration knowledge as constraints and fixes can cause
considerable time savings.
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Manually-configuring participants spent half of their time editing the feature model
configuration, the remaining time was split between editing the XML file and the header
files. (Exact times were not collected, as participants regularly jumped between editors.)
It was noticeable that the size of the CiAO feature model (over 350 features) made it
a rather time-consuming process for participants to locate features, even though clear
advice in the textual hints was given were to find them in the hierarchy. Actually, as
configuration hints were formulated in a way to provoke a certain configuration action
from the participants, some commented that the task to perform was rather a question
of concentration than of configuration knowledge. This is, however, exactly what the
framework aims at: formally encoding configuration knowledge that can be stated in
an unambiguous way. In case both, the problem and the solution, can be formulated in
a machine-interpretable way, the configuration engineer can be relieved from a lot of
error-prone, tedious, and time-consuming tasks.
Note: The presented figures were produced using the Xpand Check validation plug-in
before incremental consistency checking and fixing were integrated; all constraints (not
only those that could possibly change) were checked after each fixing cycle (Figure 6.2,
step 2). However, as both the absolute and relative worst-case performance impact of
instrumentation is moderate for the Xpand Check case (cf. Table 8.7, average: 534 ms 511 ms = 31 ms slower)—and as incremental consistency actually minimizes the number
of constraints to be reevaluated after a fix—the prospective configuration time speed up
will not be significantly different.
In total, the results from the user study show that the automated configuration fixing
approach has a significant benefit over manual adaptation of configuration files.
8.2.7. Discussion of Validation

The previous validation has shown that the application of the PLiC approach is lightweight, little invasive, and scales to thousands of constraints. Several further interesting
questions, however, could not be tackled via accepted validation methods such as exemplary application, benchmarks, or user experiments. The comprehensiveness of the
approach, the difficulty of constraint writing, as well as the exact quantitative benefits of
automated product derivation, can therefore only be addressed in form of a discussion.
8.2.7.1. Comprehensive Applicability

In order to definitely prove comprehensive applicability of the approach, it would be
necessary to show that the vast majority of configuration mechanisms used in practice
actually is or in principle can be supported via developing extractors. As such data on
the practical use of configuration mechanisms is not available, it is only possible to argue
that the currently developed extractors already cover a very relevant and non-trivial set
of configuration mechanisms, whereas the used pivot format for extractors, the Ecore
modeling format, is sufficiently flexible and generic.
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On the one hand, comprehensive applicability of the approach can be inferred from the
wide range of configuration and generation mechanisms already covered by the currently
implemented derivation mechanisms. Among them are classical product line configuration
formats, such as feature modeling, as well as configuration mechanisms that are rather
used in the embedded domain, such as header files. XML, in turn, constitutes the de-facto
standard for data exchange and is therefore supported by multiple vendors. Via the
integrated Xtext framework, finally, it is not only possible to support complex textual
configuration grammars—the framework even supports the implementation of full-blown
programming languages. Xtext-based languages have been developed, for example, for
Maven, Eclipse B3, the Eclipse Webtools platform, or Google’s Protocol Buffers.5 Even,
the language Xtend 2, which can be used by the PLiC framework as a validation language,
has been created using the Xtext framework.
On the other hand, the expressiveness of the Modelware technology space [Fav04, Bez05],
with its de-facto standard EMOF [Obj06], on which the PLiC approach is based, speaks
in favor of comprehensive applicability. It supports dealing with classical UML models
as well as with domain-specific UML profiles, such as MARTE [Obj11, UEH+ 10]. Various
commercial-grade tools provide Ecore support, such as the IBM Rational tool suite.6
Bridges are being developed to other metamodeling technologies, such as the Microsoft
Modeling tools [BCC+ 10]. Finally, there even has been developed an Ecore metamodel
for Java 5.0 [HJSW09] together with a parser and printer, so that plain Java statements
could be addressed in configuration consistency constraints, if desired.7
In total, while a definite proof cannot be provided, there is no evidence for any show
stopper that opts against the comprehensive applicability of the extraction principle. Both
the already implemented configuration mechanisms as well as the Modelware technology
space itself provide encouraging results regarding the adaptability of the PLiC approach
to a wide range of possible configuration mechanisms.

8.2.7.2. Difficulty of Constraint Writing

The product line engineer needs to implement the corresponding constraints in a constraint
language supported by the PLiC framework. As argued before (Section 5.6.3), the
integrated validation languages (OCL, Xpand Check, Xtend 2, and Java) all work on
the class and attribute types defined in the metamodels and come with content-assisting
editors. All languages are comparable to object-oriented programming languages, in
case of OCL, Xpand Check, and Xtend 2 with some functional extensions to enable more
concise constraint writing.
5 Xtext

homepage – known uses: http://eclipse.org/Xtext/documentation/2_0_0/000-introduction.php,
visited 2011-11-12.
6 See, for example, IBM Rational homepage: http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/rational/library/05/
0906_speicher/index.html, visited 2011-11-12.
7 JaMoPP Website – Java Model Parser and Printer: http://jamopp.inf.tu-dresden.de/index.php/JaMoPP,
visited 2011-11-12.
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It is likely, and also corresponds to the experience of the author, that the development
of constraints is of similar difficulty as programming in a third-generation programming
language leveraging IDE support. The definite proof of this assumption is an issue of
further software engineering research with an empirical focus.

8.2.7.3. Quantitative Benefit of Automated Product Derivation

This thesis provides the first approach that is capable of automating product derivation for
heterogeneous and staged multi–product-lines. The exemplary application has revealed
general feasibility, as well as good performance and scalability of the developed tooling.
Furthermore, Section 8.2.6.3 has shown that automated configuration fixing improves on
manual fixing of configuration files.
With basically all other product line approaches that support automated configuration
checking and fixing [Beu06, Kru07, RGD07, SDNB07, AMS07], the PLiC approach shares
the assumption that ensuring the validity of a configuration not only improves on product
quality due to avoidance of configuration errors, but also has a positive impact on
derivation time. For example, each avoided compiler run due to an inconsistency detected
by a constraint saves up to three minutes in the I4Copter case, avoided software unit
testing saves ten minutes, whereas hardware testing in the testbed saves a test engineer
several hours.
Reliable quantitative results on derivation time improvement, however, were not produced
with the example product lines. Too few product derivations and too few involved experts
in the case of the I4Copter product line, and SafeHome being merely a product line
demonstrator with no productive users, prevented that reliable derivation data could be
gathered.
As exact quantitative benefits for product derivation cannot be given, this thesis argues that
the PLiC approach has little introduction effort, is minimal invasive, and comprehensively
applicable. Furthermore, performance and scaling aspects of configuration checking
are competitive, whereas checks are executed in the background, transparently to the
derivation stakeholders. This creates an environment where introduction risk is small and
potential benefits are high, so that the approach gains high attractiveness for application
in practice, where reliable quantitative data can be gathered.

8.2.8. Threats to Validity

The threats to validity of the approach validation can be structured into construct validity
(do variables measure what they intend to measure), internal validity (are the results
soundly produced), and external validity (are the results transferable).
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8.2.8.1. Construct Validity

Construct validity refers to the question whether variables do really measure what they
claim to measure. For measuring the temporal effort of executing constraint checks
(Section 8.2.6.2) and for measuring human product configuration effort (Section 8.2.6.3),
time is the obviously valid construct. For measuring the development effort for extractors
(Section 8.2.3) and the introduction effort for declarative modeling (Section 8.2.5), lines
of code and number of model elements serve as indicators, as they also do in widely-used
cost estimation models such as COCOMO II [BAB+ 00]. Furthermore, the introduction
time of the approach was assessed in person days (Sections 8.2.5.1 and 8.2.6.1). No exact
time measurements were gathered for creating extractors, as they were developed and
evolved in conjunction with the PLiC framework over a longer period of time. Depending
on the skills of developers, the numbers of lines of code required for developing extractors
will therefore manifest in different temporal data.

8.2.8.2. Internal Validity

Internal validity is produced when the results are based on solid input and are produced
in a sound manner. Potential threats to internal validity root in the involvement of the
author in several aspects of input selection and result production.
8.2.8.2.1 Selection of Example Product Lines

The validation is based on the two example product lines I4Copter and SafeHome. Their
selection was based on the availability of their source code. As argued in Sections 2.2.1
and 2.3.1, they are of nontrivial size (SafeHome has more than 10.000, the I4Copter
more than 40.000 lines of code) and are based on configuration technologies that are
of high industrial relevance (e.g., C preprocessor-based configuration, domain-specific
models and languages, XML). Whereas they differ in their reasons for heterogeneity, the
author did not have any influence neither on their initial design nor on the configuration
mechanisms they use, so that both systems constitute valid legacy systems for validation.
In the I4Copter case, the heterogeneity of configuration mechanisms is a side effect of
reusing existing operating systems in order to focus on the development of the core
functionality of the quadrotor helicopter. In this respect, it differs from the SafeHome
product line, for which having different configuration mechanisms has been a conscious
design decision. It was taken in order to model different aspects of the product line in
languages that are best suited for it (configurative aspects via feature models, constructive
aspects via domain-specific models). The results produced in case of the I4Copter resemble
the state of the source code when the PLiC approach was introduced to the product line.
The author did not perform any design changes neither before nor during the validation.
The author did not have an influence on the original design of the SmartHome product
line [VG07], which has been a result of an EU-funded research project [amp]. However,
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the author designed and developed the SafetyPLiC extension in order to illustrate multi–
product-line concepts [ESSPL10]. It enriches the basic product line with additional
safety constructs, resulting in the SafeHome multi–product-line. Changes to SmartHome
were intentionally kept minimal and only were necessary to few of its build system files
(ca. 700 lines of code in the MWE workflow language, cf. [ESSPL10]). The SafetyPLiC
does not add unnecessary heterogeneity to the configuration mechanisms of the product
line. The same mechanisms for configuration have been chosen as have been existing in
SmartHome (Ecore metamodeling, pure::variants feature modeling, and property-value–
based configuration files).
8.2.8.2.2 Constraint Mining

In case of the I4Copter, the author guided the constraint mining workshop. For the
SafeHome case, the constraints were formulated by the author of this thesis, due to
familiarity with the product line. Therefore, in both cases, the characteristics of the
formulated constraints (e.g., their complexity and execution time) is influenced by the
author’s knowledge and view on the product lines. At least for the I4Copter product line,
the influence of the author was restricted to formal implementation of constraints from
pseudo code that the I4Copter developers had provided.
However, most of the constraints are straight forward and concern only few model
elements, so that different implementation should not have a relevant performance
impact.
8.2.8.2.3 Selection, Design, and Supervision of User Study on Fixing

The experimental setup of the user study in Section 8.2.6.3 involved a configuration
problem resulting from the workshop with I4Copter developers. The involved participants
had a strong computer science background with varying experience (0 to 5 years) with
the involved systems, which is assumed to be a relevant industrial setup. The editors used
for manual adaptation were the IDE’s standard editors for the respective configuration file
type, how they are likely to be used during usual configuration tasks. The experimental
setup was intentionally built to avoid that a participant’s lack of configuration knowledge
results in lengthy information gathering which hampers comparability of the measured
times. The sole input for the product configuration task was the textual hints, listed in
Appendix B. By observation of the participants, it can be affirmed that the textual hints
given for manual adaptations were clear enough, so that understanding problems did not
derogate the results.
8.2.8.2.4 Stage Model Design

The stage models of SmartHome and SafeHome used to illustrate staged derivation
were devised by the author. Three measures were taken to foster the description of a
realistic scenario. Early stages, such as the initial contact stage, are based on industrial
experience of the author, as published in [RHE+ 10]. Later stages, such as development
and installation, are closely related to the actual code base of SmartHome, which has not
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been developed by the author. Finally, the fact that the stages are derived from industrial
experience is a common practice in staged configuration research (e.g., [CHE05b, MCO07,
CHH09, HCH09, BBG+ 10, BNGR11]).
8.2.8.3. External Validity

Finally, external validity ensures that the produced results are transferable to other
cases. As argued in Chapter 2, the I4Copter and SafeHome product lines resemble the
heterogeneity characteristics also found in industrial surveys and studies. Therefore, it
is assumed that results can in general be transferred to other product lines that reveal
similar heterogeneity characteristics.
8.2.8.3.1 Transferability of Constraint Complexity to Other Product Lines

Only around one hundred constraints were mined from the I4Copter and SafeHome
product lines. Other product lines may have constraints with different characteristics,
which may impact the execution times of constraints. As the currently integrated constraint
languages are highly expressive and have a good performance, the threat of constraint
complexity to general applicability of the approach is small.
8.2.8.3.2 Transferability of User Study Results to Other Product Lines

The textual hints given during the user study for manual adaptations in configuration
files were formulated in an imperative, straight-forward manner to prevent understanding
problems from derogating the results. As a drawback, the measured improvements are
only transferable to inconsistencies for which a definite set of change operations fixes can
be specified in advance.

8.3. Lifecycle Discussion
This section discusses the application lifecycle of the PLiC approach from a holistic
perspective. It covers introduction, evolution, conceptual scalability, and indicators for
phaseout of the approach.
8.3.1. Introduction

The PLiC approach is unique in being little invasive and having little introduction effort,
so that the risk of introduction is reduced compared to all previous automated product
derivation approaches that require laborious reengineering of the product line. Actually,
the PLiC approach is even orthogonal to legacy automation approaches that already have
been introduced to the product line. It does not conflict with using any other product line
or generative technologies (e.g., feature modeling, decision modeling, or domain-specific
modeling and textual languages). The PLiC approach even bridges the heterogeneous
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approaches with differing configuration and generation mechanisms and complements
them in a light-weight manner.

8.3.2. Evolution

The assets of the PLiC approach need to evolve in parallel to the product line. Evolution
is, in principle, necessary for the (1) explicitly declared data, the (2) extracted data, and
the (3) constraints.
Explicitly declared data, such as the hierarchical structure of product lines, the used configuration mechanisms, and the set of available configuration stages need to be maintained
manually in order to keep the PLiC approach working. As shown in Section 8.2.5, the
number of model elements for this purpose is within reasonable limits. Furthermore, all
the modeled elements play an active role in providing automated product derivation; the
motivation to maintain them is higher than for pure documentation approaches. Finally,
maintenance errors, such as forgetting to co-evolve a model element together with the
base product line artifact (e.g., the URI model element pointing to a moved configuration
artifact), often will result in error messages or unexpected behavior of the PLiC framework.
This eases detection of such errors.
The effort required to evolve the extracted data, in turn, is one of the major benefits of the
PLiC approach. Previous product line approaches usually require to maintain the product
line configuration space model (e.g., a dedicated feature model, cf. Section 2.1.5.2) in
addition to the other, lower-level configuration artifacts. The PLiC approach simply generates a new metamodel or model for each changed configuration artifact, transparently in
the background, so that no further layer of adaptation is necessary and configuration data
is automatically kept up to date, without further user involvement.
Finally, the constraints need to evolve. As constraints refer to the automatically extracted
data, they need to be maintained manually in case a configuration option changes. Such
needs for evolution, however, usually become evident immediately, in particular when
working with specific configuration mechanisms: A change of a feature name in a feature
model, for example, results in a change of the generated metamodel. And, as constraints
are programmed against the metamodel, the editor will promptly mark the corresponding
metamodel element as not existent, so that the product line engineer is notified to evolve
the constraint.

8.3.3. Conceptual Scalability

In Section 8.2.6.2, we have seen that the approach technically scales to a large number of
constraints. Technical scalability therefore is fulfilled for the approach. But what about
“conceptual scalability”: How many constraints can reasonably be managed with the PLiC
framework, so that the product line engineer can still maintain an overview?
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This thesis cannot give a definite answer to address this scalability problem. It is a general
problem of variability management, and a multitude of approaches to tackle this problem
have been proposed.
One option to foster conceptual scalability would be to intentionally use a less powerful
checking language. The current languages integrated in the PLiC approach basically are
as expressive as general purpose programming languages. Many other configuration
checking approaches restrict themselves to languages that can be statically analyzed, and
that base on propositional [BSTRC07, RS10, LSB+ 10] or first-order logic [NEF03]. In
case of the Linux Kconfig kernel variability model, for example, the use of propositional
logic and the assignment of constraints to particular features enables the management of
more than 10.000 cross-tree constraints for approximately 10.000 features as of version
2.6.30 [LSB+ 10].
Another option to improve the management of models with a large number of constraints
is visualization [CHB10]. Due to the tracing data gathered during incremental consistency
checking, dependency data may be displayed for any configuration checking language
used within the PLiC framework.
Finally, an extremely high number of constraints between two heterogeneous configuration
mechanisms is an indicator that the application of the PLiC approach might need to be
reassessed. Such cases, for which a phaseout of the approach may be beneficial, will be
addressed in the following section.

8.3.4. Phaseout

Heterogeneous configuration mechanisms that are coupled via a very high number of
constraints constitute a distinctive indicator for consolidation. For such cases, the use
of a single, integrated configuration mechanism may result in less total effort than the
maintenance of constraints via two different configuration mechanisms plus the constraints
of the PLiC framework.
The PLiC approach does not claim to match for any product line scenario. Although the
PLiC approach reveals beneficial characteristics in comparison to previous approaches; in
several cases, a reengineering of the product line—or of some part of it—to a homogeneous
mechanism may proof sufficient and may result in less complexity.
Such a reengineering via the invasive and the further layer approach, as discussed in
Section 3.2.1, corresponds to the textbook examples of product line engineering. The PLiC
approach does not negate the relevance or possibility of such a course of action. Rather,
it steps into the breach and facilitates automated product derivation when the classical
strategies do not work out—when stakeholders or the problem complexity demand a
variety of different derivation mechanisms, or when the invasive and the further layer
reengineering approaches of classical product line engineering plainly turn out to be to
costly.
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8.4. Chapter Summary
This chapter has presented an overview of the PLiC framework implementation, has
validated the PLiC approach, and has discussed its application lifecycle. It has shown little
development effort for converters for seven different configuration mechanisms, which
cover a wide range of possible configuration mechanisms. Based on the validation with
two example product lines, the introduction effort turned out to be small and only few
invasive changes where necessary to apply the approach. Benchmarks have revealed that
the approach technically scales to thousands of constraints, whereas a user experiment
has shown that the fixing approach results in a speed up in configuration time.
Finally, a discussion of the application lifecycle addresses the step-wise and orthogonal
introduction of the approach, its evolution, and conceptual scalability characteristics, as
well as the ultimate phaseout of the approach by reengineering highly interdependent
heterogeneous configuration mechanisms to a homogeneous one.
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9

Conclusions, Contributions, and Further
Research Directions

This thesis has presented the PLiC approach, which automates product derivation in staged
and heterogeneous multi–product-lines. It provides for automated product configuration
checking and fixing in legacy product lines, which use virtually arbitrary configuration
mechanisms. Furthermore it gives derivation support throughout the whole staged
derivation process, thereby making the involved stakeholders and product generation
build tasks first class citizens of the process. This chapter completes this thesis by providing
a conclusion, restating the contributions, and giving an outlook on future research.

9.1. Conclusions
The PLiC approach is motivated by two characteristics of larger-scale product lines that
have significantly hampered comprehensive automation of product derivation up to now:
Heterogeneity. Larger-scale legacy product lines often involve a multitude of diverse
configuration and generation mechanisms. The integration of open source and thirdparty components, different technical mechanisms to be used at different binding
times, or simply the different skills and preferences of the involved stakeholders
all contribute to the fact that product lines in the wild reveal such a heterogeneity
in derivation mechanisms. Without countermeasures, configuration checking and
fixing becomes impossible in such a heterogeneous world, so that configuration
errors can neither be automatically detected nor resolved.
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Staged Derivation. Product derivation typically is a process with several stages. While
this has been identified in previous work, all other approaches have stopped after
having assigned certain configuration decision to stages at which they must be
taken. Comprehensive support of a staged derivation process, however, must also
include both the build tasks, which generate the product artifacts, as well as the
stakeholders, who configure the products. Otherwise, stages remain mere black
boxes, which per se have little practical use.
Both heterogeneity and staged derivation have been addressed sparsely or not at all
by previous approaches. In the case of heterogeneity, automation required expensive
reengineering to one single configuration mechanism, while, at the same time, a lock-in
with respect to this mechanism was produced. Solutions for staged derivation, in turn,
have grossly simplified the problem, ignoring actual product generation and the different
roles of participants in product derivation. Finally, no approach considered multi–productlines with heterogeneous and staged characteristics, which means ignoring product line
engineering in the large.
The central question of this thesis—how can we automate the product derivation process for
multi–product-lines with heterogeneous product configuration and generation mechanisms,
whereas each product line comprises different configuration stages, stakeholders, and build
tasks?—is answered via the PLiC approach.
The PLiC approach provides a method and corresponding tooling to automate product
derivation for heterogeneous and staged multi–product-lines. It consists of three basic
principles: automated extraction of configuration data, additional declaration, and explicit
restriction via constraint checks and fixes.
The first PLiC principle, which focuses on automated extraction of configuration information, fosters most of these beneficiary characteristics. Using automated extraction, it is
not only possible to automate product lines that previously did not provide any derivation
support, such as product lines only configured via the C preprocessor, in a light-weight
and little-invasive manner. Automated extraction also constitutes an extremely useful complement when other product line tooling, for example, a feature modeling tool, already is
used in a product line. Almost inevitably, during product line evolution, further configuration mechanisms edge into the product line and threaten the idea of having one single
configuration paradigm—be it due to the integration of legacy code, other sub–product
lines, domain-specific configuration demands, or stakeholder preferences. Particularly in
such situations, the PLiC approach scores as a light-weight and little-invasive derivation
automation approach, whereas the product line preserves its full flexibility in the choice
of derivation mechanisms.
Comprehensive product derivation support needs to consider the whole derivation process.
Using the principles of the PLiC approach, automated techniques can be brought to all
phases of the product derivation process—from first customer contact over development
time to installation and system startup at the customer site. At all stages, it provides
significant added value at a low price of introduction: Each stakeholder can receive
individually tailored configuration process guidance per stage, independently of the
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configuration mechanism used. Build tasks become first class citizens of the staged
derivation process, thereby enabling build–task-specific constraint checks and automated
product generation across arbitrary, heterogeneous generation mechanisms.

9.2. Contributions
This thesis has identified heterogeneous derivation mechanisms and staged product derivation processes as key challenges for automated product derivation in large-scale legacy
product lines. It contributes the PLiC approach, which tackles these challenges. It brings
automated configuration checking and fixing to multi–product-lines with heterogeneous
configuration mechanisms. It gives staged derivation process support to individual stakeholders and enables consistent product generation even if multiple different build tasks
of different generation mechanisms are involved. The PLiC approach is based on three
principles, extraction, declaration, and restriction. The individual contributions can be
aligned along these principles:
• Use little-invasive automated extraction where possible. The extraction principle effectively facilitates the little invasive application of the approach to virtually
arbitrary legacy product lines. It leverages the fact that legacy product lines already incorporate comprehensive configuration information—it just needs to be
harvested using automated extraction mechanisms. Metamodeling (the “Modelware”
technology space) has turned out to be an expressive, unifying pivot format for
expressing all forms of configuration information. Evidence for comprehensive
applicability is provided by development of conversion and serialization mechanisms
for seven widespread configuration mechanisms, ranging from feature-modeling
over XML and text-based languages to #define-based configuration. The development effort of few hundred lines per mechanism has turned out to be moderate
and suggests reasonable effort when integrating further configuration mechanisms.
The metamodel-based approach for addressing heterogeneity and the developed strategies for creating converters and serializers for various file types constitute the first
contribution of the PLiC approach.
• Use light-weight additional declaration where necessary. The declaration principle complements the extraction principle in a light-weight manner for product
line characteristics that cannot be effectively extracted. A declaration language,
the PLiCMetamodel, has been developed for describing heterogeneous and staged
multi–product-lines. It serves as enabler for automated product derivation. Validated on two heterogeneous multi–product-lines, the declared models were ten to
twenty-five times smaller than the automatically extracted configuration models,
thereby significantly reducing the introduction and evolution effort of the approach
compared to classic manual configuration modeling.
The modeling capabilities of the language far exceed all previous approaches, making it realistically applicable to a wide range of existing legacy product lines. The
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developed declaration language enables formal description of product lines, their
heterogeneous configuration mechanisms, their compositions, and products derived
from the compositions. Regarding the staged derivation process, it considers configuration stages, heterogeneous build tasks, and configuration stakeholders as first
class elements and enables their composition in multi–product-line contexts. In
conjunction with the restriction principle, product configuration and generation can
be comprehensively automated. The declarative description language for modeling
heterogeneous and staged multi–product-lines constitutes the second contribution of
the PLiC approach.
• Use scalable restriction techniques for consistency checking of extracted and
declared data. The restriction principle implements configuration checking and
fixing and automates product generation over the whole staged derivation process.
Constraints enforce configuration restrictions on configuration files of arbitrary types
and across product line boundaries. They enforce stakeholder-individual configuration permissions and restrictions and provide stage-specific and build-task–specific
consistency checks and fixes in order to automatically generate consistent products.
Furthermore, the approach scales up to thousands of constraint checks. The semiautomated configuration fixing approach turns out feasible and significantly speeds
up configuration time (more than 60 % in the performed user study). The semiautomated configuration fixing approach, together with the developed imperative and
declarative fixing mechanisms, which have been integrated into a constraint checking
language, constitutes the third contribution of the approach.
The contributions have been validated based on the implemented product line tooling,
the PLiC framework, and by applying this tooling to the two multi–product-lines I4Copter
and SafeHome. The results show that comprehensive automated product derivation
is not a matter of research prototypes or industrial corner cases. It can be brought
to virtually arbitrary legacy product lines. The PLiC approach can be introduced in a
light-weight manner, it flexibly adapts to virtually arbitrary configuration and generation
mechanisms without the need to invasively change any of the existing legacy mechanisms,
and technically scales to thousands of constraint checks.

9.3. Future Research Directions
Formal Solving as Validation Mechanism. The currently implemented fixing mechanism based on the constraint language Xpand Check guarantees correct fix locations while
reducing the number of suggested locations via a declarative marker mechanism. The
mechanism is expressive and reduced the necessary configuration time in the user study.
Solving methods, such as satisfiability solvers, constraint satisfaction programming, and
answer set programming, would constitute promising candidates for further research.
Those mechanisms would add additional desirable properties, for example, that a suggested set of fixes fulfills all active constraints. Up to now, however, these techniques have
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only been applied to rather simple model types, such as basic feature modeling, which has
a straight-forward mapping to boolean logic. How to apply such formal solving methods
to arbitrary and dynamically created metamodels, as generated by the PLiC framework,
and how to achieve reasonable practicability and usability, are major research challenges
to pursue.
A Hierarchy of Configuration Models. Up to now, all generated configuration models
are conceptually on the same level. Each time an inconsistency is detected, the user has
to decide which of the involved models to fix. By assigning priorities to the different
generated configuration models, fixes could be automatically applied to those models
with lower priorities. Fixes would ripple through the hierarchy of models, and, due to
prioritization, a higher number of fixes could be automatically deduced without user
interaction, thereby further improving on configuration time.
Integration of Semantic Rules Extracted From Implementation Code. This thesis
has intentionally limited its focus on providing consistency during product configuration
and generation. Product implementation artifacts, such as C or Java files, have therefore
not been considered as an explicit source of configuration dependencies. Based on
recent work on variability-aware code analysis [TLSSP11], the extraction principle of
the PLiC approach could be extended to retrieve semantic configuration rules (such as,
FEATURE_A implies FEATURE_B) from the dependencies among variability annotations,
such as among C preprocessor #ifdef blocks, in the source code. In doing so, many
technically implied configuration constraints could be automatically inferred instead
of defining them manually, thereby reducing the constraint definition effort in domain
engineering.
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Appendix: Interface of Converter Plug-Ins

The PLiC framework allows for adding further configuration, validation, and product
generation mechanisms via plug-ins. The plug-in interfaces for validation and product
generation have been presented in Listings 6.1 and 7.1. The interfaces that converters need
to implement for fixing generic and specific configuration mechanisms are documented in
the following Listings A.1 and A.2, respectively.
Listing A.1: Interface of generic converters for fixing.
public i n t e r f a c e I G e n e r i c C o n v e r t e r {
/∗∗
∗ Returns t h e metamodel o f t h e g e n e r i c c o n v e r t e r .
∗/
EPackage getMetamodelPackage ( ) ;
/∗∗

∗ Converts a c o n f i g u r a t i o n f i l e t o a model conforming t o t h e metamodel .
∗/
EObject c o n v e r t ( I F i l e S t o r e i n f i l e ) ;
/∗∗

∗ O p t i o n a l : S e r i a l i z e s t h e changed ’ model ’ b u i l t from f i l e ‘ i n f i l e ‘ t o ‘ o u t f i l e ‘ .
∗/
D i a g n o s t i c s e r i a l i z e ( EObject model , I F i l e S t o r e i n f i l e , I F i l e S t o r e o u t f i l e ) ;
/∗∗

∗ O p t i o n a l : Checks whether t h e c o n f i g u r a t i o n f i l e i s s e m a n t i c a l l y v a l i d .
∗/
D i a g n o s t i c checkConformance ( I F i l e S t o r e i n f i l e ) ;
/∗∗

∗ O p t i o n a l : Resolves e r r o r s i n c o n f i g u r a t i o n f i l e ‘ i n f i l e ‘ t o f i l e ‘ o u t f i l e ’ .
∗/
Diagnostic autoresolve ( I F i l e S t o r e i n f i l e , I F i l e S t o r e o u t f i l e ) ;
}
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The interface of specific converters corresponds to the one of generic converters, only that
each method requires, as a further parameter, the location of the metamodel specification
file (mmSpecfile).
Listing A.2: Interface of specific converters for fixing.
public i n t e r f a c e I S p e c i f i c C o n v e r t e r {
/∗∗
∗ Generates a metamodel from t h e g i v e n s p e c i f i c a t i o n f i l e .
∗/
EPackage getMetamodelPackage ( I F i l e S t o r e mmSpecfile ) ;
/∗∗

∗ Converts a c o n f i g u r a t i o n f i l e t o a model conforming t o t h e metamodel o f ‘ mmSpecfile ‘ .
∗/
EObject c o n v e r t ( I F i l e S t o r e i n f i l e , I F i l e S t o r e mmSpecfile ) ;
/∗∗

∗ O p t i o n a l : S e r i a l i z e s t h e changed ’ model ’ b u i l t from f i l e ‘ i n f i l e ‘ t o ‘ o u t f i l e ‘ .
∗/
D i a g n o s t i c s e r i a l i z e ( EObject model , I F i l e S t o r e i n f i l e , I F i l e S t o r e o u t f i l e ,
I F i l e S t o r e mmSpecfile ) ;
/∗∗

∗ O p t i o n a l : Checks whether t h e c o n f i g u r a t i o n f i l e i s s e m a n t i c a l l y v a l i d .
∗/
D i a g n o s t i c checkConformance ( I F i l e S t o r e i n f i l e , I F i l e S t o r e mmSpecfile ) ;
/∗∗

∗ O p t i o n a l : Resolves e r r o r s i n c o n f i g u r a t i o n f i l e ‘ i n f i l e ‘ t o f i l e ‘ o u t f i l e ’ .
∗/
D i a g n o s t i c a u t o r e s o l v e ( I F i l e S t o r e i n f i l e , I F i l e S t o r e o u t f i l e , I F i l e S t o r e mmSpecfile ) ;
}
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Appendix: Instructions for User Study
Participants

For validation of the PLiC approach, an experimental user study has been performed
in order to measure the benefit of the automated fixing approach compared to manual
adaptation of configuration files. Section 8.2.6.3 has reported on the results of the
experiment. The following configuration instructions were given to the participants.

B.1. Intro
This experimental study shall measure the configuration effort necessary when using
the PLiC framework alone in comparison to the use of the PLiC framework with resolving
extension. Therefore, each participant will be assigned to one of two groups. Each
participant has to configure a valid I4Copter twice, according to the textual configuration
instructions in Section B.4:
• Setting 1: In the first setting, the participant will only use the textual guidance of
the PLiC framework (the hints displayed in the Eclipse Problems View) and—based
on this information—manually adapt the configuration files.
• Setting 2: In the second setting, the participant will use the PLiC framework’s
resolving extensions, which will provide a graphical user interface and gives active
resolving suggestions, which, when clicked, actively adapt the current configuration.
Members of the first group will perform Setting 1 before Setup 2, members of the second
group will do it the other way around.
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B.2. Globally Relevant Information
The PLiC framework creates models from all configuration files and evaluates constraints
on the models. If a constraint fails, a message is shown in the Eclipse Problems View.
The user has to perform the configuration according to the textual instructions in Section
B.4. The configuration is finished when all the textual configuration instructions have
been performed and the PLiC framework does not display any configuration warnings or
errors in the Eclipse Problems View anymore.

B.3. Introduction to the Configuration Workspace
On the left side of the Eclipse GUI, you see the Package Explorer for navigation in the
Eclipse workspace. Four files are relevant for configuration:
• The operating system variant model:
/CiAO/cs_tc_triboard1796/wanja.vdm

It contains the global OS configuration options.
• The operating system task xml file:
/CiAO/tasks/xml/simple.xml

It contains the task-related OS configuration.
• The Copter software configuration header:
/CopterSwHw/src/System/System/CopterSoftwareConfig.h

It contains the software-related quadrotor helicopter configuration.
• The Copter hardware configuration header:
/CopterSwHw/src/System/CopterHardware/Apollo2.h

It contains the hardware-related quadrotor helicopter configuration.

B.4. Configuration Instructions
You will have to configure a valid I4Copter with redundant flight control. The following
action needs to be performed both in Settings 1 and 2.
• Set the REDUNDANT_FLIGHTCONTROL define in CopterSoftwareConfig.h to the value 1
with an editor of your choice and save the file.
All the inconsistencies to fix from now on will be displayed by the PLiC framework in the
Eclipse Problems View.
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B.5. Resolving the Inconsistencies
B.5.1. Setting 1: Manual Resolving

These instructions are only relevant in Setting 1. Please follow now the hints provided
by the PLiC framework in the Eclipse Problems View to adapt the configuration files
mentioned above manually. Each time you press save, all constraints will be reevaluated.
Proceed with configuration until no more warnings and errors are displayed by the PLiC
framework. For your help, all warnings and errors of the PLiC framework contain
• the exact name of the configuration option to adapt, and
• a keyword (feature if adaptation in pure::variants necessary, XML if adaptation in
the XML file, and a configuration option name in capital letters , e.g., DEBUG, if the
configuration option to adapt is a CPP define in one of the two header files). In case
numerical or textual data is to be input, see Section B.6 for configuration hints.
B.5.2. Setting 2: Automatic Resolving

These instructions are only relevant for Setting 2. Select PLiC Menu – Validator Command
from the Eclipse Menu Bar. Select the Project I4Copter and choose the interactive resolving
mode (VM_INTERACTIVE). Select the suggested actions to resolve the errors and warnings.
In case there are still errors or warnings in the Eclipse Problems View when the interactive
resolving GUI returns, select the PLiC Menu – Validator Command again from the Eclipse
Menu Bar until no more errors or warnings are displayed. In case factual data is to be
entered, consider B.6 for configuration hints.

B.6. Configuration Hints
• The following copter configuration values are reasonable.
– remote ethernet address: "192.168.34.5"
– remote ethernet port: 4000
– default ip address: "192.168.34.35"
– the period of the flight control task needs to be triplicated (from 3 ms to 9 ms)
• The following global OS configuration values are reasonable.
– number of kernel alarms: 5
• The following task-specific OS configuration values are reasonable.
– The flight control task XML structure FC_TASK must be substituted by three
other tasks XML structures. The names of the three new tasks are: FC_TASK1,
FC_TASK2, FC_TASK3. The respective entry functions are fcTaskRedundant1,
fcTaskRedundant2, fcTaskRedundant3.
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– Create a further task XML structure: FC_VOTERTASK. Its entry function is fcVoterTask. Its priority must be higher than the one of the FC_TASK. The other data is
the same as for FC_TASK.
– Make the FC_VOTERTASK the autostart task (autostarts XML structure) instead
of the FC_TASK.

B.7. Finalization
B.7.1. Setting 1: Finalization

These instructions are only relevant for Setting 1. If you have performed all the instructions above and the PLiC framework does not show any error or warning in the problems
view, you are done.
B.7.2. Setting 2: Finalization

These instructions are only relevant for Setting 2. If you have performed all the instructions above, leveraging the interactive mode of the PLiC Validation Command and the PLiC
framework finally does not show any more errors or warnings in the Eclipse Problems
View, you can enter the serialization mode to write the changes on model level back to the
original files.
Select PLiC Menu – Resolver Command from the Eclipse Menu Bar. Select the Project
I4Copter and then choose No when queried whether to show the initial diff&merge
editor. Follow the guidance of the GUI. In case file-type specific validation warnings or
errors occur (e.g., for pure::variants variant models), you should click OK to activate
the (pure::variants) autoresolving mode. If then the autoresolve diff&merge editor is
displayed, click on the disk icon in the upper right corner of the editor and choose Select
Autoresolved Model.

B.8. Wrap Up
Thank you for participation :).
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